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Abstract
by
GEORGE EDWARD RICE

The uniqueness of the Greek text of Codex Bezae
Cantabrigiensis (D) has been widely acknowledged by New
Testament scholars, for no other New Testament manuscript
has so many and such remarkable variant readings. In the
past, some of the more noticeable variations in D have
been examined in detail; however, such investigations
have been confined largely to the immediate context of the
individual variants.
Eldon Jay Epp, in his work on The Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis in Acts (Cambridge:
University Press, 1966), broke with the traditional approach to the study of D's text and discovered that by
examining the whole text of Acts as a unit definite theological biases could be seen running throughout the
variant readings. This approach helps to avoid erroneous
conclusions concerning D's alterations by: (1) examining
variations in the light of the entire scheme of alterations

within a given book, as well as in the light of the immediate context of each variant, and (2) thus allowing
conclusions to be drawn which are consistent with the
entire scheme of alterations and, therefore, avoiding the
temptation to ignore an isolated variant because no immediate rationale presents itself to explain its presence.
The close affinity of the books of Luke and Acts, as
evidenced by these books' own introductions, opens the
possibility that similar biases may be found running
through the variant readings in D's text of Luke.
It is the purpose of this study: (1) to examine
the complete text of Luke in D, (2) to isolate its
variant readings by comparing D's text against the text
of Codex Vaticanus (B) in Luke, (3) to determine whether
D's variants alter the accepted textual tradition of Luke
by manifesting certain biases, and (4) to ascertain
whether these biases appear consistently in the variant
readings of D.
The following theological biases would appear to
emerge from the D-variants in Luke:
1. Jesus is exalted beyond his portrayal in the
normal text of Luke as the Messianic son of David, as the
compassionate healer, as one equal with the Father, and as
the present Son of Man.
iii

2. An anti-Judaic bias is present.

This can be

seen in the attempt to set aside Jewish institutions, by
advancing in time priestly plottings of Jesus' death,
and by portraying the people of Jerusalem as unresponsive
to Jesus' ministry and as more hostile to Jesus during
the passion.
3. Dominant characters, e.g. Jesus' mother, John
the Baptist, and Peter, are elevated beyond their significance in the normal text.
4. The disciples in general are protected from
behavior recorded by Luke that is not compatible with
their position.
5. Gentiles are more favorably treated than in
the normal text.
This examination of D's text in Luke leads to the
further conclusion that the copyist functioned as an
editor. A remaining question is the extent of D's
editorial activity in the other gospels, but this is
beyond the scope of the present investigation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE
TEXT OF CODEX BEZAE IN ST. LUKE
The Problem
In pursuit of its ultimate goal of establishing the
original text of the New Testament, the work of textual
criticism has centered mainly on the task of identifying
the place of individual witnesses within families, tribes,
sub-text-types and text-types. By collating the variant
readings and computing the results, a given manuscript can
be identified as being, for example, Alexandrian, Caesarean,
Western, or Byzantine in character.1 As important as this
work is for purposes of building a critical text, counting
variants does not aid in understanding the degree of difference in meaning between a variant reading and the accepted
norm. K. W. Clark says:
Counting words is a meaningless measure of textual variation, and all such estimates fail to convey the
1The science of manuscript identification has been
refined and perfected by such scholars as Ernest C. Colwell.
The results of 30 years of labor in perfecting methods of
working with manuscripts can be found in a compilation of
essays produced for professional publications by Colwell,
Studies in Methodology in Textual Criticism of the New Testament, Vol. IX of New Testament Tools and Studies, ed. by
Bruce M. Metzger (9 vols.; Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans,
1969).

1

2
theological significance of variable readings. Rather
it is required to evaluate the thought rather than to
compute the verbiage. How shall we measure the theological clarification derived from textual emendation
where a single word altered affects the major concept
in a passage? . . . By calculating words it is impossible to apprecate the spiritual insights that depend
upon the words.4
Although Westcott and Hort championed the belief that alterations of the text did not result from motives to deliberately create changes,3 the fallacy of this position is now
generally accepted.4 For example, after comparing various
passages from the Alexandrian and Western texts, Frederic
Kenyon makes the following observation:
Anyone who examines the samples given above, which include the more important and characteristic variations
between the D and 8 texts, will see that no theory of
accidental omissions will account for them. Some of
them are omissions and additions of clauses, in which
2K. W. Clark, "The Theological Relevance of Textual
Variations in Current Criticism of the Greek New Testament,"
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXV(1966), 4-5.
3Brooke Foss Westcott and Fenton John Anthony Hort,
Introduction, Appendix, Vol. II of The New Testament in the
Original Greek (London and New York: Macmillan and Company,
1896), p. 282.
4Cf. Friedrich Blass, Philology of the Gospels
(London: Macmillan and Company, 1898), p. 89; Clark, pp.
4-7; Eldon Jay Epp, The Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae
Cantabrigiensis in Acts (Cambridge: University Press, 1966),
pp. 1-3; Albertus Frederik Johannes Klijn, A Survey of the
Researches into the Western Text of the Gospels and Acts
(Utrecht: Kemink, 1949), pp. 163-64; Kirsopp Lake, The Influence of Textual Criticism on the Exegesis of the New
Testament (Oxford: University Press, 1904), pp. 10-11; C.
S. C. Williams, Alterations to the Text of the Synoptic
Gospels and Acts (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1951), pp. 5-6.
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accident is distinctly less probable than intention;
others are paraphrases, of which accident is not even
a possible explanation.
Until recently, however, studies, such as that of
Kenyon, have centered in the more obvious variants scattered
throughout the various New Testament witnesses. This has
helped to affirm the error of Westcott and Hort, but it has
not made it possible to understand the contribution that is
made by a particular manuscript through its variant readings.
This can only be done by a systematic evaluation of variants
within their immediate context and within the context of a
6
whole book that is being studied.
For example, an examination of the Western noninterpolations in the Gospel of Luke will affirm that alterations have been made ". . . in which accident is distinctly
5Frederic Kenyon, "The Western Text in the Gospels
and Acts," The Proceedings of the British Academy, XXIV
(1938), p. 307.
6Michael Mees has undertaken a systematic survey of
variants in D in the Gospel of Luke. Although his introductory material to each article stresses the problems faced by
an investigator of Luke in D, his examination of the variants fails to develop the editorial scheme that gives relatively sure answers for the existence of numerous variants.
Indeed, he completely skips over variants that are vital
to understanding D's thinking and which help to explain the
presence of other variants. Cf. Michael Mees, "Lukas 1-9
in der Textgestalt des Codex Bezae: Literarische Formen
in Dienste der Schrift," Vetera Christianorum, V(1968),
89-110; idem, "Sinn and Bedeutung literarischer Formen fur
die Textgestalt des Codex Bezae in Lukas 10-11," Vetera
Christianorum, VII, 1(1970), 59-82; idem, "Jesusworte in
Lukas 12 and ihre Komposition nach Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis," Vetera Christianorum, VII, 2(1970), 285-303.
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less probable than intention." However, a study of these
variants, restricted to their immediate context and isolated from the rest of the text of Codex Bezae (D) in Luke,
may lead to erroneous conclusions as to their true nature.
Therefore, in order to understand adequately the thinking
and biases that may have led to some variant readings that
exist in New Testament witnesses, these variants must be
viewed from the vantage point of examining all the variants
within a particular book.
This has been done by E. J. Epp? with D in the Book
of Acts. His work indicates that throughout the variant
readings that appear in this book definite biases can be
identified. Because of the close affinity attributed to
Luke and Acts by the introduction of the books themselves,
it becomes necessary to ask whether D in Luke displays
alterations of a similar nature to those found in Acts.
In reviewing Epp's work on Acts, Ian A. Moir says of
similar phenomena in Luke:
At page 26 Epp quotes Lake for the opinion . . . that
'one who proposed to study the "Western" problems
should begin with the Acts, applying the results to
the study of the gospels.' It would take too long to
test Epp's views here in extenso, but as a rough check,
the evidence of the new U.B.S. report of D-variants
for Luke was examined (they are, of course, a restricted selection) and . . . they would seem to yield
support to Epp's contentions. . . .8
7Epp, Theological Tendency of Codex Bezae.
8Tan A. Moir, Journal of Theological Studies, XIX
(1968), p. 280.
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The Purpose
It is the purpose of this work:9
9We are not concerned in this study with a quest
for the "original text," nor with D's relationship to this
"original text." Ample information on this problem can be
found in the various handbooks. Cf. also: Matthew Black,
An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (3rd ed.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967); Friedrich Blass, Philology
of the Gospels; F. C. Burkitt, The Gospel History and its
Transmission (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1906), pp. 40-58;
Bulletin of the Bezan Club, I-XII(1925-37); J. Chapman,
"The Original Contents of Codex Bezae," Expositor, VI, 12
(1905), 46-57; T. F. Glasson, "Did Matthew and Luke Use
a 'Western' Text of Mark?" Expository Times, LV(1943/44),
180-4; LVII(1945/46), 53-4; F. Graefe, "Der Codex Bezae
und das Lukas Evangelium," Theologische Studien und
Kritiken, VI1(1898), 116-40; J. Rendel Harris, Codex Bezae:
A Study of the So-Called Western Text of the New Testament
(Cambridge: University Press, 1891); W. H. P. Hatch, The
'Western Text' of the Gospels (Evanston: Seabury-Western
Theological Seminary, 1937); Kenyon, Proceedings, pp.
287-315; G. D. Kilpatrick, "Western Text and Original
Text in the Gospels and Acts," Journal of Theological
Studies, XLIV(1943), 24-36; Eberhard Nestle, "Some Observations on the Codex Bezae," Expositor V, 2(1895), 23540; W. B. Sedgwick, "St. Luke and the 6-Text," Expository
Times, LIX(1947/48), 222-3; H. C. Snape, "The Composition
of the Lukan Writings: A Re-assessment," Harvard Theological
Review, LIII(1960), 27-46; B. K. Soper, "St. Luke and
the 'Western' Text," Expository Times, LX(1948/49), 83;
Burnett Hillman Streeter, The Four Gospels (London:
Macmillan & Co., 1961); C. C. Torrey, Documents of the
Primitive Church (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers,
1941); H. J. Vogels, Die Harmonistik im Evanqelientext
des Codex Cantabrigiensis (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs' sche
Buchlandlung, 1910); idem, "Methodisches zur Textkritik
der Evangelien," Biblische Zeitschrift, XI(1913), 367-96;
Westcott and Hort, Introduction, Appendix; C. S. C. Williams, "Did Matthew and Luke Use a 'Western' Text of
Mark?" Expository Times, LVI(1944/45), 41-5; idem, "St.
Luke and the 'Western' Text," Expository Times, LX(1948/
49), 24-6.
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1. To identify in the textual tradition of St.
Luke those points where D presents variants that make a
change in the meaning of Luke's tradition.10
2. To see if these variants in Luke indicate a
consistent pattern of thought (compared, for example, with
the results of previous work on Acts).
3. To endeavor to isolate the reason for the
change; whether, for example, it was a simple attempt to
harmonize Luke with the other two synoptics, harmonization
resulting from a bias, theological or anti-Judaic, or additions or omissions designed to develop a point or bias, etc.
4. To observe whether these alterations in the text
were made to change the probable original emphasis of the
Lucan tradition or to strengthen it.
A Brief Description and History of D
Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis is the chief Greek witness to the Western text of our Gospels and Acts. This
fact in itself should have accounted for the detailed study
of its text in comparison with the other types of texts that
have come to us from the earliest years of the church's history. However, D has actually become the one New Testament
10The text of D in St. Luke was chosen because its
variants are more unusual than in Matthew and Mark. For
the purposes of this study Scrivener's edition of D will be
used: F. H. A. Scrivener, Bezae Codex Cantabrigiensis.
Being an Exact Copy, in Ordinary Type . . . (Cambridge:
1864).
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manuscript that has received more attention from scholars
than any other witness because it contains such unusual
readings in so many passages.11
Produced around the fifth century A.D., D is a
bilingual manuscript with Greek on the left and Latin on
the right. Each page contains a single column of text with
each line divided into xilaa, i.e. lines of varying length
so as to make the pauses in sense come at the end of
lines.12 Of its earliest known history W. H. P. Hatch says:
The manuscript was taken to the Council of Trent
in 1546 by the Bishop of Clearmont, who had borrowed
it from the Monastery of St. Irenaeus in Lyons. When
the council was over, the codex was returned to the
monastery; and there it was found when Lyons was
sacked by a Huguenot army in 1562. About this time
the manuscript came into the possession of Thgodore
de Beze, the Geneva scholar and reformer; and he presented it to the University of Cambridge in 1581.13
In 1899 a photographic reproduction was made by
Cambridge University. 14 Kenyon believes that the presence
of a Latin text is sufficient proof that the manuscript was
produced in the West of Europe, where Latin was the
11Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament:
Its Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration (2nd ed.;
New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 51.
12Ibid., p. 49.
13William Henry Paine Hatch, The Principal Uncial
Manuscripts of the New Testament (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1939), N.P.
14Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis Quattuor Evangelia et
Actus Apostolorum complectens Graece et Latine Sumptibus
Academiae phototypice repraesentatus (Cambridge, 1899).
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language of literature and daily life.15 However, he adds
that the manuscript". . . seems to have been used somewhere
where the Scriptures were publicly read in Greek, for the
liturgical directions are all on the Greek pages."16 Concerning its text, Metzger says; "No known manuscript has
so many and such remarkable variations from what is usually
taken to be the normal New Testament text."17
A Summary of Luke's Textual Tradition
Because this study will concern itself with the
textual tradition of St. Luke and how this tradition is
dealt with by D, it might be well to survey quickly the
major aspects of this tradition as it appears in the normal
text. In dealing with his sources Luke has developed an
exegetical tradition of the life and activities of Jesus
that is uniquely his own. For example:
1. The beginning of Jesus' ministry in Galilee
marks the archA ("beginning") in Luke, whereas in Mark the
beginning is marked by the appearance of John. The precursor-motif is absent in the main body of Luke's material;
15Frederic Kenyon, Our Bible and the Ancient Manuscripts, rev. by A. W. Adams (New York and Evanston: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1958), 208.
16Ibid., p. 209.
17Metzger, p. 50.
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John is not the precursor of the Messiah, he is the last
of the prophets--the last of the old age.18
2. Luke handles the disciples with gentle hands,
especially Peter; ". . . their faults--ignorance, weak
faith, mutual rivalries--are acknowledged, yet touched
with sparing hand."19
3. Messiahship and Lordship are acknowledged early
by the earthly Jesus in Luke's tradition (4:21);20 however,
this accentuation in no way prevents Luke from stressing
Jesus' feelings of sympathy. In Luke, more than in Mark
18Hans Conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke, trans.
by Geoffrey Buswell (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
1961), pp. 22-27. Cf. W. Barnes Tatum, "The Epoch of
Israel: Luke I-II and the Theological Plan of Luke-Acts,"
New Testament Studies, XII1(1966/67), 184-95, who points
out that John plays his role as the "Elijah-like messianic
forerunner" in Luke 1 and 2, and thus is not emphasized by
Luke out of this context. Tatum points out that Conzelmann
does not concern himself with Luke 1 and 2 because the theology there is different from the remainder of the gospel.
Cf. H. H. Oliver, "The Lucan Birth Stories and the Purpose
of Luke-Acts," New Testament Studies, X(1963/64), 202-26.
19Alexander Balmain Bruce, The Synoptic Gospels,
Vol. I, Part 1 of The Expositor's Greek Testament, edited
by W. Robertson Nicoll (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1970), pp. 46-47.
20Cf. G. W. H. Lampe, "The Lucan Portrait of Christ,"
New Testament Studies, 11(1955/56), 160, who describes Luke
as an author who prefers to synthesize his material and does
not ". . . press any one idea to its ultimate conclusion or
content himself with drawing out the significance of a single
Scripture image. He prefers to hold a large number of
threads in his hand at once, introducing first one and then
another into a somewhat untidy and ill-defined pattern, without allowing any one of them so to predominate over the rest
as to give unity and coherence to the whole. This tendency
is perhaps especially marked in his presentation of the person and work of Christ."
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and Matthew, Jesus expresses God's love for the despised
through his conduct and his message.21
4. Luke's tradition places the history of Jesus
in clearly recognizable connection with the history of his
time by connecting narrative events with the political
context of Roman history, e.g. the census commanded by the
Emperor Augustus and the chronological fixing of the Baptist's appearance.
5. Luke was probably first to represent the history of Jesus as the beginning of the currently-continuing
church history. Kimmel believes that Luke's change in the
Markan design of the material which they hold in common
resulted from a wish "to describe the history of Jesus as
the preparation for the activity of the disciples after
Easter," i.e. "the place of Jesus' life in God's salvation
history. ”22
6. An attempt is made to show the political innocence of Jesus in the eyes of the Romans while the Jews unjustly seek to accuse Jesus as a political agitator.23
Conzelmann makes the interesting observation that in Luke's
tradition, "it is the Jews who throw the name of Barabbas
21Werner Georg Kummel (ed.), Introduction to the
New Testament, trans. by A. J. Mattill, Jr. (14th revised
ed.; New York: Abingdon Press, 1966), p. 98. Cf. Bo
Reicke, The Gospel of Luke, trans. by Ross MacKenzie
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1964), pp. 63-74.
22Kiimmel, p. 99.
231bid., pp. 98-99. Cf. Conzelmann, pp. 88-93.
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into the discussion," thus showing their solidarity with
the rebels.24
Methodology
The following methodology will be used in this
study:
1. D in St. Luke will be collated against a standard text in order to isolate its variants. Codex Vaticanus
(B)25 was chosen as a standard for purposes of collation.26
The generally conservative character of B is recognized,
thus making it the best representative of the main-line
text.27
2. Once the variants are isolated they will be
examined to see if there is any possibility that they involve a change in Luke's tradition.
24Conzelmann, p. 87.
25Constantinus Tischendorf (ed.), Novum Testamentum
Vaticanum, post Angeli Maii aliorumque imperfectos labores
ex ipso codice (Lipsiae: Giesecke et Devrient, 1868).
26Cf. Epp, p. 33 and Klijn, p. 163. The ideal
standard would be the original text which Luke himself wrote,
but, since this is an elusive text, some other standard must
be chosen. A critical edition, such as Nestle or the United
Bible Societies' text, gives a text which never existed in
manuscript form. K. W. Clark points out that even ". . .
the best critical text so far achieved now holds little
assurance of being the original text." "The Effect of Recent Textual Criticism upon New Testament Studies," The
Background of the New Testament and its Eschatology, W. D.
Davies and D. Daube (eds.), (Cambridge: University Press,
1965), p. 30. On the other hand B represents a real text.
27Metzger, p. 216.
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3. If a variant or a group of variants scattered
throughout the text shows evidence of altering the meaning
of the Lucan tradition on any given subject, Luke's tradition on this subject will be isolated by comparing his
text with that of the other two synoptics as they appear
in B.
4. The variant readings of D will then be compared with the isolated tradition as it reads in B. At
this point an alteration in Luke's tradition made by D
should be evident.28
5. Where parallel passages exist in Matthew and
Mark they have been examined in D to determine if similar
alterations were made in the other two synoptics. One
purpose for this is to determine if the alterations made
by D will show a consistent theological position or a bias
of any other nature. Where such alterations have a direct
bearing on D in Luke, they will be noted.
6. The sixth and final step will be an attempt to
identify the reasons for the alterations. Although it
28Witnesses supporting the variant readings will be
taken from the critical apparatuses of Kurt Aland, Matthew
Black, Bruce M. Metzger, Allen Wikgren (eds.), The Greek
New Testament (Stuttgart: United Bible Societies, 1966),
Joseph M. Boyer, Novi Testamenti Biblia Graeca et Latina
(3rd ed.; Madrid: Matriti, 1953), Eberhard Nestle, Novum
Testamentum Graece, ed. by Erwin Nestle and Kurt Aland
(25th ed.; London; United Bible Societies, 1967),
Augustinus Merk, Novum Testamentum (7th ed.: Romae:
Sumptibus Pontificii Instituti Biblici, 1951), Constantinus
Tisbhendorf, Novum Testamentum Graece, Vol. I (8th ed.;
Lipsiae: Giesecke & Devrient, 1869).
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should be possible to state the reasons for most alterations in Luke's tradition, it is readily admitted that some
changes may defy adequate explanation even though the alterations may be readily identified. K. Lake believes that
doctrinal modifications of the text were very early, before
the existence of our oldest manuscripts; therefore, it is
vain to look for much manuscript evidence of doctrinal modification:

•

.

. [a] small amount of evidence is sufficient

to establish the claim to consideration of readings which
are likely to have been obnoxious to early doctrine."29
K. W. Clark supports Lake's position:
The amount of textual change that involves theological alteration is a small proportion but it is a nugget of essential importance for interpretation. It is
this smaller portion for which textual criticism must
search especially.30
As is indicated by Lake and Clark, we might expect
to find some alterations that arise from theological biases.
However, this is only one reason for textual changes. In
this sixth step it will be discovered that there are various reasons lying behind the alterations made in Luke's
textual tradition by Codex Bezae.
29Kirsopp Lake, The Influence of Textual Criticism
on the Exegesis of the New Testament (Oxford: University
Press, 1904), 10-11.
30K. W. Clark, "The Theological Relevance of Textual
Variations in Current Criticism of the Greek New Testament,"
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXV (1966), p. 15.

CHAPTER II
PROMINENT CHARACTERS AND THEIR ROLE IN D
Within D, one can observe a tendency to magnify
the major personalities that are closely connected with
Jesus' person and ministry, if this magnification will
serve the purpose of exalting Jesus and His earthly mission. This is true of the two predominant characters
found in the first three chapters of St. Luke, i.e. Mary,
the mother of Jesus, and John the Baptist. The alterations made by D are not necessarily numerous, but they are
of such a nature as to indicate the possible presence of
an editorial design. Outside of Luke 1-3, it is Peter
that receives D's attention. The remaining followers of
Jesus figure into D's interest only in a minor way.
Mary, Mother of Jesus
In Luke's tradition, Mary is seen as playing a
more prominent role in the early life of Jesus than in
Matthew. One can see this by the amount of space Luke
allots to Mary in the first two chapters of his gospel.
Of the 132 verses, four are devoted to the introduction,
45 to the announcement of John's birth and the birth itself, and 83 verses, or 63% of the total, deal with the
14
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nativity and early life of Jesus, in which Mary figures
as a prominent character. In some of this material she
is the dominant figure, e.g. in the announcement of Jesus'
birth (13 verses); her visit to Elizabeth (7 verses); her
song of praise (11 verses), for a total of 31 verses of
the 83 in which she plays a prominent role.
The prominence of Mary in Luke's tradition stands
out in bold relief when it is compared with Matthew's
account of the nativity and infancy of Jesus, which covers
a total of only 31 verses. At no time is Mary a dominant
figure as she is in Luke's tradition. She is not visited
by a heavenly messenger in Matthew as in Luke's account.
It would seem that Matthew gives the greater prominence
to Joseph in the nativity scenes, for he is visited at
least three times by the heavenly messenger, and possibly
four if 2:22 were to be counted: e.g. (1) Joseph is told
not to hesitate to take Mary as his wife (1:19-25); (2)
he is told to take the child and his mother and to go to
Egypt to escape Herod's wrath (2:13-15); (3) he is told
to return to Israel with the child and mother (2:19-21).
A fourth appearance to Joseph may very well be seen in
2:22, for here Joseph is warned in a dream not to settle
down in the territory ruled by Archelaus.
Outside of the context of the nativity and infancy,
Mary is mentioned twice by Matthew and Mark, and once by
Luke:
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1. All three synoptics record the episode of the
search by Mary and Jesus' brothers to find Jesus and of
their desire to speak with him (Matthew 12:46-50; Mark
3:31-35; Luke 8:19-21).
2. Mary figures in Matthew's and Mark's account
of Jesus' visit to Nazareth (receiving only passing notice,
however). In Mark, the amazed crowd asks, "Is not this
the carpenter, the son of Mary . . .?" (6:3). Matthew
reads, "Is not this the son of the carpenter? Is not his
mother named Mary . . .?" (13:55). Luke's account is as
follows, "Is this not the son of Joseph?" (4:22). Although
a transition can be seen here from "the carpenter, the son
of Mary" in Mark, to "the carpenter's son? Is not his
mother named Mary" in Matthew, to "the son of Joseph" in
Luke with the mention of Mary being dropped, Conzelmann's
comment that Mary ". . . disappears to a greater extent in
Luke than in Mark and Matthew"1 seems rather strange, for
the example given above is the only place where Luke fails
to mention Mary when Matthew and Mark have done so.
1Conzelmann, p. 127. Tatum (pp. 184, 193) agrees
that Mary is ". . . pushed further into the background"
after chapters 1-2. However, he maintains that one of
Conzelmann's weaknesses is his failure to recognize the
role of Mary in what Tatum calls "The epoch of Israel"
(Luke 1-2); the same is true of John the Baptist. The
reason for failing to recognize the role of Mary is that
Conzelmann ". . . maintains that Luke i-ii preserve a theology different in many respects from the rest of LukeActs." Thus in his work, Theology of St. Luke, Conzelmann
does not treat these two chapters.
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The phrase employed by Luke, "Is this not the son
of Joseph?" is very close to John; however, the settings
in which this question is asked are entirely different.
Whereas Luke uses the setting of Jesus' rejection at Nazareth, in agreement with the other two synoptics, John's
statement is connected with Jesus' sermon on the bread of
life, which also, we must hasten to add, is found in the
context of rejection. Whereas in Luke the rejection of
Jesus is by his fellow townspeople, in John it is by the
multitude in Galilee, plus many of Jesus' disciples: "And
they said, Is this not Jesus, the son of Joseph, the father
and mother of whom we know? How then does he say, I have
come down from heaven?" (John 6:42).
In light of the above, there can hardly be any
question that Mary plays a far more prominent role in
Luke's tradition than in that of Matthew and Mark, even
though Luke does prefer Joseph instead of Mary in one
verse.
We will now look at two alterations made by D in
the first two chapters of Luke which are intended to magnify the significance of Mary's role.
The first variant is found in Luke's account of
the annunciation. Here D preserves a variant that is found
in a number of other manuscripts, but one that fits the
pattern of his editorial work. This reading is omitted
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by )(, B, W, fl, copsa,bo-- some of the most important
Alexandrian and Caesarean witnesses:
Luke 1:28
Codex B '
xaL eLasAbow
epos autTiv evrlev xaLpe
xexapLiwuevfl 0 HQ usta

000
"And when he
came
to her, he said, Hail!
The grace of the Lord
attend you."

Codex D
Rat. eLaeXawv o ayyeAoc
epos autnv ciAlev xaLpe
xexapLtwilevfl o Trc ueta
000 euXoymievn 00 eV
yuvaLELv

"And when the angel came
to her, he said, Hail!
The grace of the Lord
attend you. Blessed are
you among women."

+ o ayyeXoc post eLasiawv, c Q D al vg (X 69 al it syP)
+ coAoynuevn au eV yuvaLELv post am, C D 8 pm latt sy

The comment of the angel, "Blessed are you among
women," is probably borrowed from Elizabeth's exclamation
in v. 42 of the same chapter. However, this proclamation
changes in significance when it is spoken by a heavenly
messenger as compared with the utterance of a mortal.
That Mary should be thus addressed by the heavenly messenger appears to heighten her significance. Concerning this
variant and its possible relationship with Elizabeth's
words in 1:42, Mees says, "The attentive reader could hardly
think that the angel had given less prominence to this
woman than Elizabeth."2 Although this addition may be
2Mees, "Lukas 1-9," p. 94.
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of little consequence when taken by itself--because of the
number of manuscripts that have it--it may be an ancient
reading that found its way from the Western text into the
later Byzantine texts and thus into the TR. When it is
placed beside the second variant reading of D, it fits D's
emerging editorial pattern of magnifying the personalities
who have a close relationship with Jesus' life.
The second variant is an apparent attempt to place
Mary in the Davidic line of Kings:
Luke 2:4,5
Codex B
4.

ave(371 56 xat, LWOW ano
yaXeLAaLac 6x noXewc
vaCapeT 61,g Tnv Lou5aLay
6Lc noXLy 5aueL5 nTLG
xaA6LTat, On5A66u 5La TO
6LvaL auToy 6E oLxou Rat.
naTpLag 5au6L61
5. anoypalPaG5aL Guy
IlapLau Tp ellynaTeuuevp
auTy ouGp 6yyucp
-Ens

"4. And Joseph went up
also from Galilee out of
the city of Nazareth unto
Judah, to the
city of David which is
called Bethlehem, because
he was of the house and
parentage of David,
"5. To be registered with
Mary his wife, who was
pregnant."

Codex D
4.

avOn 56 Rai Lwancp ano
yaALAaLag 6x noX6coc
va[apea CLQ yny Lou5a
6Lc noALy 5aueL5 TITLg
xaX6LTe DflaxcE4

Inc

5.

anoypacp6a0aL Guy
Tp euvnateuuevo
auTy °yap 6yxuy 5La TO
eLyaL auToy 6E oLxou xaL
naTpLac 6aueL5
uapLQC

"4. And Joseph went up
also from Galilee out of
the city of Nazareth into
the land of Judah, to the
city of David which is
called Bethlehem,
"5. To be registered with
Mary his wife, who was
pregnant, because he was
of the house and parentage
of David."
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v. 4 -Env Louoamv] ynv Lou8a, D it Tatian
v. 5 aLa to eLvat, . . . 15aueL8 post evxuw, D sys
autov] au-roue, 348, 1216, e; alupotepLue, sys
The Old Latin manuscript e, along with 348 and 1216,
read "they" in place of "he" in the phrase as it appears
at the end of verse four in the B text, thus saying, "because they were. .

•

•

F. Blass sees this change as sup-

port for the Davidic descent of Mary:
It seems to me an unwarranted supposition that the genealogy given by Luke is that of Mary and not of Joseph,
although, by the way, the Davidic descent of Mary is
also attested by the Western reading in ii. 4,5, which
runs thus: 'And Joseph also went up unto the city of
David, which is called Bethlehem, to be taxed with Mary
his wife, because they were of the house and lineage of
David.'3
Blass suggests that this reading gives the reason for Mary
accompanying Joseph instead of remaining in Nazareth, which
would have been more suitable for her condition.4
3Friedrich Blass, Philology of the Gospels, pp. 17071. Mees (96), sees D simply clarifying an awkward reading. He does not see D as attempting to elevate Mary into
a position of royal descent. C. G. Montefiore, The Synoptic
Gospels (Vol. II; 2nd ed.: London: Macmillan and Company,
1927), p. 367, makes the following observation, "Joseph,
not Mary, is of the royal Davidic house. . . . If Jesus had
no human father, it is of no value that Joseph was a descendant of David." In the light of Luke's clear statement
that Joseph is not Jesus' father, would Montefiore see D's
apparent attempt to establish Mary in David's royal line
as a necessary adjustment to keep Jesus' position intact?
4Blass, p. 171. Cf. Alfred Plummer, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Luke,
Vol. XXVII of The International Critical Commentary, ed. by
Charles Augustus Briggs, Samuel Rolles Driver, and Alfred
Plummer (43 vols.; New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1906), p. 53.
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Sys substitutes "both" for "he" in this phrase and
places it at the end of verse five where it appears in D,
thus saying, "because both were. . . ." D, being sensitive
to the thought that occasioned the alterations appearing in
e and sys, moved the phrase to the end of verse five, yet
felt he could retain the original wording while saying essentially what e and sys say.
By moving this phrase, D appears to accomplish two
things: (1) Mary is tied more intimately to the city of
David; the phrase that disrupts the smooth presentation of
this thought is transferred to the end of verse five. This
in turn emphasizes the position taken by Luke in his normal
text, i.e. the Messiah is to be born in Bethlehem in fulfillment of the prophecy of Micah 5:2. (2) By moving the phrase
to the end of verse five a possible constructio ad sensum5
results, which would be in agreement with the alterations
which appear in e and sys, i.e. by transferring the phrase
and allowing a smooth flow of thought between Mary and the
city of David, the registration of Mary along with Joseph
now suggests more forcefully Mary's Davidic descent.
Even though Blass speaks in terms of a "Western reading," his translation of Luke 2:4,5 (above) is essentially
5F. Blass and A. DeBrunner, A Greek Grammar of the
New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, trans.
and ed. by Robert W. Funk (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1962), pp. 74,147. Cf. A. T. Robertson, A Grammar
of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical
Research (Nashville: Broadman Press, 1934), pp. 400-24.
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that of the text of D. If it were that of 348, 1216, and
e, the phrase we are discussing would appear after the word
"Bethlehem." If Blass were translating sys, the phrase
would be in the correct position but it would read "both
were" instead of "they were." This is mentioned merely to
show that it would seem that Blass also understood D's
aircov ("he") to include Joseph and Mary, and thus he translated it as a constructio ad sensum--"they."
In Luke's normal tradition, Mary is not to be considered a descendant of David. D's alteration appears to
be an attempt to elevate the stature of Mary by implying
a direct descent from David. The reason for this may be
twofold:
1. Luke is quite clear that Joseph is not Jesus'
natural father. If the conception of Jesus was through the
supernatural intervention of the Holy Spirit (1:35), Jesus
could not establish a direct blood line to the throne
through Joseph.
2. By making Mary a descendant of David, D removes
any question of Jesus' claim to the throne. The concern of
D for establishing a direct blood line for Jesus with the
royal house is illustrated by the alterations made in Luke's
genealogy (which will be investigated in the following
chapter).
C. S. C. Williams says that the Davidic descent of
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Mary is one of the test readings that indicates the influence of the Diatessaron upon our gospel manuscripts.6 The
question here is: (1) whether D is under the direct
6C. S. C. Williams, Alterations to the Text of the
Synoptic Gospels and Acts, p. 21. For a discussion of the
possible influence of a gospel harmony on Codex Bezae, cf.
Bulletin of the Bezan Club, I (1925), 5-14; V. F. Buchner,
"Some Remarks on the Tradition of the Armenian Translation
of Ephrem Syrus' Commentary on the Diatessaron," Bulletin
of the Bezan Club, V(1928), 34-36; J. Rendel Harris, "The
Mentality of Tatian," Bulletin of the Bezan Club, IX(1931),
8-10; C. A. Phillips, "Diatessaron-Diapente," Bulletin of
the Bezan Club, IX(1931), 6-8; idem., N.T., Bulletin of the
Bezan Club, 11(1926), 1-8; Daniel Plooij, "othEeLv-AAAJCsalvare," Bulletin of the Bezan Club, V(1928), 38-44; idem.,
"The Bezan Problem," Bulletin of the Bezan Club, IX(1931),
12-17; idem., "The Pepysian Harmony," Bulletin of the Bezan
Club, 11(1926), 14-16; G. Quispel, "The Latin Tatian or the
Gospel of Thomas in Limburg," Journal of Biblical Literature,
LXXXVIII(1969), 321-30; Heinrich Joseph Vogels, Die
Harmonistik in Evangelientext des Codex Cantabrigiensis
(Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs' sche Buchhandlung, 1910); idem.,
"Methods zur Textkritik der Evangelien," Biblische Zeitschrift, XI(1913), 376-81. J. Jeremias, The Eucharistic
Words of Jesus (London: SCM Press, 1966), pp. 145-46; cf.
p. 150, believes that controversial readings found in D,
which have been traced to Tatian or Marcion for their origin,
are really readings that these men found in existence in
Rome. His observation is significant enough to warrant its
inclusion here: "First, Marcion: When we encounter in a
variant reading the combination D it (vet-syr) Marcion, we
do not have before us the influence of Marcion upon the text
read in the West, but simply that text which Marcion found
in Rome c. AD 140. The independent and confirmatory studies
by A.Pott and A. von Harnack have definitely established
this. This pre-Marcionite Western text is characterized in
its text of Luke by numerous assimilations to Matthew (and
Mark). Already before Marcion, therefore, there ruled in
Rome the tendency to harmonize the synoptic gospels by assimilation; it is no accident that Tatian at that very place
had the idea of constructing a harmony of the gospels. With
regard to Tatian, what was valid for Marcion can be applied
equally to the combination D it (vet-syr) Tat, namely that
we do not have before us influences of Tatian upon the text
read in Rome, but the text which Tatian found in Rome during
his stay (c. 150-72)."
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influence of the Diatessaron, or (2) whether D used a reading with which he was familiar to carry out his editorial
designs, thus using a Diatessaron reading (possibly taken
from a Latin harmony?)7 as a means to an end. It would
appear that the latter is the case, for reasons which will
be detailed below.
Luke alone gives the reason for the birth of Jesus
taking place in Bethlehem, i.e. the decree of Caesar Augustus that all should be registered in the cities of their
ancestors. Because of the decree, Joseph and Mary, who
was approaching the time of her delivery, made their way
to Bethlehem:
Luke 2:6
Codex B

Codex D

EYEVETO 56 ev T9) eLvac
auToug exec erancanaav
at, nUEOOLL IOU TEXELV

cog 56 napeyeLvovio
6T6X6a0ncray
a L nuepom TOU TEXELV

aUITIV

aUTTIV

"And it came to pass,
while they were there
the days of her delivery
were fulfilled."

"And as they arrived
the days of her delivery
were accomplished."

eyeveto 56 EV Tc0 eLvaL auToug EXCL. erancrancrav] cog 56
napeyecvovio eteXeoancrav, D

This variant alters Luke's tradition. From the B
text one sees Joseph and Mary already settled in Bethlehem
for their stay--even though there was no room for them in
7Bulletin of the Bezan Club, 1(1925), pp. 5-6.
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the inn--before Mary begins her labor and gives birth to
Jesus. However, in D's account one can imagine the stress
and anxiety under which Joseph searched for shelter for
Mary. Concerning this variant, Mees says that it was popularly understood that Jesus was born immediately after the
arrival of Joseph and Mary in Bethlehem. He suggests that
the normal reading does not portray this accurately so D
altered the normal text to read, "And as they arrived . .
thus stressing the immediacy of Jesus' birth in relation to
the arrival in Bethlehem.8 There is some evidence that
there existed in the early church a tradition that Jesus
was either born prior to the arrival in Bethlehem,9 or immediately upon arrival in the city. 10
D may be reflecting this early tradition, as Mees
suggests, or simply stressing the fulfillment of the words
of the prophet (Micah 5:2) by indicating that any delay in
Joseph and Mary's journey could very well have nullified
the prophecy. We shall see shortly that D is interested
in the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy when it
8Mees, p. 96.
9Montague Rhodes James, "Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew,"
The Apocryphal New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1963), p. 74.
10Edgar Hennecke, "Protevangelium of James," New
Testament Apocrypha, Wilhelm Schneemelcher, ed., English
trans. ed. by R. Mcl. Wilson (Vol. I; Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1963), pp. 383-84.
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furthers his editorial scheme; therefore, it seems more
probable here that D wished to stress the fulfillment of
Micah's prophecy with respect to Jesus' place of birth.
There is one further area that deserves investigation before we leave the place of Mary in Luke's tradition. According to Luke's account, both Joseph and Mary
were natives of Nazareth before the birth of Jesus (1:26;
2:4). Matthew does not make either Joseph or Mary residents of Nazareth until the return from their forced exile
in Egypt; and even then they would not have gone to Nazareth if it had not been for the divine communication not
to reside in Archelaus' territory. Therefore Matthew
could say, "Thus what was spoken through the prophets
might be fulfilled, He shall be called a Nazarene" (2:23).11
D makes an interesting change in Luke's tradition
in this connection:
Luke 1:26,27
Codex B
ExTy
26. ev 6E Ty linVL
anEoTaAn o ayyeAog yaDpvilA
ano too UU CLQ noALv trig
yaXeLAaLag n ovoua vaCapeT
27. npog napaevov euvnOTEUUEVTIV av6pL y ovoua
Lwow eE oLhou 6auL6 xat.
TO ovoua tng napOevou
papLau

Codex D
26. Ev 6e Ty exTy unvt.
ancoTaAn o ayyeAog yal3pLrIX
uno too UT ELQ noXLv
yaALAaLav
27. npog napaevov uEuvnouevilv avapi, y ovoua
Lwow EE ootou 6aueL6 xat,
TO ovoua -mg napaEvou
ImpLau

11Cf. John Martin Creed, The Gospel According to
St. Luke (London: Macmillan & Co., 1960), p. 6, and
Plummer, p. 20.
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"26.And in the sixth
month the angel Gabriel
was sent by God to a city
of Galilee which is called
Nazareth,
"27.To a virgin betrothed
to a man whose name was
Joseph, of the house of
David; and the virgin's
name was Mary."

"26.And in the sixth
month the angel Gabriel
was sent by God to a city
of Galilee,
"27. To a virgin betrothed
to a man whose name was
Joseph, of the house of
David; and the virgin's
name was Mary."

v. 26 OM.fl ovopct vaCapet, D 255, 259, 990
D identifies Mary as a native of Galilee but not
necessarily of Nazareth. Luke's tradition concerning
Joseph is preserved intact by D, however. Why is D unwilling to identify Mary as a native of Nazareth before
the birth of Jesus and yet willing to preserve Luke's
tradition concerning the residence of Joseph (cf. 2:4)?
One might suggest that D makes this change in an
attempt to harmonize Luke's tradition with Matthew.12
But if D were attempting to harmonize Luke with Matthew
here, it would seem probable that he also would have altered
the verse that says Joseph was a native of Nazareth (2:4),
for Matthew 2:22 implies strongly that Joseph was a native
of Judea.13
Hence, it is likely that D's alteration is not an
attempt at harmonization. The change may have resulted
12Mark says nothing of the residence of Joseph and
Mary explicitly; he simply says that at the time of Jesus'
baptism he came from Nazareth to be baptized, thus implying
the residence of Joseph and Mary.
l3Creed, p. 6.
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from Nathanael's remark in John 1:46, "Is it possible for
any good thing to come out of Nazareth?," which precedes
Luke in the so-called "Western" order of the Gospels.14
If D is seen as elevating and magnifying the role of Mary,
this alteration would remove from her any stigma that might
be attached to the name of this town.15 The fact that
Joseph is retained as a native of Nazareth by D is not inconsistent with D's editorial designs, for Joseph has no
blood relationship with Jesus.
D permits Luke to return Joseph and Mary to Nazareth after Jesus' birth because Joseph is a native of this
city and Mary, of course, would go with Joseph to his home
as his wife. But now, Jesus becomes a native of Nazareth.
Hence,.D harmonizes Luke 2:39 with Matthew 2:23 for the
solution of this problem:
Luke 2:39
Codex B
hal. cog eTeXecsav ilavTa Ta
xaTa TON) VO1LOV TEU erceoTpeti)av
ecg Tfly yoaccAcccav ccg noAcv
cauTcov vaCapee

Codex D
xac cog eTeXeaccv arcavTa
Rata TOV vouov xu urceuTp0av
eLg TTIV yaALActLav CLC noALv
eautow vaCapea xoLOwc epEari

14For an interesting and informative study of the
gospel order in D, cf. the arguments presented by John
Chapman, "The Order of the Gospels in the Parent of Codex
Bezae," Zeitschrift fur die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft,
VI(1905), 339-46, that Matthew, John, Luke, and Mark is
technically a "Latin" order, while the true "Western" order
is Matthew, Mark, John, and Luke: idem., "The Original
Contents of Codex Bezae," Expositor, VI,12(1905), 46-53.
15Cf. Montefiore, who believes that Nazareth was
the true birthplace of Jesus, p. 395.
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5La Too WOWITOU
xAnanaeTaL
"And when they completed all
the things according to the
law of the Lord, they returned to Galilee, to their
own city of Nazareth."

OTL

vaCcopaLoc

"And when they completed all
the things according to the
law of the Lord, they returned to Galilee, to their
own city of Nazareth. As it
was spoken through the prophet, he shall be called a
Nazarene."

+ xaawg epen 15La IOU IIOOWITOU
post vaCapea, D a

OIL

vaCcopaLoc WalanociaL

Thus D allows Jesus to be called, "Jesus of Nazareth" (cf. Luke 4:34; 18:37; 24:19; Matthew 21:11; 26:71;
Mark 1:24; 10:47; 14:67), with one exception, Mark 16:6.
Thus far we have noted the following:
1. D allows Mary to be called a native of Galilee,
but not of Nazareth.
2. Joseph is allowed to maintain his connection
with Nazareth because there are no blood ties with Jesus.
3. Jesus is permitted to be taken to Nazareth
after his birth (2:39) and again after his first trip to
the temple (2:51), because this is the home of his adoptive
father.
4. Jesus' connection with Nazareth is defended
by a harmonization with Matthew, which uses fulfillment
of prophecy, "he shall be called a Nazarene," as reason
for his childhood and early adult life being spent in
Nazareth.
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5. This now permits D to retain accounts of various occasions where Jesus was referred to as a Nazarene
or as being from Nazareth.
Thus far the reasoning lying behind D's editorial
work can be followed logically. However, when we come to
Luke 4:16 we find an apparent inconsistency. In contrast
to B, D retains an alternate reading which omits reference
to Jesus' childhood in Nazareth. However, this omission
need not pose a problem to D's editorial pattern being
developed here:
Luke 4:16
Codex B
xaL nA06v et,g vaCapa ou
TeOpauuevoc xat, eLanAbev xata TO ELWa0C
auTco eV Tp 114Ein. TWV
ou43aTwv 6Lc TflV ouvaywyriv hat. av66Tn
avayvwvaL

T1V

"And he came into Nazareth where he had been
brought up, and he entered the synagogue on
the Sabbath day according
to his custom and stood
up to read."
om.
om.
om.

Codex D
6Aawv 66 ELQ vaCape6 onou

T1V
xata TO ELWa0C
EV Tp nucPc TWV
acq3PaTcov eLc lily ouvaywyfly xat, avecrTn
avaywovaL

"And when he came to Nazareth,
where it was the custom
on the Sabbath to be in
the synagogue, he stood
up to read."

Tepauuevos, D
xaL 6LanA66v, D
auTcd, D

Some scholars see in these omissions the results
of Marcionite influence. Harris says, "It is generally
reckoned, therefore, that Marcion omitted the words oi5
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fv Teapallavoc and Rata To etwO6c aftrio.“16 For some reason
this Marcionite rendition of Luke 4:16 fits D's thinking
and he uses it.
We must ask, of the three "Marcionite" omissions
in this verse, which one fits into D's editorial scheme
and thus prompted the use of this "Marcionite reading?"
It does not appear that D is interested in this alternate
reading because it omits the statement that Jesus was
brought up in Nazareth. D is not adverse to having Jesus
reared in Nazareth, as we have just seen. Therefore it
seems that D used this so-called "Marcionite reading" of
Luke 4:16 for a reason other than removing Jesus' place
of residence from Nazareth.
Once Tcapauu6voc ("had been brought up") is eliminated as a possible motivation for D's use of this reading, we are left with two alterations that reflect a biased
attitude toward the Sabbath as a Jewish institution.17 D
simply carried over the omission of TeapawAvoc ("had been
brought up") into his text along with the other omissions
in which he was theologically interested. D has made his
position clear concerning Mary's and Jesus' relation to
Nazareth in his editorial work prior to 4:16. That the
16J. R. Harris, Codex Bezae, p. 232. Cf. idem,
Bulletin of the Bezan Club, 111(1926), p. 5.
17D's theological bias on the Sabbath will be
dealt with in detail in a later chapter.
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omission of Teapawievoc ("had been brought up") appears to
be inconsistent with D's earlier position on Jesus' relation to Nazareth only strengthens an observation made by
Eldon Epp in another connection:
Thus one finds that, while a manuscript may show
a dissident reading in one synoptic passage, it may
not appear in the parallel passage(s). Nor is there
always consistency within a single book, and certain
emphases present in one place may not be found at
other expected points. In the gospels, for example,
the 'Western' text often neglects this general consistency, but frequently maintains consistency in
the context.18
John the Baptist
As has been pointed out, the second prominent
character in Luke's three chapters of material introductory
to Jesus' ministry is John the Baptist. Throughout this
introductory material D makes several interesting changes
in connection with John. Before examining these alterations in detail, it might be well if some of the aspects
of Luke's tradition concerning John were pointed out:
1. Luke alone has a detailed account of the "announcement" and birth of John (1:5-25,57-80).
2. Luke alone ties in the beginning of John's
ministry, chronologically, with various men in political
offices (3:1,2).
18Epp,

p .

38.
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3. Luke alone records the questions that are
pressed upon John by the conscience-smitten crowd and how
John replied to these questions (3:10-14).
4. Luke restricts the Elijah motif in connection
with John to 1:14-17; 2:68-79, whereas Matthew carries it
into the ministry of Jesus (11:7-14; 17:10-13).
5. Conzelmann sees John playing a lesser role in
Luke than in the other two synoptics.19 For example,
Conzelmann says: (a) Luke excludes any suggestion that
John plays an important part in Jesus' baptism; (b) because Luke does not connect the Elijah motif with John
(outside of chapters 1-2), it is John's ministry and not
his person that prepares the way for Jesus; (c) the appearance of John marks the end of the old epic and the beginning of the new; but John belongs to the old; he is the
last of the prophets.20
In Luke's exclusive material dealing with the birth
of John, D makes minor alterations in the text. However,
each change seems to be designed to heighten the significance of John within the tradition. Again it must be emphasized that the alterations need not be major changes in
order for D to accomplish his purposes.
When Gabriel appeared to Zacharias in the temple
and announced the coming birth of John, he was very specific
19Cf. Tatum, p. 184.

20Conzelmann, pp. 18-27.
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in his instructions as to the naming of the child:

xa.AlaeLg

TO ovolia afto5 Cwdvvnv ("You shall call his name John"-1:13). When it was time to name the child, D has Gabriel's
command quoted as directly as possible. Thus divine authority is appealed to in the naming of John, and moreover
the threefold repetition of the angel's command (1:60,61,
63) emphasizes the uniqueness of John's position in D's
text.
Luke informs us that on the eighth day, when the
child was to be circumcised, "they" named him after his
father Zacharias. Elizabeth's reaction was immediate:
Luke 1:60,61
Codex B

Codex D

60. Hai, anoxpLaeLaa n untnp
autou eLnev ouxL a.A.Act xAnanaeTaL
Lwavvng.
61. Rai, eLnov npog aUTTIV
OTL ou6eLg COILV ex Tng
auyyeveLag oou og xaAeLiaL
T) ovoilaTL TouTy.

60. xaL anoxpeLaeLaa n unTnp
xAnautou eLnev ouxL
anaetal, TO °voila autou
Lwavng.
61. xaL cLnav npog OLUTTIV
OIL OU66LC EOTLV ev IL
auvyevea aou og xaAeLTaL
TO ovop.a touto.

"60. And answering, his
mother said, No, but he
shall be called John.
"61.And they said to her,
there is no one of your
relatives who is called
after this name."

"60.And answering, his
mother said, No, but his
name shall be John.
"61.And they said to her,
there is no one among your
relatives who is called
this name."

v. 60 + TO ovolia auTou post xAnanaeTaL, C*
sypal
v. 61 ex -mg auyyeveLag] ev TL auvycvea, D
TT ovollaTL tout(] TO °voila touto, D

D 213 copb°
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In v. 60, D puts the command of the angel into
Elizabeth's mouth,

rovoua a6To0 Coewils ("his name • •

•

John"). Thus, Elizabeth is made to appeal directly to
divine authority in the naming of her child, and by so doing emphasizes the divine commission of John.
In v. 61, a perfectly allowable grammatical change
is made. In v. 59, when those who were present to circumcise. John called him Zacharias, the normal text reads,
xat exciXouv a6T6 ent T(i) oV6UaTL TOG natodc aCyco0 Zaxaotav
(And they called him after the name of his father, Zacharias"). In v. 61, B drops the preposition era but retains
the dative case for the noun. D changes the dative case
to the nominative. Arndt and Gingrich says that xaXgw, in
the passive, ". . . approaches closely the meaning to be."21
In Kittel, we are told that xaX6w, in the passive form,
. . . is linked with a nominative subject and predicative
nominative."22 The question is, of course, Why is D the
manuscript to make this change?
21William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich, A GreekEnglish Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature (4th ed.; Chicago: University Press, 1960),
pp. 399,400.
22Gerhard Kittel, Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, trans. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley, Vol. III, (Grand
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1968), p. 488.
Cf. A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament
in the Light of Historical Research (Nashville: Broadman
Press, 1934), p. 457.
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Before an answer is suggested, we must observe one
more minor addition which fits a developing pattern:
Luke 1:63
Codex B

Codex D

Rat, aLTfloac meLvaxeL6Lov
sypaq)ev Xeywv Lwavvng
EUTLV
ovoua auTou . • •

Rat, aLTricas nLvaxL8a
eypatpev
Lux:Lyric
EUTLV TO °voila auTou

"And when he asked for
a writing tablet he wrote
saying, John is his name

"And when he asked for
a writing tablet he wrote,
John is his name

. .

II
•

•

•

•

•

•

om. Xeywv, D 4 273 e sys
TO ante ovoua,
CI? D O pl
We may now safely ask, What was D's purpose in
making the changes we have noted? As nearly as possible,
D uses the original command of Gabriel as a sacred formula
to emphasize the uniqueness of John's divine command. In
each place thereafter the formula has been used in such a
way as to bring Gabriel's words to mind. A simple listing
of the variants will make D's pattern in naming John clear:
Codex B
TO ()voila auTou

Ty ovouaTL TOUT(1)
°voila auTou

Codex D
1:13
1:60
1:61
1:63

TO
TO
TO
TO

oval= auTou
ovolia auTou
()voila TOUTO

°voila auTou

It appears to the eye that this formula is set at T6
ovolia afto0, with TobTo ("this") replacing

afta ("his")

in one case.23
23That the original command of the angel is one part
of a double accusative and the restatement of the command
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Because of Zacharias's unbelief at the announcement
of John's birth, he was stricken dumb and remained silent
according to the word of Gabriel. Not only were the people
at the temple amazed at Zacharias's inability to speak when
he emerged from its sacred precincts, but also the acquaintances of Zacharias and Elizabeth must have wondered at this
strange silence and the events surrounding it.
We have already dealt with a portion of what follows, but it must now be repeated in order to understand
the background for the next alteration made by D. In Luke's
normal tradition, those who came to circumcise John called
him Zacharias; we have seen Elizabeth's response; now these
people turn to the father as a final source of appeal:
Luke 1:63,64
Codex B

Codex D

63. Rai, aLtnaac neLvaxeL-

63. Rai, aLincac nLvaxL8a

8Lov cypatl)ev Xeywv Lwavvric
EOTLV
ovoua autoo

6071,V

eypaLP6v
Lwavnc
TO °voila auToo Hat,

are in the nominative case would not seem to detract from
D's scheme. That is to say, if we take the formula in
1:60,61 as predicate nominatives, which seems to be the
case. This would then make all three restatements agree
in case usage. If we take the formula in 1:60,61 as a
double accusative this would make these two restatements
agree with the angel's original command, as far as case is
concerned, but would then put the formula in 1:63 out of
harmony with the restatements in 1:60,61. In any case, it
is impossible to harmonize all four statements as far as
case is concerned. The important thing is that D alters
Luke's normal text to obtain a relatively harmonious formula for the naming of John that emphasizes above the normal
text the divine commission of this child.
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Rat, eaautmaav navies
64. avecoxan Sc TO otolla
autou napaxpflua xaL n
yAcaucla autou Rat. eXcast.
euXoyow TOV 5".)

napaxpnua sAyOn n yAwaaa
auTou Rat. eamniacav navies
64. avecoxan Sc TO otoia
auTou
xa L eXcaeL
euXoycov TOV aV

"63.And when he asked
for a writing tablet he
wrote, saying, his name
is John,
and
they all marvelled.
"64.And immediately his
mouth was opened and his
tongue loosed and he
spoke, praising God."

"63.And when he asked
for a writing tablet he
wrote,
his name
is John, and immediately
his tongue was loosed and
they all marvelled.
"64.And
his
mouth was opened
and he
spoke, praising God."

v. 63 om. Acywv, D 4 273 e sys
+ TO ante ovolla, )( CP D 0 pl
+ -Kat. mapaxpflua eAuan n yAwaaa auTou ante ital.,
caaulmouv, D it
v. 64 om. napaxprilla hat. n Vwxyact autou, D it

According to Luke's normal tradition, those present
on this occasion were amazed at Zacharias's desire to name
his son John and not Zacharias, after himself. Once
Zacharias had fulfilled the instruction of Gabriel and consented to the name of John, he could speak once again. In
the text of D, the loosening of Zacharias's tongue is moved
into a position immediately following the commitment to the
name of John. In doing this D heightens the significance
of Zacharias's silence and the miraculous loosening of his
tongue. The people now marvel and are amazed, not so much
at the choice of John for a name, but at the miraculous
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event that is connected with the naming of this unusual
child.24
D now intensifies the reaction of the people:
Luke 1:65
Codex B
xat. 6YEVETO ent, navTac
(pOog -mug nspLovktouvTag
auToug. . . .

Codex D
xaL sysveTo (poOog usyao
ent, navTag -mug nepLot.xouvTac
auTov. . . .

"And
awe came upon all "And great awe came upon all
those living around him.
those living around them.
.

0

'

.

+ ucyas post cpoi3og, D 50 b c
auToug] auTov, D

By the addition of ayag ("great"), D accentuates
the effects of the supernatural upon those who lived in
the surrounding area. Plummer and Meyer take the carrot%
("them") of B to be Zacharias and Elizabeth.25 D changes
a6To6c ("them") to airrov ("him"). There is little question

but that D used afiTov ("him") for John and not Zacharias,
thus placing the child at the center of community "awe."
This change in pronoun would arise from D's editorial
24Mees essentially agrees with this position (p.
95), but he fails to tie this variant into an editorial
pattern that could reveal a consistent scheme behind many
of D's variants.
25Plummer, p. 37 and Heinrich August Wilhelm
Meyer, Critical and Exegetical Handbook to the Gospels of
Mark and Luke, trans. from the 5th ed. by Robert Ernest
Wallis (Vol. I; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1880), p. 305.
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scheme to magnify the role of John, which would, in turn,
be supported by the next verse in St. Luke:
Luke 1:66
Codex B

Codex D

um, CaCVTO navTec
axoucravTeg ev Tp xapElLgt
eauTow XEYOVTEC TL apa
TO naL5Lov TOUTO eaTaL
xaL yap xeLp xu fly 46T
auTou

Rat, CaEVTO navT6c ot.
axouovTeg ev TaLg xapoLaLc
auTcov AeyovTec Tt, apa
TO naL5Lov -COUTO 6oTat,
xat, yap xeLp xu
46T
auTou

"And all those who heard
stored up these things
in their heart, saying,
What sort of child shall
he be? For the hand of
the Lord was with him."

"And all those who heard
stored up these things
in their hearts, saying,
What sort of child shall
he be, for the hand of
the Lord is with him?"

om. fly / D 59 it sys

Concerning this omission Metzger says:
Not noticing that the last clause of the verse is an
observation made by the evangelist (such occasional
remarks are characteristic of Luke: cf. 2.50; 3.15;
7.39; 16.14; 20.20; 23.12) several Western witnesses
(D itd,ff2, 1, q, 26 syrs) omit jv, thus bringing the
clause within the question of those who had heard about
Zechariah ("What then will this child be for the hand
of the Lord is with him?") 26
From the point of view of D, the alterations in vv.
65,66 support each other and thus this appendage to the
question ("for the hand of the Lord is [not was] with him")
is asked by those who heard about John and not Zacharias.
By following the developing pattern of variants, there is
a serious question as to whether the omission of tjv in v.
26Metzger, p. 131, cf. Plummer, p. 38.
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66 was really accidental on the part of D, as Metzger suggests. That the last clause of this verse is an observation by Luke and not intended to be part of the question
posed by John's neighbors is clear in the normal text. But
it is equally clear that the omission fits nicely into D's
editorial pattern. For now the people who have been "greatly awed" by this unusual child not only ask the question,
"What sort of child shall he be?," but also bear testimony
that John's uniqueness stems from God's own hand, being
evident in all the preceding events.
D seems to lessen further the role of Zacharias in
his attempt to elevate the significance of John's role.
Gabriel had previously identified John as the chosen instrument of God when he originally talked to Zacharias in
the temple. D guards this unique position assigned to
John by God and minimizes as much as possible the prophetic
gift given to Zacharias. It appears that D wishes to preserve this honor for John, although D will allow John's
father to be filled with the Holy Spirit:
Luke 1:67
Codex B

Codex D

xaL CaxapLac o maTflp
auTou 6.0alon nveullaTog
ayLou xaL cupociniTcuacv
Azywv. . • •

hat. CaxapLag o naTTIP
auTou cranuan nveuuaToc
ayLou xaL
6Lnev. . . .

"And Zacharias, his
father, was filled

"And Zacharias, his
father, was filled
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with the Holy Spirit
and prophesied, saying

with the Holy Spirit
and
said,

empocpnteocrev Azywv] eLnev, D

Tatum points out that the role of the Holy Spirit
in Luke 1-2 ". . . lies in the realm of prophecy"; thus
Zacharias is filled with the Spirit and ". . . immediately
he prophesied."27 Mees recognizes that the alteration
made by D is significant, but attributes the change from
"prophesied" to "said" to the fact that the Benedictus
immediately follows and D did not recognize it as prophecy
in the fullest sense.28 It seems more consistent with D's
text to say that D permits Zacharias to be filled with the
Spirit but minimizes the activity so as not to overshadow
the position given to his son by divine commission.
Leaving Luke's exclusive material on John's birth,
we will now observe that D continues his editorial scheme
by making alterations in the material Luke holds in common
with Matthew and Mark.
The beginning of the ministry of John is introduced
by Mark with a quotation from Malachi 3:1 and Isaiah 40:3,
identifying John as the promised messenger who would precede the coming of the Lord and prepare his way.
Before Matthew quotes Isaiah 40:3, he introduces
27Tatum, p. 187.

28Mees, p. 95.
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John's ministry by saying, "And in those days John the
Baptist came preaching . . ." (3:1). Luke's introduction
to John's ministry expands Matthew's simple statement, "In
those days . . .", by pinpointing the time of John's appearance by listing the men who were in prominent offices, including the year of the emperor and the name of the high
priest in Jerusalem.
Matthew briefly touches upon the heart of John's
message in his introduction, "Saying, repent, for the kingdom of heaven in near" (3:2). Luke follows Mark at this
point by indicating that John's message was a call to repentance for the forgiveness of sin: "Proclaiming the
baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sin" (Mark
1:4; Luke 3:3).
D now carries the theme of John's preaching into
the quotation taken from Isaiah 40, which Luke holds in
common with Mark and Matthew. Luke modifies Mark's introduction to this Old Testament quotation, but follows Matthew's chronological order in presenting it. Luke's
quotation of Isaiah is expanded by two verses over that of
Mark and Matthew. Because all three synoptics agree exactly in quoting Isaiah 40:3, only the text of Luke, as
seen in B, will be presented in contrast to D:
Luke 3:4
Codex B

Codex D
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WV11 DOWVTOQ eV Tp cprIty
etoLuaaate
o6ov 705
euaeLag noLevre Tag
Tp0oug auTou

WV11 DOWVTOC CV Tr) epriuy
etoLuacrate TT1V o6ov xo
exi6eLag noLevre Tag
TpOoug wow

"A voice crying in the
wilderness, Prepare the
way of the Lord, make
straight his paths."

"A voice crying in the
wilderness, Prepare the
way of the Lord, make
straight your paths."

auTou] uuwv, D
That all three synoptics apply the words of this
prophecy to the ministry of John indicates that this was
a primitive Christian interpretation of Isaiah 40:3. Also,
that all three synoptics substitute a6To0 ("his") for To0
ecoo TeriloW ("of our God") of the LXX indicates that ainoti
("his") was taken as referring to the Messiah in the primitive tradition.29
The alteration presented by D makes Isaiah's
prophecy apply specifically to the message of John's
preaching. The call to prepare the way of the Lord by
having the people straighten out their own paths appears
to be a direct call to repentance and the forsaking of sin.
Thus D again heightens the significance of John by tying
this Old Testament prophecy directly to the message being
preached by John.
D in Matthew retains the primitive church's interpretation of Isaiah 40:3 by reading "his." D in Mark
29Plummer, pp. 86-87.
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alters the original LXX reading, writing "of your God"
instead of "of our God." The question immediately arises,
did D also intend to write "of your God" in Luke as well,
or did D drop the Tor) Oco0 ("God") of Mark intentionally,
thus leaving buibv ("your"), and thereby altering the sense
of Isaiah's prophecy? The fact that Nestle-Aland questions
Mark's buclv ("your") in D only points out the uncertainty
of the origin of this variant in Luke.30 However, as it
stands in D's text, 6u65v ("your") supports his redactional
intentions. B. S. Easton describes this variant as "obviously moralizing."31 Mees says that John the Baptist
predicted the atonement at the Jordan and D viewed the
quotation taken from Isaiah as a summons to repentance in
the preaching of John and accordingly altered the pronoun
so that the quotation read, "Make straight your paths."32
Although we may not be able to settle conclusively the
origin of this variant, its presence strengthens D's concept of the ministry of John.
As the fame of John spread, large crowds gathered
to hear him preach and to be baptized by him. Luke and
Matthew draw upon a common source that presents John's
30Nestle-Aland, p. 84.
31Burton Scott Easton, The Gospel According to St.
Luke: A Critical and Exegetical Commentary (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926), p. 36.
32Mees, p. 97.
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message to those who came to hear him. However, in Matthew's account John's scathing message is addressed to the
Pharisees and Sadducees; in Luke it is addressed to the
crowds. In this context D makes a change concerning the
mode of baptism:
Luke 3:7
Codex B

Codex D

eXsysv ouv ToLg sxnopsuollevoLg oxAoLs OcuTTLGOnvaL
un'auTou. . . .

EXEyEV 6E TOLQ ExnopsuolisvoLg oxXoLg RanTLoanvaL
evconLov auTou. . . .

"He said, therefore, to
the crowds that came out
to be baptized by him

"And he said
to
the crowds that came out
to be baptized before him

ouv] 6c, D 1 13 28 69 700 1071 e f r sIrcsP
um . ] evcilLov, D it
This alteration ("before" for "by") is not held by
D alone, but it also receives support from Old Latin manuscripts. The immediately obvious solution is that which
is offered by a number of scholars, i.e. the people stood
in the water and immersed themselves at John's bidding.33
Hatch also suggests a second alternative: it was thought
that John could not possibly baptize all of the people
that came to him, therefore, he had assistants to help him
perform the rite.34
33Creed, p. 51; Easton, p. 37; Hatch, pp. 30-31;
and Montefiore, p. 7.
34Hatch, pp. 30-31.
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Both points might have something said about them.
First, when a Gentile accepted Judaism as his religion and
showed himself sincere in his request to become a proselyte,
he was required, after circumcision, to immerse himself
completely in water while two men stood by and informed
him of some of the light and some of the heavy aspects of
the law.35 In chapter six numerous examples will be given
that illustrate what seems to be an anti-Judaic bias in D
in Luke. In view of this apparent anti-Judaic bias, it
seems rather unlikely that D would replace a reading that
would favor the personal baptism of each candidate by John
with a reading that would suggest the Jewish mode of baptism.
Or, secondly, John may have baptized through the
use of assistants. This reminds one of the method followed
by Jesus, as reported by the evangelist John: "When, therefore, the Lord knew that the Pharisees heard that Jesus
made and baptized more disciples than John, although Jesus
himself did not baptize, but his disciples . . ." (4:1-2).
It seems that Paul followed the example set by Jesus, at
least in Corinth. He preached and ministered spiritually
to the people, but left the rite of baptism to be completed
35C. G. Montefiore and H. Loewe, A Rabbinic Anthology (Cleveland: World Publishing Company, 1963), pp. 578579, and Bernard J. Bamberger, Proselytism in the Talmudic
Period (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press, 1939),
p. 44.
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by the aid of his assistants. After chastizing the Corinthians for their senseless quibbling over the origin of
their spiritual rebirth, Paul said:
I am thankful that I baptized none of you, except
Crispus and Gaius; so no one could say that you were
baptized in my name. And I baptized also the household
of Stephanas; I am not aware that I baptized any others.
For Christ did not send me to baptize, but to preach
the gospel (I Corinthians 1:14-17).
Of course, the question then immediately arises,
is it possible that Jesus was not baptized personally by
John in D's account of Luke's tradition? In the light of
the alteration presently under consideration and with the
absence of a specific statement in Luke's tradition telling us that Jesus was baptized by John, as is found in
Matthew 3:13-16, one can conclude that he was not.36 Without taking into consideration D's alteration, Conzelmann
says:
According to iii.21f Jesus is baptized as one of the
people, like everyone else. Luke excludes any suggestion that John plays an important part in the incident. This is in keeping with his whole conception
of the significance of John.37
36Cf. G. 0. Williams, "The Baptism in Luke's Gospel," Journal of Theological Studies, XLIII(1944), 34, who
says of Luke's normal text that the imprisonment of John
preceded the baptism of Jesus, thus he is removed from the
scene. "John's significance is therefore not that he baptized Jesus but that in the course of his ministry he bore
witness to the approach of a Greater One who was destined
to eclipse his own fame."
37Conzelmann, p. 21.
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It would appear that D, by this alteration in 3:7,
is strengthening a position like that of Conzelmann, that
John the Baptist fills a lesser role in Luke than in the
other two synoptics. However, we have seen enough of D's
editorial scheme thus far, as it relates to John, to make
this idea unlikely. What is the reason for the alteration? Two possibilities offer themselves: (1) it may not
have mattered to D if John personally baptized or whether
the people were baptized by assistants, as long as the
significance of John's role is clearly seen through other
means. (2) There is always the possibility that the reading in Luke was affected by John 4:1-2 (Jesus did not personally baptize), which preceded it in Codex Bezae, and
D wished to present the Messiah and his forerunner as
using the same methods in ministering to the people. If
the latter is the case, and there is no reason why it
could not be, the ministry of John is again heightened by
its similarity in methods with that of Jesus.
Luke alone reports the reaction of the people to
John's preaching. Three groups are represented as responding, the people (3:10), the publicans (3:12), and the
soldiers (3:14). D here makes three additions that markedly increase the significance of John's ministry and
thus the importance of John himself:
Luke 3:10, 12, 14
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Codex B

Codex D

10. Rat, 6rutpcoTwv auTov
oL oxAot, Xeyoviec IL ouv
moLnowuev
12. rOtbov 56 xaL TeXwvaL
PanTLoanvat, xat, 6Lnov
epos auTov 45LoacxaA6 IL
moLnowev
14. eurtpcoluv 56 auTov Rat,
oTpaTeuouevot, XeyovTeg IL
moLflowilev

10. xat, ennpwTnaav auTov
oL oxXoL Aeyoviec IL
noLnowilev Lva owact41.6v
12. nA5ov 456 xat, TOlovaL
ouoLcoc PaITTLG5nvaL xat, eLmav
npoc auTov 5L5aomaX6 IL
noLnowu6v Lva owact)46v
14. enriparmaav Sc
Rat.
oTpaTeuollevot, AeyovT6g IL
noLnowev Lva ow5uniev

"10. And the people asked him
saying, What then should we
do?
"12. And publicans
came also to be baptized and
they said to him, Teacher,
what should we do?

"10. And the people asked him
saying, What then should we
do that we might be saved?
"12. And publicans, likewise,
came to be baptized and
they said to him, Teacher,
what should we do that we
might be saved?
"14. And soldiers asked
him also, saying, What
should we do that we might
be saved?"

"14. And the soldiers asked
him also, saying, What
should we do?"

v. 10 ennparmv] 6mnpurnaav, D 244 it
+Lva ow5wilev post noLflowuev, D copsa (b q syc)
om. ouv, D N 713 1396 it
v. 12 + ouoLcog post TeXcovaL, D a
+Lva ow5w46v post noLnuallev, D
v. 14 umpumv] enripormaav,CDbc
om. auTov, D c
+Lva ow5collev post moLnozollev, D
The three significant changes in verses 10,12, and

14 are the addition of tva ac55(1416v ("that we might be
saved"). In order for us to appreciate properly D's motives in making these additions, we must return to an earlier observation. We have already seen that Luke begins the
ministry of John, as do the other synoptics, by quoting
from Isaiah 40, "The voice of one crying in the wilderness,"
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etc. However, Luke extends the quotation from Isaiah 40:3
to verse 5, and concludes with the final clause of verse
5:

Rat (54)e-cat. ma sa crapE is coscpLov Tor) aeo0 ("And all

flesh shall see the salvation of God"--Luke 3:6). We here
see Luke directly linking John, as the forerunner of the
Messiah, to the salvation that is to be made manifest to
the world through the Messiah by the presence of Isaiah
40:5 in Luke's normal tradition. However, this tie between
God's messenger and the coming salvation is only implicit,
but D alters the text to make it explicit.
Putting the words, i"va 06awilev ("that we might be
saved"), into the mouths of the people was a natural addition to it no(nocou6v ("what should we do") if the normal
text of Luke is followed to its logical conclusion. First,
because Luke follows Mark (1:4) in saying that John's
preaching was a call to repentance for the forgiveness of
sins, as opposed to Matthew (3:2), who simply says that
John's message was a call to repent. Secondly, because
Luke ties John, as God's chosen messenger, into the coming Messianic salvation by quoting Isaiah 40:5. Therefore,
when John begins to warn the people in the next verse
(v. 7) of God's coming wrath and concludes (v. 9) by saying that those who do not produce the fruits of repentance
in their lives will be "cast into the fire," D uses the
inquiry of the people, It noalowlicv Cva 4060colcv ("what
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should we do that we might be saved"), to say explicitly
what he evidently believes Luke is saying implicitly, that
John and his message have a direct connection with God's
plan of offering salvation to man odpE ("all flesh"). So
again, D has heightened the significance of John.
These additions would seem to show an anti-Judaic
bias. Luke has already substituted 8xXol, ("people"--3:7)
for Matthew's cinpica(cov Rat. act68ouxaCwv ("Pharisees and
Sadducees"--3:7) as those who heard and responded to John's
preaching and were baptized. Although surely there were
religious leaders in the crowds that heard John, Luke does
not present any indication of a favorable response on
their part. In Luke's normal tradition those who ask, it
noLnowilev ("what should we do") are the 6xXoL ("people"),
teA6vaL ("publicans") and utputeu64evoL ("soldiers").
Conzelmann says:
He [Luke] creates a further discrepancy by introducing
a motif of his own: in place of Pharisees and Sadducees he puts the OxAm. This might be derived from
Mark i,5, but with variations. Verses 7, 10 and 20
show how consistently this has been done, and in vii,
29 Luke attributes to Jesus the statement that 'all'
were baptized.
In other words, all the people are baptized but
their leaders without exception refuse to be baptized.38
Taken in the light of D's emphasis, the leaders'
38Conzelmann, pp. 20-21. Cf. F. W. Farrar, The
Cambridge Bible: The Gospel According to St. Luke (Cambridge University Press, 1891), p. 88.
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refusal of John's ministry now becomes much more serious,
for their rejection of John indicates a rejection of the
salvation that will be extended through the one John is
preparing the people to receive.
In the following alteration we again see D identifying John's ministry with that of Jesus:
Luke 3:15,16
Codex B

Codex D

15. mpoo6omovioc 56 TOO Accou
xaL amAoyLColievwv navtwv
ev TaLg xao8LaLc auicv
new, TOU Lwavou wrInoTe
autos ELT1 0 XC
16. anexpeLvaTo Xeywv
naoLv o Lwavvng . . .

15. n0006oxwvioc 6e IOU Xaou
Rat, 6LaXoyLCo1.Levwv navtcov
ev TaLc xaooLaLc auicov
nepL
Lwavou unnote
autos ELn 0 XS
16. enLyvouc to 5Lavonuata
auTwv eLnev . . .

"15. And the people were
in a state of anticipation
and thought all these things
through in their hearts
concerning John, whether he
was the Christ, or not.
"16.John answered, saying
to all, . . .

"15.And the people were
in a state of anticipation
and thought all these things
through in their hearts
concerning John, whether he
was the Christ, or not.
"16.Knowing their thoughts
he said . . .

v. 16 anexpeLvato ieywv namv o Lwavvng]enLyvouc to
6Lavonuata autwv eLnev, D
There was probably little doubt in John's mind
concerning what the people were thinking as they came to
the Jordan to hear him. Luke indicates that John was sensitive to their messianic expectations when he made John
answer the unspoken question. However, D sees another opportunity to take what Luke implies and to present it in
such a way that John is once again made to remind us of
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Jesus' ministry. Throughout the synoptics we are periodically informed that Jesus was aware of the thoughts that
raced through the minds of the people he confronted (Matthew 12:25; Mark 8:17; Luke 6:8; 11:17, etc.). Then by
various methods he would lay bare their thoughts and use
them as vehicles for spiritual lessons. Here, D gives
John the ability to know the thoughts of his listeners and
to use these thoughts for the basis of instruction, much
the same way as Jesus does.
This incident, coupled with the alteration made by
D concerning John's mode of baptism, may indicate that D
wished to present John as ministering in a similar manner
as Jesus, thus bringing the forerunner closer, in spirit,
to the one he was preparing the people to receive. This,
of course, would make John more significant and tie his
ministry closer to the ministry of the Messiah.
Peter and the Close Followers of Jesus
The apostles of Jesus play a major role in the
gospel tradition, as well as in the establishment of the
primitive church in Acts. Epp has noted two things in particular concerning the apostles as a result of his investigation of D in Acts: (1) the leading apostles are accentuated, "Peter and John, as well as Paul, Barnabas, and
Silas, etc.," (2) Paul is the predominant figure in Acts,
but D endeavors to secure a balance between him and Peter
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by heightening the latter.39 In Luke's gospel, however,
a dominant personality like Paul is not present among the
apostles to challenge the position of Peter; therefore,
while D's alterations are intended only to support his
prominent position the remaining apostles are virtually
ignored as individuals in D's editorial changes (with the
call of Levi being a single exception); they figure into
his interest as a group in a minor way only.
Luke introduces us to the roster of apostles in
chapter six. We shall begin our investigations here by
giving the variants in this roster as they appear in D,
but noting only the one that deals with Peter; then we
shall pursue several variants concerning Peter and, finally, note the changes that have been made in connection
with the apostles as a group and in connection with the
topic of discipleship in general:
Luke 6:14-16
Codex B

Codex D

14.
oLucova ov hat,
wvollactev neToov xaL
avaocav TONI aaeAcclov auTou
xat, LaxwDov Rat, Lcovavnv
hat, cpLALnnov Rat. Dao0oAoliaLov
15. xat, lia0aat,ov xaL ecouav
LaxcoDov

aAvaLou

39Epp, p. 163.

14. nourrov oLucova ov xat,
neToov encovollaocv xat,
avopeav TON) abeAccov auTou
xat, LaxWov xat, LWaVnV TOV
aocAxpov auTou ouc enwvollacev
Doavrtoyec o COTLV °Lot, PpovInc xal, (pLALnnov xaL aa0oAoliaLov
15. xat, 11a0aaLov Rat, &op,av
TOV 611LxaXoullevov Etuftuov
xat, LaXWa0V TOV TOU aXcpaLou
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Kai, muwva TOV xaXouuevov
[nXwinv
16. xaL Lou6av LaxwDou xat,
Louoav Laxamw3 oc
EyEVETO
mpoOoTng.

xat. CLUWVa TOV XaXOUUEVOV
EnAWTTIV
16. xat, Lou6av LaxwOou
Lou6av oxamw0 og xai. eyeveto
np000rng.

"14.
Simon, whom he
also named Peter, and Andrew
his brother, and James and
John,

"14.First, Simon, whom he
also named Peter, and Andrew
his brother, and James and
John his brother, whom he
named Boanerges, that is sons
of thunder, and Philip, and
Bartholomew,
"15.And Matthew, and Thomas,
who is called Didymus, and
James, the son of Alphaeus,
and Simon, who is called
Zealot,
"16.And Judas the son of
James and Judas Iscariot,
who also became a traitor."

Philip, and
Bartholomew,
"15.And Matthew, and Thomas,
James, the son of Alphaeus,
and Simon, who is called
Zealot,
"16.And Judas the son of
James, and Judas Iscariot,
who became a traitor."

v. 14. muwva,ov xat, wvoualuev mcwov] npwiov muwva ov
hat, newov enwvollaucv, D r
+ TOV aocAwov autou oug enwvouacrev Doavnpycg o
ECTLV ULOL DpOVInc post Lwavnv,D
v. 15. +iov enLxaAoullevov ououuov xaL post awuav, D
+tov TOO post Laxwov,4Z D 0 565 892
v. 16. + xal, post oc,t
D
It is obvious that D harmonizes Luke's roster of
the apostles with that of Matthew, Mark and John." The
addition that interests us most is np6Tog ("first"), taken
from Matthew 10:2. Although Matthew identifies Peter with
the adjective "first," it does not have the same connotation in his context as it does when D adds it to Luke's
40 np6Tov ("first") is taken from Matthew 10:2, the
sons of thunder is taken from Mark 3:17, the added information about Thomas is from John 11:16, the two definite
articles in the genitive of relationship construction in
v. 15 are taken from Mark 3:18, and the addition of xaC
("also") in v. 16 is from Mark 3:19.
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context. A comparison of the background for each roster
will show how np@Toc ("first") takes on added meaning in
Luke's context:
Matthew 10:2

Luke 6:13,1441

TWV 6e owelexa anoutoAwv
to ovouata ECITLV Tauta
nponoc aLucov. . . .

13. Rat. OTE eyeveto nuepa
npoaccixovnaev TOUG uaantac
auTou Rat, exAcEallevoc an
auTwv aw6exa ouc xaL anocrioXOUC covoliaotv
14.
(npurcov=D) aLluova.. .

"And the names of the
twelve apostles are these,
first, Simon. . . ."

"13. And when day had come,
he called his disciples and
selected twelve from among
them, whom he also named
apostles.
"14. (First) Simon.
• •

In Matthew's account Simon is identified as "first,"
being first in a list that is being given and not necessarily being first in station.42 In Luke's account, Jesus
had called a large number of disciples together after a
night of prayer and from this group he selected 12, the
"first" selection being Simon.43 The addition of np6Toc
41D reads practically the same as the normal text
in these verses except for npirnov.
42Although this meaning could be inferred. However, reasons for understanding it this way are not as
forceful as in D's account.
43Schuyler Brown, Apostasy and Perseverance in the
Theology of Luke (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute,
1969), p. 95. Brown's observation that the apostle list
stands in apposition to anoaToXouc ("apostles") and is not
the object of exAsEduevoc ("selected") does not essentially
change the impact of D's variant. He correctly points out
that the object of 6acEduevoc ("selected") is 666exa
("twelve"). "The result is that the object of the election
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("first") in this context would seem to lay emphasis on
rank or position. That D intended to present Peter as the
leading apostle becomes obvious through additional editorial
changes.
In the preceding chapter of Luke the author presents the account of the miraculous catch of fish which
leads to Peter's call to discipleship. This pericope opens
with Jesus being pressed by a crowd on the shore of Lake
Gennesaret. He got into a small fishing boat, owned by
Peter, and asked him to push away from shore a short distance; and from the boat Jesus taught the people. Upon
completing his instruction, Jesus ordered Peter to go out
into the lake and to lower his nets:
Luke 5:5,6
Codex B

Codex D
5. o Se aLuwv anoupeLg

5. xcLL anoxpL0eLg aL4wv
6LIT6v
enLaTaTa 61,
oklic
vox-cog xonLaOayTEQ ouSey eActpollev
67,1, 66 Ty pfluaTL (Jou
xaAaaw Ta alAtTua
6. xat, TOuTo noLfloavicg
ouvexAeLcav nAnSog Lx0owv
noAu 6LepfloueTo 66 Ta
SutTua auTwv

eviTev auTid 5Loacrxca6 05L
oAnc Tflg vuxTog xartLaoavieg ouS6v 6AaDouev
en 66 Ty pfluaTt, oou ou
4fl napaRou0ouat,
6. Hat. 6uSuc xcaccoavTec za
5LxTua ouvexAtouctv LOucov
nAllSoc noXy mate Ta
6LxTua pfloocoaaL

"5. And Simon answered and
said,
Master, we
labored through the whole

"5. And Simon answered and
said to him, Teacher, we
labored through the whole

of the earthly Jesus is not so much specific individuals
or even 'the Twelve' in the sense of a definite group as it
is the number twelve, the institution of 'twelve apostles'
as such." The variant in D still lays stress upon the fact
that in his text Peter is the "first" in the "number twelve."
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night and caught nothing,
but at your word I shall
lower the nets.
"6. And when they had
done this they enclosed
a great multitude of
fish, and their nets
were breaking through."

night and caught nothing,
but to your word I shall
surely not be disobedient.
"6. And immediately when
they had lowered their nets
they enclosed a great multitude of fish, so that the
nets began to break."

v. 5 Rom anoxpLaeLc aLluov eLnev] 0 be cLucov anoxpeLc
eLnev,D
+ auTcp post eucev, CS? D 8 p1
elloaTaTa] 51,5aaxaXe, D a copsa, bo
+ ing ante VUXTOQ, CR D 8 pl
xaXaaw Ta 51-xTua] ouilniTapaxowouaL, D e
v. 6 xaL "COUTO noLnuavTec] xat. eu5uc xaXaaavTec Ta
5tAtTua, D e
5LepflooeTo be Ta 51..xTua auTwv] wore Ta 5LxTua
prpoeu5aL, D e f rl

We are primarily interested in two of the above
variants, the first being the change from tilLoTaTa ("master") to 51,5daxaXe ("teacher"). Before we investigate the
meaning of these two words, it might be well to note that
blLoTdinc ("master") is used in Luke alone: once by the

apostle John (9:49); once by the disciples as a group
(8:25); once by the ten lepers requesting healing (17:13);
and three times by Peter (5:5; 8:45; 9:33). It would seem
that the alteration of Peter's first use of the word might
be significant. On the other hand, 5L5doxaXoc ("teacher")
is used by Luke 17 times. Of these 17 appearances it is
used by the disciples only once in addressing Jesus (21:7) .44
44The term x6pLog ("Lord") is used most frequently
by the disciples in addressing Jesus, appearing 13 times.
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Opinion is divided as to the significance of
old-mg ("master") in comparison with other forms of respect-

ful address, such as 6L6doxaXoc ("teacher") which is substituted by D in Luke 5:5. Thayer tells us that bus:nem-lc
("master") is to be understood as a sort of superintendent
or a master, used in the sense of rabbi when used by the
disciples in addressing Jesus, not necessarily from the
fact that he was a teacher, but rather because of his
authority.45 J. Reiling and J. L. Swellengrebel feel that
6nLaidinc ("master") emphasizes an intimate, though respect-

ful, relationship rather than authority.46 Geldenhuys says
that enLaid-mg ("master") is merely a synonym for 6L66,oxaAog
("teacher"), and both are traced back to rabbi.47 Albrecht
Oepke says that env:mitt-1g ("master") is a translation for
rabbi, and it is not an equivalent for 61,6doxcaos ("teacher") or xtipLoc ("Lord").48 S. M. Gilmour says that in Luke
45Joseph Henry Thayer, Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: Associated Publishers and Authors Inc.), p. 243.
46J. Reiling and J. L. Swellengrebel, A Translator's
Handbook on the Gospel of Luke (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971),
p. 228.
47Norval Geldenhuys, Commentary on the Gospel of
Luke (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1966),
p. 184.
48Albrecht Oepke, "enLaTdinc," Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Gerhard Kittel (ed.), trans. by
Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Vol. II: Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1971), p. 623.
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grucrudans ("master") is used by the disciples, while non-

disciples use 61.6doltaXoc ("teacher").49 This would indicate that Gilmour did not view these two words as being
synonymous, emoutdmic ("master") being more intimate. However,, Godet and Plummer take the opposite view. 'Ent,Cr-CCITT-IQ ("master") refers to any kind of oversight; it is
more general than f5a3DC ("rabbi") or 61,6dontaXog ("teacher").50
It would seem that D did not see trcLaTdtng ("master") and 8L6doxaXoc ("teacher") as being synonymous. As
we have noted earlier, Jesus, prior to this pericope in
chapter five, had worked in Galilee and had built a reputation as a teacher and healer. However, Luke gives no
indication that Jesus had collected around him a body of
disciples. Jesus had spent some time in Peter's home,
but this does not seem to indicate to D that he was a
disciple of Jesus (4:38-41). In chapter five, when Jesus
concluded his teaching and ordered Peter out into the deep
49S. MacLean Gilmour (ed.), The Gospel According
to St. Luke, Vol. VII of The Interpreter's Bible, edited
by George Arthur Buttrick (12 vols.: Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 1952), p. 101. We have already noted one occasion
out of 17 where Luke has the disciples addressing Jesus
as 6L5doxaAog ("Teacher"). Luke alone uses this word, it
is not in the parallel passages of Matthew and Mark.
50F. A. Godet, A Commentary on the Gospel of St.
Luke, trans. from 2nd ed. by E. W. Shalders and M. D.
Cusin (New York: I. K. Funk & Co., 1881), p. 165 and Plummer, p. 143.
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for a catch of fish, D could conceive of Peter addressing
Jesus as "teacher"51 but hardly as "master." There are as
yet, in Luke, no grounds upon which Peter could use this
term for Jesus; the call to discipleship is to follow.
After the miraculous catch, Luke changes Peter's
form of address, "Depart from me, because I am a sinful
man, Lord (hOpL6)" (5:8). In calling Jesus "Lord," Luke
indicates that Peter now sees Jesus in a different light
than he did earlier. Although xl5pLe ("Lord") need not
mean more than "sir," it seems that it must carry its full
force of "Lord" here, at least for the author of Luke.52
When D alters enLaidtng ("master") to 6LadaxaAog
("teacher") in v. 5, the change in Peter's view of Jesus
by v. 8 is made more dramatic. Perhaps D is endeavoring
to contrast the ready acceptance of Jesus on the part of
Peter with the slowness of heart on the part of his fellow
countrymen. Certainly Peter's acknowledgement of Jesus'
authority stands in contrast with the reception he received
just prior to this pericope at Nazareth, where the town's
51Although the word 5L6doxaXoc ("teacher") is used
of men who have gathered about them a body of disciples,
it is also used by non-disciples when addressing or referring to someone who indicates the way of God from the Torah.
Luke uses the word in this latter context 14 out of 17
times, 2:46; 3:12; 7:40; 8:49; 9:38; 10:25; 11:45; 12:13;
18:18; 19:39; 20:21, 28, 39; 22:11. Cf. Kittel, pp. 15253.
52Creed, p. 75.
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people tried to take Jesus' life by throwing him off a
cliff.
The second variant that is of interest is at the
conclusion of verse five. In the normal text Peter simply
says, "I shall lower the nets," although he protests that
such an action will be futile in view of the results of
their night's work. D makes an interesting alteration.
Although he may not be able to conceive of Peter calling
Jesus "master" at this point, yet by this alteration he
shows a changing attitude on Peter's part that culminates
in Peter addressing Jesus as "Lord."
The statement, ". . . at your word I shall lower
the nets," of the normal text displays a willingness by
Peter to be obedient to the direction of Jesus. D's alteration, ". . . to your word I shall surely not be disobedient," places this thought in more explicit language.
D's use of the double negative53 lends strength to the
contrast between Peter's willingness to obey and the rejection experienced by Jesus at Nazareth.
Carrying through his editorial scheme for this
pericope, D takes advantage of another opportunity to intensify Peter's response to Jesus:
Luke 5:8,9
Codex B
53Cf. Robertson, pp. 1174-75.

Codex D
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9. 5a1.43oc yap nemeGxey
autoy xat. navTag -mug
GUV autw CUL to aypq
TWV LOUWV WV Guv6Aaoy

o 56 milwv
npoGeneaev autou tOI.
nomy Xeywy napaxaXw
6E6Aae an EUOU OTL
aviip auapicAoc 6LIAL
XE
9. aap4os yap nemeGxev
autoy
6n1„ tp aypq
TWV LOUWV wv 6uy6Xaoy

"8.And when Simon Peter
saw, he fell at the
knees of Jesus saying,
Depart
from me, for I am a
sinful man, Lord.
"9.For amazement had
gripped him and all
those with him at the
catch of fish which
they had taken."

Simon
fell at his
saying,
feet
I beseech you, depart
from me, for I am a
sinful man, Lord.
"9.For amazement had
gripped him
at the
catch of fish which
they had taken."

8. 1.054.ov 56 muwv nstpog
npoGeneGsv ToLc yovamv
17U Axywy
6E6X5e an euou OTL
avflp auapTwAog

8.

"8.And

v. 8 L5coy 56 mploy n6Tpog] o 56 mwv, D W 13 it sys
TOLQ yovamv TT)] autou 'mg nomy, D A 579 e sy
+ napaxaAw post Axywy, D it syP Tatian
v. 9 om. hat, navTag TOUQ Guy autw, D
Again in v. 8, D intensifies the demonstration of
Peter's feelings. By prostrating Peter at Jesus' feet,
instead of falling at his knees, and by adding, "I beseech
you," D paints a vivid picture of Peter being under the
conviction of Jesus' authority. It appears that D uses
prostration at Jesus' feet as an expression of awe and a
recognition of authority approaching that of worship.
In the account of the ten lepers, the one who returned to Jesus was a Samaritan. In Luke's normal tradition (17:16) this cleansed leper fell at Jesus' feet "thanking him." D omits the phrase "thanking him," simply saying
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the man threw himself at Jesus' feet. The question is,
What did D understand this gesture to mean? Because Jesus
assured the leper that his faith had "saved" him, it is
possible that D conceived of this gesture as an act of
worship, an act that reveals a recognition of Jesus' Lordship. We will deal with the pericope of the ten lepers
later, but in our present pericope the sight of Peter on
his face at Jesus' feet is certainly a more vivid picture
of Peter's recognition of Jesus' authority than falling at
Jesus' knees.
By omitting the phrase, "and all those with him,"
and by altering the following verse, Peter is made the
central figure in this experience of awe and expression of
unworthiness. There is the possibility that D wished to
set Peter forth as a type of all the others who were to
become disciples with him, his reactions to Jesus and his
relationship with him typifying the feelings and thinking
of his partners, James and John. This seems to be the intent of the alteration of v. 10:54
Luke 5:10,11
Codex B
10. olloLwc 66 }tat,
Laxwov xat, Lwavnv uLooc
Ce(3e6aLou ot, way hoLvcovoL
T9) cnilwvt, xaL 6Ln6v npoc
TON) aLliwva 17C un Q0130U

Codex D
10. nom) 66 xoLvwvol, auiou
LaxwOoc xat, Lwavng uLot.
Ce3e6aLou
o 66 eLnev aurot.
66u1.6 xat, un yeLvea06

54Cf. a similar position taken by Mees, p. 107.
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ano IOU vuv avapwnoug
eon Ewypwv
11. Hat. xaTayayovTeg Ta
nXoLa cm. "UN ynv
awevieg navTa
nxoXouanaav auTy

aXLet,g Lxauwv noLnow Yap
uuag caLet.g avapwnwv
11. OL 8e axouaavTeg
navta xaTeXeLtPav ent, ins Yns
xat,
nxoXouancrav auTy

"10.And likewise
James and John, sons
of Zebedee, were partners
with Simon; and Jesus
said to Simon, Fear not,
from now on you will be
a catcher of men.

"10.And
his partners
were James and John, sons
of Zebedee
and he said to
them, Come and you shall
not be fishers of fish,
for I shall make you fishers
of men.
"11.And those who heard
left behind everything
upon the land,
and they followed him."

"11.And when they had
beached the ships upon
the land, forsaking
everything, they followed him."

vv. 10, 11 ouot.wg SE hat, LaxwOov xat, LWaVTIQ ULOUC
Ce0e5aLou OL TIOOLV HOLVWOL Ty avticovt. xat. coley npog
"GOV crLuwva LS un woDou ano TOU vuv avapwnoug eon
Ewypwv xat. xaTayayovTeg Ta nAoLa Ent. TTIV YTIV
WeVIEC navTa] way 8e xot.vwvot, OLUTOULCIX(A)130Q Rat.
Lwavng ULOL C068aLOU 0 5e cLnev auToLg acute xat.
un yeLvecae aA.Let.g Lxauwv not.now yap uuag aA.Let.g
avapwnwv OL Sc axouaavieg navTa xaTeXeLtOav Ent, Tng
ync xat., D

In the normal text of Luke, James and John share
in Peter's astonishment at the catch of fish (5:9); in
D's alteration they do not. Yet, in D Jesus extends the
call to become fishers of men to James and John as well as
to Peter, whereas in the normal text the call is given to
Peter alone. It would seem that the expression of Peter's
feelings is taken by D as an expression of the feelings of
the other two men, thus putting Peter forward in a place
of prominence. In the normal text, the element of fear is
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attributed to Peter in the words of Jesus. In altering the
text and making Jesus address James and John, as well as
Peter, this element of fear is removed by D; thus establishing an attitude of respect and awe on the part of these
future disciples, and not one of fear.
Peter is later shown to be the leader and spokesman
of this favored group of three apostles by a harmonization
that is made in D. The setting is the transfiguration
and the alteration occurs in Peter's reaction to the scene:
Luke 9:33
Codex B

Codex D

. . ,__ELTLEV 0 nETOOQ npog
TOV LV enLaTata xaAov
EGTLV ralaC w5e eLvaL Rat,
noLnowuev axnvag TpLg

. . . cLnev o netpog
LTIU enLaTata xcaov
ECTLV nuag wbe eLvaL aeXeLg
noLiww co8e ipeLg minvag

". . . Peter said to Jesus,
Master, it is good for
us to be here, let us
build
also
three booths. . . ."

. . Peter said to Jesus,
Master, it is good for
us to be here, if you
wish, I shall build here
three booths. . . ."

Ty

npog Toy Tqty TTU, D
xaL noLnowuey axnvac TpLg] sExeLa noLnow w6e TpLg axnvag,

D copbo Tatian
Both alterations are harmonizations with Matthew
17:4, the second being lifted intact except for the omission of eC ("if"), which must be understood when translating D's alteration. The three parallel passages in D
(Matthew 17:4; Mark 9:5; Luke 9:33) present an interesting
puzzle. In the normal text of each passage, Luke follows
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Mark and they both read "let us make" as opposed to Peter's
self-assertion in Matthew, "if you are willing, I shall
make." D alters Matthew to the reading of Mark and Luke
while retaining the condition, "if you are willing, let us
make." On the other hand, D alters the reading in Mark
and Luke to the self-assertiveness of Matthew, "if you are
willing, I shall make." Interestingly, in both Mark and
Luke D omits the particle CC ("if") that is found in Matthew's normal text.
The reason for the change in Luke emerges clearly
from D's editorial design, i.e. the desire to picture Peter
as the leader of the apostolic group. D's similar alteration in Mark may arise from the same desire; if so, D is
being consistent in his editorial scheme. The puzzling
question is, Why did he alter Matthew's "if you wish, I
will make, . . ." which pictures Peter as the leader, to
read as the normal text of Mark and Luke "let us make
•• • "55
.
By D's alteration in Luke Peter is set forth as
the leader and the dominant personality of the three
apostles. This is underscored by the change from the
55This question is only illustrative of the need
for a comparative study of the variants in Matthew and Mark
to see if there is an editorial scheme behind their appearances that is similar to the one found in Luke, or whether
variants appear in these two books stemming from conflicting interests.
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hortatory subjunctive to first class conditional.
We have noted in Chapter One that one of the
characteristics of Luke's gospel is the way in which he
handled the apostles with gentle hands.56 D, by his editorial changes, tends to go one step beyond Luke and to
protect them from some of the negative aspects that Luke
was willing to recognize. In the two variants of the following verses, D appears to make omissions in order to
preserve the reputation of the disciples. Jesus had just
remarked that the Son of Man was to be delivered into the
hands of men. The disciples were at a loss to understand
his words. Luke's account will be picked up at this point:
Luke 9:45,46
Codex B

Codex D

45. oL 56 nyvoouv TO prilla
TOUTO xaL qv napaxcxaAulluevov
an auTwv Lva un aLcrawvTaL
auTo xaL WOPOUVTO epuruncraL
auTov nepL IOU pfluaTog TOUTOU.
46. eLonAaev Se 5LaXoyLouos
EV auToLg TO TLS av cLn
ileLCwv auTwv.

45. oL 15s nyvoouv TO prlua
xexahuullevov
TOUTO xaL qv
an auTcov Lva un aLicrawvTaL
auTo xaL WOOUVTO enepumwaL
nepL IOU pnuaToc TOUTOU.

"45.And they did not understand this saying and it was
concealed from them in order
that they might not perceive
it, and they were afraid to
ask him concerning this saying.
"46.And a dispute entered
in among them as to which of
them was the greatest."

"45.And they did not understand this saying and it was
concealed from them in order
that they might not perceive
it, and they were afraid to
concerning this sayask
ing
"46.
as to which of
them was the greatest."

46.
TO TLC av eLn
IIELEcov auTwv.

56 Cf. Brown, p. 72 for an opposing view.
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v. 45 om. autov, D
v. 46 om. eLanAaev Eie 5LcaoyLcuoc ev auToLg, D
The omission of etafiAaev 6 5LaAoyLollbc tv a6Totg
("And a dispute entered in among them") makes the transition between v. 44 and v. 46 very awkward and the thought
sequence in vv. 44 through 46 confusing. One possible explanation of the omission is that it is a homoeoteleuton,
the a6Totg ("them") at the end of the omitted phrase being
confused by the eye of the copyist with TaTou ("this")
just prior to the omission. However, the confusion of
these two words does not seem too likely, especially if
the copyist was reading what he was copying. It would seem
that the copyist omitted this phrase to protect the apostles against the slander of allowing disputes to exist
among them.57
The awkwardness of the thought transition from v.
44 to v. 46 can be partially eliminated by dividing the
thought content of v. 45. The meaning of the Son of Man
being handed over to men (v. 44) would remain hidden to
the apostles in v. 45. The fear they felt about asking
"concerning this word" would be connected with "who was
to be the greatest" in v. 46. This is the way F. H. A.
57Although 22:24-27 is altered by D, he does not
attempt to protect the apostles from the charge of having
contentions among them in this passage.
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Scrivener understands and solves the problem created by
the omission in the text of D.58
D again comes to the aid of the apostles by temporarily removing the thought that Jesus' betrayal would
come from their midst:
Luke 22:22,23
Codex B

Codex D

22.
OTL o uLog uev too
avapconou xata to wpLauevov
nopeueTaL ram) ouaL T9
avapconcp exeLvcp Si. ou
napa6L6oTaL
23. Rat auto', npEavio
ouvCnieLv npog CCLUTOUC
TO TLC apa eLn 6E au-my
o TOUTO 1162awv npacTo6Lv

22.
OIL uev o uLog too
avapwnou xata to copLauevov
nopeueTaL nAnv oval,
CHELV9 SI, 00
napa6L6oTaL
23. auto', Sc npEavto
ouvEnTeLv npog 6autoug
TLC apa ELn
o usUcov 10010 npaaceLv

"22. Because the Son of
Man goes, as predicted,
however, woe to that man
by whom he is betrayed.
"23.And they began to
enquire among themselves, who it was
from among them
that should do this
thing."

"22.Because the Son of
Man goes, as predicted,
however, woe to that man
by whom he is betrayed.
"23.And they began to
enquire among themselves, who it was
that should do this
thing."

v . 22 om. T(i) avapww, D e sysc
v . 23 om. to, D L 254
om. eE au-my, D 047 it syc

Although Jesus identified his betrayer in v. 21
as the man who had his hand on the table with him, the
apostles were puzzled and confused by the thought that
Jesus would be dealt with thus. In the normal text of
58Scrivener, p. 202.
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Luke they began to discuss among themselves which one of
them it would be. D's alteration causes the disciples to
look beyond themselves for the betrayer, thus endeavoring
to turn the eye of suspicion away from this favored group.
D also endeavors to place the general body of
disciples, as well as the twelve, in a more favorable
light. That his death caught all completely unprepared,
in spite of the number of times Jesus referred to his coming passion, is a fundamental element in the gospel tradition. D tries to soften the reproach that this unpreparedness was the result of unbelief:
Luke 24:25
Codex B

Codex D

Rat. autos eLnev npog au-mug
co avontot, Rat, ppa6eLg ID
hapoLcc IOU nLaTeueLv
nacrLy oLg eXakriaav oL
npowniaL

o Se eLncv npog au-mug
avontoc. Hat, 13pcc6eLg ill
Ent,
xocpoLcc
nocacv oLg EXciAncav OL
npowniat,

"And he said to them, Oh
foolish and slow in heart
to believe all that the
prophets have spoken."

"And he said to them, Oh
foolish and slow in heart
with respect to all that the
prophets have spoken."

om.

IOU ntateucLv, D

D is content to allow Jesus to reproach these two
doubting disciples for being dull and slow in understanding
the Old Testament prophecies that point to the events that
caught everyone unprepared, but he endeavors to protect the
disciples from the charge of unbelief. Omitting zoo
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mLaTe6eLy

("to believe") minimizes this thought as much

as possible without rewriting the entire verse.
The desire of D to protect the disciples from anything that might militate against their office and calling
is again seen in an attempt to protect Levi against the
charge of being a "sinner." The pericope begins with the
call of Levi to be a close follower of Jesus, where Luke
identifies Levi as a

TeXthyric

("publican"--5:27). The new

associate of Jesus prepared a feast at which his new "master" was the honored guest. To this feast were invited
"a great crowd of publicans and others" (5:29). It is the
alteration made in the accusation of the religious leaders
that we are here primarily interested in:
Luke
Codex B

Codex D
xat,
01.
QapLamot, xat, 01

xat, eyoyyuCav ot,
QapeLcaLoL Rai, 01,
ypalluateLg atruov

ypalluaTeLg

npoc Touc uaantag
autou Acyovrec 6Lait.
ucTa TWV TEXWVWV
xat. allapTwAcov EGaLETE
xat, nst,vsie

"And the Pharisees
and their Scribes
murmured to his
disciples, saying
Why do you eat and
drink with publicans
and sinners?"
om.
om.

atmov, )( D al
xat, allapicAwy,

5:30

syovyuCov
npoc Touc umentac
autou Xeyovrsc 6La
116-Ca TWV TeAcovcov
ecaLeTat.
xat. neon-rat.

"And the Pharisees
and
Scribes
murmured to his
disciples, saying,
Why do you eat and
drink with publicans?"

e f ff 1 cops a,bo syP Tatian
C* D
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There are three things that must be noticed here:
(1) in the B text the definite article TOW serves the two
nouns TeXcovCov ("publicans") and auapicaii5v ("sinners"), thus
equating the two.59 Levi being a publican (5:27) is thus
identified as a sinner in the B text. (2) The phrase
"publicans and sinners" appears twice more in Luke (7:34;
15:1) and D makes no attempt to alter these passages, because these phrases are not identified with the disciples.
(3) D does not alter the parallel passages to Luke 5:30,
but allows "publicans and sinners" to stand together."
Therefore it becomes apparent that D was concerned with
the image of the disciples in Luke and does what he can to
minimize their faults and to picture them as men who deserve the respect of later generations.
It appears that D may have wanted to keep the privilege and rewards of discipleship exclusively for the
twelve and 72. Yet he is somewhat freer than the normal
text of Luke in allowing others to share in the benefits
of Jesus' instruction.
In Chapter Six is found the pericope in which Jesus
sets aside the twelve for their special work. After their
59Robertson, pp. 785-88. Cf. Plummer, p. 160.
60This again points out the necessity of a careful
study of D in Matthew and Mark to determine if there are
similar editorial concerns present that explain such apparent inconsistencies.
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selection Jesus and the newly chosen apostles, with the
larger group of disciples from which the apostles had been
taken, went down off the mountain, where Jesus had spent
the night praying, and met a large number of people on a
level place. In the presence of the multitude Jesus instructed the disciples. D is careful to limit the number
of disciples who were present to a group comparable in size
to those who were conceivably with Jesus on the mountain,
and from whom he selected the twelve:
Luke 6:17
xat, xaTaDac 116T auxwv coin
cm, Tonou neoLvou xaL oxXoc
noXuc uaanTow auTou Rat,
nXnaog rtoXu TOU Xaou. . .

Rat. xaTaPag 116T auiwv coin
cncL, Tonou neacLvou xat, oxXog
4a0nicov auTou mat,
nknaoc noXu TOU Xaou. . .

"And when he had descended
with them, he stood upon
a flat place with a great
crowd of his disciples and
a great multitude of people

"And when he had descended
with them, he stood upon
a flat place with a
crowd of his disciples and
a great multitude of people
. . . .

om. noXug, D
The "crowd" of disciples in D, from whom Jesus had
just chosen the twelve, could conceivably have been, in
D's thinking, the larger group that now numbered 72. The

assembling of the 72, plus the twelve just selected, could
be (5xXoc ilaanTrov ("a crowd of disciples"), but hardly
8xXog noXiic uaani6v ("a great crowd of disciples") when

they are placed beside nXijog noX6 To0 Xao5 ("a great multitude of people").
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D shows his tendency to think of the disciples as
an exclusive group in another way. On one occasion, when
the multitude that had gathered to hear Jesus was so large
that they trod on one another, Jesus spoke of the rewards
of discipleship. In 12:37 the faithful disciple is pictured as having a place at a banquet at which the Lord personally serves him. Inspired by the thought, Peter spoke
for the assembled disciples:
Luke 12:41
Codes B

Codex D

eLnev be o newoc xe
npoc ralac Triv napc0oAnv
Tautny AeyeLg n xat, npog
navIas

Twos mlag XeyeLg Triv

"And Peter said, Lord,
do you speak this parable
to us or to all men also?"

"And Peter said, Lord,
do you speak this parable
to us?"

xal eLnev o netoos RT
napc0oAnv Tautny

om. n xat, nooc navias, D
One could conclude that the omitted phrase, "or to
all men also," is implied by the shortened form of Peter's
question. However, because the phrase is present in the
normal text and is omitted by D alone, and homoeoteleuton
does not seem to be a possibility, the reader is left with
the impression that

D

favored the disciples as an exclusive

group. Peter addresses his inquiry to the issue of whether
the disciples ought not to have exclusive right to being
served by "the Lord" at the banquet, since they will play
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the chief part in his kingdom.61
Jesus' answer to Peter's question is a parable
about faithful and unfaithful stewards. In the normal
text Jesus' parable would imply that Jesus is addressing
all his hearers, and that the rewards of the marriage supper are available to all men. But D's alteration of
Peter's question changes the meaning of Jesus' answer. It
would appear that in the context of Peter's question in D,
Jesus' parable applies only to his immediate disciples.
Luke also presents a number of other occasions
when Jesus gave specific instruction to his disciples in
the presence of a multitude of people,62 thus allowing all
his hearers to benefit from the instruction. There were
other occasions when Jesus communed with the disciples in
61As to whether Peter's question in v. 41 refers
to the banquet in v. 37 or to the coming of the Son of Man
at an unexpected hour in vv. 39,40, see Godet, p. 349;
Creed, p. 177; Plummer, p. 331; J. J. van Oosterzee, The
Gospel According to Luke, Vol. XVII of Lange's Commentary,
trans. from 2nd German edition by Philip Schaff and Charles
C. Starbuck (25 vols.: New York: Charles Scribner's Sons),
p. 204; and Tinsley, p. 142, who favor the banquet; and
Geldenhuys, p. 363, who favors the coming of the Son of
Man.
62Cf. 6:20-49; 8:9-16; 9:23-27, 43-45; 12:1-59,
etc. There are several long passages of instruction addressed to the disciples, in which no mention is made of
the multitude; however, this instruction is interrupted
by questions from and remarks by Jesus to non-disciples;
therefore, it is assumed that this instruction was also
given in the presence of the multitude. Cf. 16-17:10;
17:22-18:14.
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private." D opens one of these intimate occasions to the
public ear:
Luke 10:23,24
Codex B
23.
hat, orpacpeLg npog Toug
uaOnTag xat L6Lav eLnev
uaxapt,ol, ot, ocpacauol,
OL P.6TIOVIEC a DACTEETE

Codex D

24.
Acyco yap uut,v OIL no2LAOL npo(plitat, xat, OacYLAELg
nacknoev L6ELV a uuet,g
OACTEETE xat, oux et,6ay xat,
axoucaL uou a axouete Rat.
oux nxoucav

23. suipacpet,g be npog TOUQ
uaOliag
eLnev
auToLg uaxapLot, OL 0(paaAILOL
OL 0A6ROVIEC a Paeneic hat.
axouovreg a axoucte.
24.
Acyco yap uueLv OIL noAAOL npo(pnTaL
nacAncrav EL6eLv a uuet,g
Oaencie xat„ oux eLoov xat,
axoucrat,
a IJUELQ axouete xat,
oux nxoucav

"23. And turning to the
disciples he said privately,
Blessed are the
eyes that see what you
see.
"24. For I say to you that
many prophets and kings
desired to see what you
see and they saw not, and
to hear what you hear,
and they heard not."

"23. And turning to the
disciples he said
to them, Blessed are the
eyes that see what you see
and hear what you hear.
"24.For I say to you that
many prophets
desired to see what you
see and they saw not, and
to hear what you hear,
and they heard not."

v. 23 om.
v. 24

xat LoLav, D 157 1424 lat sync
+ auToLg post coley, D 1 131 209 e copsa,bo
+ xat, aliOUOVIEQ a axoucte post 13A.£neTe,
om. xat, 0.acrt„XeLg L D it Marcion

om. uou, rell, p 15 B 0124
+ uueLg ante axouuce, D it
Although D is somewhat exclusive in wanting to keep
some aspects of the Messianic banquet for the disciples
only, in the first variant in the above verses he shows a
universalism. The blessing that Jesus pronounced upon
63Cf. 9:18-22; 18:31-34; 22:14-38.
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those who heard his words and saw his deeds should be
shared by all who were eyewitnesses, according to D.
Therefore, he omits xocc.Cotav ("privately") and includes
the multitude as Jesus speaks to the disciples.
Among the gospel writers it is Luke who informs us
that there was a group of women who joined the company of
disciples and played a significant supporting role in
Jesus' life and ministry.64 In a society where women were
not emancipated, the role that they play in the Gospel of
Luke is quite significant. On one occasion Martha invited
Jesus to stay at her home. Her busy activity and much
serving indicate that at least the twelve apostles were
also present. However, Jesus gently rebukes her for turning her attention to mundane things instead of taking advantage of the spiritual instruction as her sister Mary
was doing. The copyist of D was evidently touched by
Martha's ministry and softens Jesus' gentle rebuke:
Luke 10:41,42
Codex B
41. anoxpLaeLc 6e eLnev
auTrj o TiZ Impaa ilap0a
liepLuvac xaL 6opyflaEn
nepl, noAXa
42. oALycov 6e xpeLa
EGILV n EVOQ ImpLau

Codex D
41. amoxpLaeLc 6e o
eLnev aun

LTIQ

papact
6opuOaCri

42.
4apLa

64Cf. 8:13; 10:38-41; 23:55,56; 24:23. For the
role of women in Luke's gospel see Charles M. Laymon,
Luke's Portrait of Christ (New York and Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1959), pp. 106-09.
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yap inv ayaanv ilepLaa
eEeX6Eato TirLs oux
waLpeanacTaL autnc.

Triv ayaanv ilepLoa
eEeAcEato n oux
waLpeancreTaL auinc.

"41.And answering, the
Lord said to her,
Martha, Martha, you are
anxious and troubled
over many things,
"42.But only one thing
is needful. For Mary has
chosen the good portion
which shall not be taken
away from her."

"41.And answering, Jesus
said to her,
Martha, Martha, you are
troubled,
"42.
Mary has
chosen the good portion
which shall not be taken
away from her."

v. 41 o 17-1Z] o Lns,
D copsa,bo sycs
vv. 41,42 46pLuvac Rat, aopuir3aCn nept. noAXa oXLywv 56 xpeLa
CUTLV n evog] aopWaEn, D
v. 42 om. yap, D 262 270 372 lat sycs
Metzger feels these two clauses were omitted from
it and sys because they were incomprehensible, or an accident, or because of homoeoarcton (wipaa . . . ilapt-d4).65
The fact that D uses aopuOdCn ("troubled") indicates his
source contained the normal text. Metzger says that
aopWaCeoaat. ("to be troubled") is rare and troublesome

and is frequently replaced by TupdCeLv ("to trouble") .66
By retaining aopuDdCn of the normal text while omitting
the remainder of the clauses, D shows that he wished Jesus
to deal gently with Martha.
This gentleness would seem to grow out of D's
alteration in v. 42. The normal text points out that
Martha is lacking something that Jesus considers very important, i.e. the spiritual instruction that Mary is
"Metzger, p. 154.

"Ibid., pp. 153-54.
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receiving. In D's text the statement of this need by Jesus
is omitted, thus implying that Martha was not lacking in
this important area and again softening Jesus' dealing with
this woman.
Although D shows evidence of being touched by
Martha's ministry to Jesus and the apostles,67 he proves
to be more of a male chauvinist than Luke. Where Luke is
willing to include these dedicated women within the privileged circle of Jesus' chosen disciples," D is not. As
Jesus walked with two of his disciples to Emmaus after his
resurrection, the disciples spoke of what these women had
witnessed at the tomb that very morning:
Luke 24:22
Codex B

Codex D

aAlt.ct xaL TovaLxEc TLyeg
6E won) 6E6arnaav nuac
yevauevaL opapLvaL &ILL
TO IIVIIIIELOV

aXALL xat, yovaLx6c TLVEC
6EeaTnaav rluaS
yevou6vaL opepLvaL en6L
TO liVfl4ELOV

"But certain women also
from among us amazed us,
being at the tomb early
in the morning."

"But certain women also
amazed us,
being at the tomb early
in the morning."

67Michael Mees, "Sinn and Bedeutung literarischer
Formen far die Textgestalt des Codex Bezae in Lukas 10-11,"
Vetera Christianorum, VII,l(1970), 66,67.
68"The Emmaus disciples refer to the women, who were
also distinct from the apostles, as 'some women of our company' . . . but they designate the apostles as 'some of
those who were with us' . . ., not 'some of our company.'
. . . This differentiation points to their awareness of
their status as 'associate members' in the circle of Jesus'
disciples." Brown, p. 76.
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om. EE nuwv, D 157
By the omission of CE hilLiv ("from among us") D
indicates that he is not willing to number these women
among the disciples; however their role as close followers
of Jesus is firmly established in Luke's tradition,69 as
has already been pointed out.
In the normal text of Luke, discipleship is treated as a serious matter." Luke alone records the admonition of Jesus that if anyone is to follow him, he is to
deny himself, taking up his cross daily (9:23). It is
Luke also who reports the reaction of Jesus to a man who
expressed a desire to follow him but felt obligated to
take care of personal business before he joined the disciples:
Luke 9:62
Codex B

Codex D

ELnev 86 o LS
outiELg
ETLI43aAWV TrIV xeLpa En
apoTpov hat, DA6now ELg
Ta OULOW 6086Tog 60TLV
Tp DauLAELoic TOL) UT)

o 86 Lng ELnEv auTcp ou5ELg
ELc Ta onLaw DX6nwv xaL
Ent,DaUwv Tqv xeLpa auTou
En apoTpov 6UaCTOg 60TLV
6LC Triv DaGLAELav TOU UT)

"And Jesus said, .
No one, when he has
placed his hand upon the
plow and looking back,

"And Jesus said to him,
No one, while looking
back and placing his hand
on the plow,

"Cf. Creed, pp. 293-94.
70For a detailed discussion of Luke's view of discipleship, cf. Brown, pp. 53-148.
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is fit for the kingdom
of God."

is fit for the kingdom
of God."

+ maw post eLnev, D e
En0aAcov . . . onLaw] et,g to ow:RA) Paencov Rat. ent.0aAAwy
-Env xeLpa auto° en apotpov, P45 D it Cl
kicaLAeLa eLg iflV 3acrLAELav, C 22 D O pl

Concerning the change in word order of the longest variant
in this verse, Metzger says:
The curious variation in the order of the participles
(cCg t& OnCcco (3A6ncov xat 6nL(3&A.Awv Thv xapa aircoti tn'
dpotpov) in several witnesses (p75vld D ita,b,c,d,e,
(1),q al) is probably due to scribal inadvertance; in
any case, the reading scarcely makes sense.71
L. Cerfaux, however, disagrees with Metzger and
accepts the reading of D as the best of three possibilities.72 He sees the normal text of Luke as picturing the
man, with the plow handle in hand, looking behind him; as
a result the worker has taken his eye off of his fixed
target ahead of him and the result will be sloppy, inferior work, i.e. crooked furrows. The man in D's variant
is seen by Cerfaux as looking behind him while he gropes
71Metzger, p. 149.
72L. Cerfaux, "Variantes de Lc. IX, 62," Ephemerides
Theologicae Lovanienses, XII(1935), 326-328. The three possibilities are as follows:
a. LnOldawv
I. o66etg b. enOdUcov -0V xetpa
tn'apoTpov xat, 0.Atnwv eCg 'a ontow
a_ having placed
("No one b. placing
the hand upon the plow and looking back"), and II. o68eLg
ag t& OnCcw (3Atncov hat, en0dAXwv "OW xapa gn .dpotpov ("No
one looking back and placing the hand upon the plow"). According to Cerfaux, reading Ia is supported by S,B,C,Origen,
fams. 1,13, and T.R. Reading Ib is supported by L,A,W,8;
and reading II by D,a,b,c,e,q, and Cyprian.
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for the plow handle with his hand, ". . . the second has
not even begun."7
Commenting on the idea of discipleship contained
in the normal text, Brown says:
Discipleship requires an immediate, total, and undiverted commitment to Jesus and the gospel. Not even
a temporary abandonment of Jesus in order to perform
an act of filial piety is permitted (Lk. 9:59-60).74
The variant in D underscores the unfitness for work in
God's kingdom of one who is not totally committed to the
task by making Jesus' statement in the normal text apply
more directly to the man he was addressing; for this man
had not, as yet, laid his hand to the plow and already was
asking leave of Jesus for personal reasons.
Conclusion
That D shows special interest in the New Testament
characters that are close to Jesus can be pointed out by
editorial alterations made by D in connection with Mary,
Jesus' mother, John the Baptist, and the disciples. The
following points have been noted in connection with Mary:
1. Mary's significance is heightened by the angel's
proclamation, "Blessed art thou among women," and by an
alteration that places Mary in the Davidic descent.
2. Because Mary was chosen to be the earthly
mother of Jesus, D apparently regarded her as fully worthy
731bid., pp. 327-28.

74Brown, p. 82.
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of the honor; therefore he removes her from the stigma
that is borne by the name Nazareth. However, Jesus' connection with Nazareth is not eliminated because it fulfills Old Testament prophecy and supports the Christian
belief that Jesus was the promised Messiah.
Concerning John we have noted the following:
1. D makes the angel's statement on the naming of
John a sacred formula, thus emphasizing the divine commissioning of John.
2. The loosening of Zacharias's tongue is reported in such a way that the supernatural is emphasized
in connection with John.
3. D heightens the reaction of the people to these
strange events and centers this reaction in John, not in
Zacharias and Elizabeth as Luke does in his normal text.
4. D guards John's calling by not following Luke
in saying that Zacharias "prophesied." The position of
prophet is reserved for John.
5. The prophecy of Isaiah 40:3 is altered by D so
that it ties in more directly with the preaching and ministry of John.
6. Luke's normal tradition is followed to its
logical conclusion by D putting into the mouth of John's
audience the question, "What shall we do that we might be
saved?" By so doing, D again ties John into the prophecy
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of Isaiah 40:3 and endeavors to show that John and his
ministry have a direct connection with God's plan of offering salvation to all mankind.
7. By altering John's method of baptism and making
him read the unspoken thoughts of the crowds who came to
hear him, D ties the ministry of the forerunner closer to
the Messiah than Luke does. This results in making both
John and his ministry of more significance than we find
in Luke's normal tradition.
From what has been presented with respect to the
disciples, we may conclude the following:
1. Peter is identified as the "first" of the
twelve apostles and made the spokesman and leader of the
three who were favored above the other nine.
2. D endeavors to preserve the image of Jesus'
close followers in four ways by: (1) eliminating, at
least once, the fact that there was a spirit of contention
among the apostles over who was to be the greatest, (2)
temporarily removing suspicion from the twelve as the
group from which Jesus' betrayer would appear, (3) allowing Jesus to rebuke the two disciples on the road to
Emmaus for their slowness in grasping the prophecies that
pointed to his passion, but eliminating Jesus' rebuke that
they were also slow to believe, and (4) omitting the word
that would identify Levi as a sinner.
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3. The immediate followers of Jesus are viewed as
an exclusive group. Although D shows evidence of being
moved by Martha's ministry, he does not allow the women who
followed Jesus and ministered to him and the apostles to
be numbered as a part of this group.
4. D emphasizes the seriousness and the sacredness
of the call to discipleship.

CHAPTER III
THE GLORIFIED JESUS
As we have seen in the previous chapter, there is
a tendency in D to magnify the significance of prominent
characters who are closely associated with Jesus and have
a prominent role to play in the narrative. As we shall
see in this present chapter, D also tends to magnify and
glorify the major personality in Luke's tradition, Jesus
Christ.
The variants within this chapter will be divided
according to their subject content. This division will
not be absolute, for the nature of some of the variants
requires some flexibility in the subdivisions in order to
allow their evidence to make a contribution.
The Child Jesus
The first variant in this present series seems to
be the result of confusion caused by Luke's normal text.
We shall consider it here because of the amount of interest
it has created:
Luke 2:22
Codex B

Codex D

Rat. OTE eninuancav aL
nuepaL
xaOapiallou

Rom OTE erancanaav at.
nuepat. IOU XaaaOLOUOU
88
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auTwv xaTa toy VOUOV
uwocrewg avnyayov auTov eLg
LepocoAulla napaaTfloaL
Ty xy

auto° xaTa tov vouov
wa:Yews avnyayov auTov ELQ
Lepouokuua napaoTfloaL

"And when the days of
their purification
were completed according to the law of Moses,
they brought him to
Jerusalem to present
him to the Lord."

"And when the days of
his purification
were completed according to the law of Moses,
they brought him to
Jerusalem to present
him to the Lord."

hO)

auTcov] auTou, D 2174 cop sa sys

According to the Mosaic law, only the mother was
to undergo a period of purification. After 40 days (in
the case of the birth of a male child) the mother was to
present an offering at the temple to complete the rite of
purification (Leviticus 12:1-18). The problem presented
by the normal text is this: whom does airceov ("their")
refer to? Some commentators feel it refers to Mary and
the child.1 Others believe it refers to Joseph and Mary.2
The question of the necessity of Mary's purification has been raised by some scholars. Williams says that
Luke may well have written this verse somewhat loosely.
Therefore, the pronoun a0Tiliv ("their") was altered to
abToG ("his") intentionally to indicate a belief in the
1Cf. Geldenhuys, pp. 117-18; Creed, p. 39.
2Gilmour, p. 60; William F. Arndt, The Gospel According to St. Luke (Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing
House, 1956), p. 89; van Oosterzee, p. 44; and Plummer,
p. 63.
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virgin conception,3 i.e. Mary was not defiled by a man;
therefore, she would need no purification; and the a6To0
("his") would apply to Jesus.
This position, of course, raises a question about
the proper understanding of the original Mosaic instruction
in Leviticus 12:4-6. Is the purification required because
of the act of conception or because of giving birth? Also,
one might add, the law does not require the purification
of the child.
Arndt tells us that there are some writers such as
Hauck who believe that originally "her" purification was
spoken of, but "her" was changed to "their" because it
seemed offensive to speak of the purification of the Mother
of God.4

However, Plummer points out that no uncial and

perhaps only one cursive (76) supports cif ("her"), and
that "her" probably spread from the Complutension Polyglott
to a number of editions.5
W. H. P. Hatch believes the first two chapters of
Luke are based on a Semitic source.6 The source of Luke
3Williams, Alterations, p. 29.
4Arndt, p. 90.

5Plummer, p. 63.

6W. H. P. Hatch, "The Text of Luke 11,22," Harvard
Theological Review, XIV(1921), 379. The question of Semitisms in D, and the 'Western' text in general, has been a
hotly debated issue. The literature on this question is
voluminous; only a representative listing is given here.
Matthew Black; S. P. Brock, "A Note on Luke IX.16 (D),"
Journal of Theological Studies, XIV(1963), 391-93; C. C.
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probably had j7n1]i1D11. The suffixnfinlwas intended to
read feminine, meaning "her purification"; however, Luke,
or whoever translated the source into Greek, took it as a
masculine and wrote carcob ("his"), no doubt being influenced by the account of the circumcision and the naming of
Jesus in the preceding verse.7
Paul Glaue has offered a solution similar to that
of Hatch, without appealing to Semitisms. He suggests that
many variants in the New Testament arose from an abbreviation of a6T6c, which was written aft., thus a copyist was
left to write the pronoun to fit his understanding of the
verse, either cano0, aftfic, or air v. Glaue feels that 76
is correct in reading aftf
- t ("her").8
If the basic theory of Hatch and Glaue is correct,
i.e. the gender of the pronoun was misunderstood, what led
D to write airro0 ("his")? In this passage two regulations
Torrey, Documents of the Primitive Church (New York:
Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1941); A. J. Wensinck, "The
Semitisms of Codex Bezae and their Relation to the nonWestern Text of the Gospel of Luke," Bulletin of the Bezan
Club, XII(1937), 11-48; Paul Winters, "Some Observations
on the Language in the Birth and Infancy Stories of the
Third Gospel," New Testament Studies, 1(1954/55), 110-21;
James D. Yoder, "Semitisms in Codex Bezae," Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXVIII(1959), 317-21; idem., "The Language of the Greek Variants of Codex Bezae," Novum Testamentum (reprint), Vol. III, Fasc. 4, (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1959), 241-48.
7Hatch, p. 379.
8Paul Glaue, "Einige Stellen, die die Bedeutung des
Codex D charakterisieren," Novum Testamentum, 11(1958), 311.
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of the Mosaic law are being dealt with, the purification
rites of the mother (Leviticus 12:1-18) and the redemption
of the firstborn male child (Exodus 13:1-2; Numbers 18:15,
16). Gilmour suggests that Luke may have confused the two.9
If Luke did confuse the two, thinking that the purification
of the mother and the redemption of the infant son was one
rite, this would account for cascibv ("their").
The central theme of this pericope is the finding
of the infant in the temple by Simeon and Anna, and the
subsequent presentation of the infant. D must have taken
the phrase dvAyayov a0tov ("they took him") in v. 22 as
the key, and thus that "the purification" was "his" purification, and was the one thing that prevented his parents
from taking him to the temple earlier. Therefore, D wrote
"his" to coincide with his understanding of the import of
the passage.
The following variant involves a very minor change
in the normal text, but the alteration produces an interesting reading and is included here to show that D, even
by minor grammatical alterations, can produce a significant
reading that will maintain his editorial designs:
9Gilmour, p. 60. Cf. Creed, p. 39, Easton, p. 26,
and Mees, "Lukas 1-9," p. 97, who agree with Gilmour that
both the purification and redemption rites are combined in
aftcov ("their"), but who also after mentioning the separation into the two personal pronouns carcfic ("her") and
cano0 ("his"), offer no possible solution as to why D ties
aftob with the purification.
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Luke 2:40
Codex B

Codex D

TO Sc naL6Lov
nuEavev xaL exparaLouto
nknpouuevov ao(pLsic xat,
xapLg 5U nv en auto

TO oe naL6Lov Lnc
expaTaLouTo xaL nuEaveto
nXnpoullevov crocpLag Hat.
xapt,c 5U nv EV autio

"And the child
grew and increased in
strength being filled
with wisdom and the
favor of God was upon
him."

"And the child Jesus
increased in strength
and grew being filled
with wisdom, and
divine loveliness was in
him."

+ Lng post naLEILov, D
en auto] ev auto, D

The first thing that should be noted is the absence
of the definite article before au ("God") in the normal
text. This takes on significance when we realize that aedg
("God") appears 120 times in the normal text of Luke and
of these 120 appearances it has the definite article 108
times. It appears only 12 times without the article.1°
Moreover, the usual English translation of the verse
supplies the definite article ("the favor") which is absent
in the Greek text. The significance of the omission of
this article seems to have led D to alter the preposition
from tnC ("upon") to b.) ("in").
Dana and Mantey are quite positive about the importance of the use of the definite article: "Scholars have
10Cf. The New Englishman's Greek Concordance of the
New Testament (Wilmington: Associated Publishers & Authors,
1972), pp. 364-65.
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not accorded it sufficient attention, nor sought with proper
diligence to apprehend the real genius underlying its various uses."11 Our major concern here is that the absence
of the article quite frequently indicates the qualitative
aspect of the noun.12
In our present verse we have an anarthrous noun
modified by a second anarthrous noun in the genitive case.
This is one construction identified by grammarians in which
the genitive noun may express quality (0E05 = deity or
divine). Since Luke uses the article with Serfs ("God")
90% of the time, the use of Sebc ("God") without the article might very well prove to be significant.
XdpLc in 2:40 is generally translated "favor" or
"grace" because it fits nicely with the sense of en'afto
("upon him"). Arndt and Gingrich, however, give "favor"
and "grace" as a second possibility for the translation of
this word. The first possibility is "graciousness, attractiveness."13 Moulton and Milligan also give "favor" as a
11H. E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar
of the Greek New Testament (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1957), p. 136.
12Cf. Blass and DeBrunner, p. 132; Dana and Mantey,
p. 149; Philip B. Harner, "Qualitative Anarthrous Predicate
Nouns: Mark 15:39 and John 1:1," Journal of Biblical Literature, XCII(1973), 75-87; J. H. Moulton, Prolegomena to
the Grammar of New Testament Greek, Vol. I (Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1906), p. 83; Robertson, p. 794.
13Arndt and Gingrich, p. 885.
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second possibility, with "grace, graciousness" as their
first listing.14 Liddell and Scott give "outward grace or
favor . . . loveliness" as the first possibility.15 Thayer
agrees with Arndt and Gingrich by listing "grace" and
"favor" as a second possibility. For the first possibility Thayer says, "Prop. that which affords joy, pleasure,
delight, sweetness, charm, loveliness."16
Understanding that one of the basic meanings of
xdpLc is attractiveness or loveliness, and knowing that a
noun without an article can express quality, D instituted
a simple change in the preposition, from era ("upon") to
ev ("in"), and changed Luke's normal tradition from, "And
the grace (or favor) of God was upon him," to a reading
that magnifies the personality and character of the child,
"And divine loveliness (graciousness, sweetness, or charm)
was in him."
The Messianic King
Two of the most fascinating variants to be found
in D's text of St. Luke stand side by side in 3:22--the
14James Hope Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek Testament (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1952), p. 684.
15An Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon Founded upon
the Seventh Edition of Liddell and Scott's Greek-English
Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964), p. 882.
16Thayer, p. 665.
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heavenly voice that was heard at Jesus' baptism, and in
3:23-38--the genealogy of Jesus.
The alteration made in the words of the heavenly
voice has occasioned a lively discussion by almost every
commentator and scholar interested in the textual problems
of the New Testament, while the differences between the
genealogies found in Matthew and Luke in the normal text
have raised a seemingly endless debate. D's alterations
add still another dimension to this discussion.
The three synoptics present an almost identical
account of the words spoken by the heavenly voice at
Jesus' baptism. D makes the following alteration in
Luke's account:
Luke 3:22
Codex B

Codex D

oupavou
xaL WW1 EE
yevEaaaL au eL o uLog uou
o ayarm-roc cv 001, Eu5oxnaa

xaL WVTIV EX TOO oupavou
yevEaaaL uLog ilou EL au
Eyw afluEpov yeyEvynxa OE

"And a voice came from
heaven, You are my beloved son, in you I am
pleased."

"And a voice came from
heaven, You are my
son, Today I have
begotten you."

o ayarultoc

EV

aoL Euommaa] Eyck) arillEpoy yEyEvvrIxa ae, D

it Justin Origen
There are various opinions as to the import of the
words in this alteration. B. H. Streeter considered the
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reading of D as the original ,17 as did A. Harnack,18 who
thought that the B reading in Luke was assimilated from
the reading of Matthew and Mark because D's reading was
open to doctrinal objections.19 Easton says that this
reading may ". . . represent the original (pre-Markan)
form of the words, transmitted by oral or non-canonical
written tradition."20 Blass favors the idea that D's reading is original because it fits in logically with the
genealogy that immediately follows.21 Montefiore concludes
If this, as some think, is the true original reading,
it would show that Luke, in its original form, knew
nothing of the miraculous birth. To the divine Son
the baptism could bring no new, special relation to
God.22
However, there are those such as Easton, who disagree with Montefiore's conclusion:
The theological difficulty caused by this reading is
quite needless; Messiahship (='sonship,' here) was an
17Burnett Hillman Streeter, The Four Gospels (London: Macmillan and Company, 1961), p. 143.
18Adolf Harnack, The Sayings of Jesus: The Second
Source of St. Matthew and St. Luke, trans. by J. R. Wilkinson (London: Williams and Norgate, 1908), pp. 310-14.
19It is of interest to note that D makes this alteration in Luke's text alone, the normal readings in Matthew and Mark remain unchanged. Once again this points
up the need of an investigation of D in Matthew and Mark.
20Easton, pp. 43-44.

21Blass, pp. 169-70.

22See Montefiore, p. 143 for discussions against
the originality of this variant. Cf. Godet, p. 126; Hatch,
Western Text, pp. 24-25; and Williams, pp. 45-46.
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office of Christ's humanity and was by no means necessarily involved in the Incarnation.23
Mees thinks that D's reading grew out of the catechism instruction of the early church. Luke applies
Psalms 2:7 (from which "You are my son, today I have begotten you" is taken) to the resurrection (Acts 13:33),
and because the heavenly voice at the baptism suggested
Psalms 2:7, the church saw ". . . the redemption as a
powerful Epiphany of God upon earth, which manifested itself by the baptism for the first time and has been surpassed in the resurrection."24
The normal reaction is to view "You are my son,
today I have begotten you" as an Adoptionist reading.
Streeter, for example, suggests that the Western text gave
an original Adoptionist account of the baptism.25 K. Lake
favored this theory of a primitive Adoptionism.26 Such a
reaction to D's reading can be readily understood, for it
appears in the Gospel of the Ebionites: xat cpwv?' ex To0
o6oavo0 A6youoa' cy6 uou et 6 ot6c 6 dyanni6g, ev
116563(nm, xat neaLv* eyc afiuepov yey6)vnxd ae27 ("And a
23Easton, pp. 43-44.

24Mees, pp. 106-07.

25Streeter, p. 143.
26Kirsopp Lake, Landmarks in the History of Early
Christianity (London: Macmillan and Company, 1920), p. 102.
27Kurt Aland, Synopsis Quattuor Evangeliorum (4th
ed.; Stuttgart: Krttembergische Bibelanstalt Stuttgart,
1968), p. 27.
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voice from heaven saying, You are my beloved son, in you
I am pleased, and again, today I have begotten you").
In discussing the significance of the D reading,
Montefiore refers to the conclusion of Burkitt, that it is
doubtful that the D reading is the original, much less an
older form of the story; the supposed glaringly Adoptionist
view of the baptism can hardly be more Adoptionistic than
the way the story of the baptism is told by Mark.28
Justin Martyr uses this reading in his Dialogue
with Trypho (88:8). However, Williams says that when Justin used it he knew that he was quoting Psalms 2:7 and
that he loved to combine the Old with the New Testament.
Williams then concludes, following Lagrange, that Justin
may have originated this reading and that Tatian borrowed
it from Justin.29
If so Justin and possibly Tatian could have popularized
the variant, so that it passed on to Clement of Alexandria and to Origen: from them Methodius of Olympus,
Hilary and Augustine may have derived their knowledge
of it.30
The main points of this discussion that revolves
around D's variant do not, however, answer the immediate
question that we are concerned with, What was the thinking
behind D's use of this variant? To settle this question
28Montefiore, p. 389.
29Williams, pp. 46-47. Cf. Creed, p. 58.
80Williams, pp. 46-47.
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properly we must first look at the variant presented in
the next several verses.
Beginning with verse 23, Luke presents his version
of Jesus' genealogy. There has been a great deal of debate over whether the genealogy belongs to Joseph or Mary.
It is possible, as we shall see, that D saw a convenient
vehicle for his editorial scheme in the genealogy.
It is not possible to present the texts of B and
D; the length of the variant prohibits this. All that
needs to be said is that D sets aside the genealogy of
the normal tradition between Joseph and David and incorporates Matthew's kingly line with some corrections: Matthew says that Uzziah was the son of Joram; D corrects
this by adding three names, Ahaziah, Joash and Amaziah,
making the list agree with Old Testament accounts. (The
first chapter of Matthew in D is lost, so we do not know
if D made these corrections there as well.) Other than
noting what D has done to Luke's genealogy, very little
is said by scholars as to possible reasons for this
change.31
The key to solving the problem of these two variants can be found in the comment made by Blass, that the
31Torrey does propose, however, that D is a Greek
translation of an Aramaic version in which the genealogical
corrections were made for the benefit of Aramaic speaking
Jews, pp. 129-31.
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variant in the words of the heavenly voice is connected
with the genealogy in the normal text of Luke.32 (Of
course, Blass made this observation in an attempt to show
this variant as the original reading of Luke 3:22; he was
in no way trying to explain this variant in relationship
with the alteration in the genealogy made by D.) However,
it is probable that D made these two alterations as a
single unit of thought.
D had received this variant from a Western source
which had altered Luke 3:22 (the heavenly voice) so that
it was a direct quote of Psalms 2:7, "You are my son, I
have begotten you today." Since this Psalm was the royal
Psalm of a king of Judah, it was appropriate for D to
supply Jesus with the royal line (borrowed from Matthew)
in the next few verses.
Concerning Psalm 2, E. W. Heaton says:
The Psalm was composed, like Psalm 110, for the coronation of a Davidic king in Jerusalem. It probably
continued to be used on the official anniversary of
the king's accession throughout the period of the monarchy and subsequently it was reinterpreted as a prophecy of the coming Messiah.33
At the anointing of the king, he was admitted to a unique
relationship with God, which is described as an adoption.34
32Blass, pp. 169-70.
33E. W. Heaton, The Hebrew Kingdoms (London: Oxford
University Press, 1968), p. 151.
34Cf. Heaton, p. 152; Charles Augustus and Emilie
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The Jewish Encyclopedia tells us that,
. . . the anointing of the king made him Meshiah YHWH,
placed him in a special relationship to God, and established him as the one chosen by God to represent
His rulership in Israel and to bear witness to His
glory before the nations.35
Christians, of course, saw in this Psalm a prophecy pointing to Jesus, and used it as such in their discussion with Jews (Justin Martyr being a case in point).
Although Jews themselves once saw Messianic implications
in this Psalm, their views changed, probably as a reaction
to the Christian use of this Psalm:
'Meshiah' (anointed one of God) in Psalms ii.7, which
was formerly thought to have Messianic reference, is
now taken as referring either to a Hasmonean king or
to Israel. The latter interpretation is that prevailing in the Midrash.36
In speaking of the creation of Psalm 2 for the coronation
of a Davidic king, Heaton said that eventually it was reinterpreted as a prophecy of the coming Messiah. He then
makes the following observation: "This later development,
in view of the contents of the poem, was altogether lamentable and thoroughly misleading."37
Grace Briggs, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Psalms, Vol. I (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1927),
pp. 15-16; and H. C. Leupold, Exposition of the Psalms
(Columbus: The Wartburg Press, 1959), pp. 50-51.
35lsidore Singer (ed.), The Jewish Encyclopedia,
Vol. VIII (New York: Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1904),
p. 505.
36Ibid., p. 506.

37Heaton, p. 151.
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In summary then, the process which led to D's distinctive use of these variant readings was probably as
follows: D received the variant reading in Luke 3:22 (the
heavenly voice) from his Western source. Because of the
royal significance of Psalm 2, and because the Church saw
in this Psalm a prophecy of the Messiah, D quite naturally
applied it to Jesus. Because this variant appears in connection with the baptism of Jesus, D views this baptism as
the anointing of Jesus as the Messianic King.
Thus Psalms 2:7, which implies that the newlyanointed king of Judah now becomes God's son in a unique
way, which he was not previous to the anointing, is applied to God's Son as he takes upon himself a phase of this
sonship which he had not previously occupied, i.e. the role
of the "Messiah" King. D now logically alters the adjoining genealogy to support his position and ascribes to the
newly-anointed King the royal line of David. Thus once
again, D has supported his editorial scheme of magnifying
the role and position of Jesus.
Directly connected with this whole discussion is
an interesting variant found in 9:20:
Luke 9:20
Codex B
cLnev 86 auToLg olicLg 6E
TLva us Acycte eLvat,
newoc be anoxpLaeLg
TOU UU
cLnev TOV 5.V

Codex D
cLnev Epe alyroLg ulleLg 56
Xeyete eLvaL
iLva
anoxpLaeLg 56 o nerpog
eLnev TOV rav ULOV TOU UU
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"And he said to them,
And who do you say that
I am? And Peter answered
and said, The Christ
of God."

"And he said to them,
And who do you say that
I am? And Peter answered
and said, The anointed
Son of God."

ULOV post XV, D 28 213 1675 e r

It does not appear at first that the addition in
D makes a significant change in Luke's normal text. It
would seem that whether one reads "the Christ [Anointed]
of God" or "the anointed Son of God" the thought is the
same. However, considered in light of the alteration in
the heavenly voice and the genealogy, the change in Peter's
confession takes on significance. The alterations in
chapter three were designed to portray Jesus in a new
phase of sonship as the Messiah king. D now sustains this
concept of Jesus by soliciting support from Peter's confession.
At first glance, one is tempted to say that D's
alteration in Luke says no more than the parallel in Matthew, where Peter's confession reads ou et 6 xpLaTOg 6
utbg IOC) acoo -rob Unrrog ("You are the Christ, the son of
the living God"--Matthew 16:16). In Matthew's construction, o xoLoTOc 6 Lac% ("the Christ, the son"), it is possible to take xpLaTos ("Christ") as an attributive adjective and arrive at the same reading as in D's text in Luke,
"the anointed son." Arndt and Gingrich, however, say that
XPLaik ("Christ") occurs in our literature only as a
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noun.38 Thus Peter's confession in Matthew is consistently
translated, "the Christ, the son."
However, in D's text in Luke xpLaTov definitely
functions as an attributive adjective, thus supporting the
alterations in chapter three and holding forth Jesus as
occupying a phase of sonship which he previously did not
occupy, "the anointed son of God," i.e. the "Messiah" king.
Jesus' Relation to the Father
Whenever possible, D avoids any reference on the
part of Jesus to the Father as being "my Father." Jesus
is allowed to address the first Person of the Godhead as
"Father," but it seems to take on the characteristic of a
title and does not show a relationship between the Father
and Jesus that would necessarily indicate rank or position
of authority. As Jesus talks to the people about their
relationship with the first Person in the Godhead and uses
such descriptive terms as "your Father," "say, our Father,"
and "your heavenly Father," the omission of "my Father" in
the words of Jesus becomes noticeable.
In the normal text of Luke, the phrase, "my Father,"
is used four times by Jesus. The first usage is retained
by D:
Luke 2:48,49

38Arndt and Gingrich, p. 895.
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Codex B

Codex D

48. xat, L6OVIEC autov
eEenActyricav xat, eLnev
npog autov n turnip auTou
TEXVOV IL enoLncrag nuLv
ouTwc Lsou o nairlp cou
xayw oouvwuevot.
Ertioullev cc
49. xat. eLnev npog
au-mug It, OIL CETI -GEL -GC
TIC OUX TIEICLIE OTL ev
TOLC IOU natpog uou
oet. eLvat. ue

48. Rat, LE:ION/TEC autov
eEenAayfloav xat et.nev
npog autov i untnp autou
TEXVOV TL enotAlcag nueLv
OUTWC L6OU 0 narrip (Jou
xayw oauvwusvot. Rat,
Xunoullevot, eDvroullev as
49. xat, eLnev npog
autoug IL OIL 6C11TELTE
TIC oux oLoaTe OIL eV
TOLL Too npg
uou
act, uE eLvat.

"48.And when they saw
him, they were astonished
and his mother said to
him, child, why have you
done thus with us? Behold,
your father and I
sought you anxiously.

"48.And when they saw
him, they were astonished
and his mother said to
him, child why have you
done thus with us? Behold
your father and I were
seeking you anxiously
and grieving.
"49.And he said to
them, why did you seek
me? Did you not know
that I must attend to
the things of my Father?"

"49.And he said to
them, why did you seek
me? Did you not know
that I must attend to
the things of my Father?"

v. 48 +xat. AunoutlevoL post oftvontevoL, D it sys
Dirouuev] eCfliouuev, C
D 8 pl
v. 49 rtoet.Te] oiOaie, D W 225 282 660 1424 it syc copsa
The retention of uou ("my") in v. 49 is a safeguard
against misunderstanding Mary's remark in the previous
verse. Mary refers to Joseph as Jesus' father in v. 48;
Jesus in v. 49 immediately disclaims any human origin. The
preservation of "my Father" in this account does not touch
on the issue of authority, as do the two following examples,
but upon the issue of origin. Therefore, D retains "my
Father" and thus preserves Luke's tradition of Jesus'
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supernatural birth. In the next two passages, however, D
can omit uou ("my") safely, without raising questions about
his divine nature:
Luke 10:22
Codex B

Codex D

IOU naTpog uou xaL ou6eLg
yeLywaxeL TLS EGILV 0
ULOQ EL un 0 narnp

navia uot, napeaoan uno

navTa uoL napeboan ano
too naTpog
xo. ou8eLg
yeLvwcrxel, TLC EGTLV 0
ULOQ EL un o naTnp

"All things have been
given to me by my Father
and no one knows who the
Son is except the Father."

"All things have been
given to me by the Father
and no one knows who the
Son is except the Father."

uno] ano, D
om. uou, D a c 1 vgcodd s-s
y Marcion Justin

Luke 22:29
Codex B

Codex D

EILEeETO 40L

xayw 8LaTLOcuat, uuLv xaawg
o naTflp uou
OaaLAeLav

xayw 6LaTLOcue uueLv xaewg
.5LeaeTo uot, o narnp
pacyLAeLav

"As my Father appointed a
kingdom for me, I also
appoint one for you."

"As the Father appointed a
kingdom for me, I also
appoint one for you."

om. uou, D pc e
In the last passage, D retains uou ("my") but omits
Tot') naTpdg ("Father"). This omission is significant:
Luke 24:49
Codex D

Codex B
}tat, LE•ou eyw cEanocTeXAw
-Env enayyeAcLay IOU naTpog
uou E(1) upag

xat,

eyw anouTeXAw

TIN enayyeALav
40U EQ

uuag
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"And behold I send the
promise of my Father upon
you."

"And
my promise
you."

I send

upon

om. LSou, D
om. IOU naTpog, D e
We may find in this variant the clue as to why D
omitted uou ("my") in 10:22 and 22:29. D appears to look
upon Jesus as equal to the first Person in the Godhead.
He may have understood the passages with "my Father" as
tending to assign a position of subordination to Jesus.39
The omission of "Father" in 24:49 would seem to
indicate this feeling. "The promise of my Father" of the
normal text tends to indicate that Jesus is not of sufficient authority to communicate blessings to his followers
and must depend upon the Father for them; therefore,
"Father" is omitted and the blessings become those of
Jesus, to be dispensed by him. D also wishes to emphasize
the equality of Jesus with the Father; therefore, he alters Luke's normal text, as far as possible, without causing
39Mark did not use the phrase, "my Father"; Matthew
uses it 15 times. Of these 15 usages, one is a lacuna in
D. However, D omits liou ("my") once in Matthew (24:36),
but this omission brings Matthew into harmony with Mark.
Luke does not contain a parallel of this verse. Therefore,
we can examine 14 out of 15 occurrences of "my Father" in
Matthew; in 13 of the 14 occurrences D retains "my" with
"father." There is a very good possibility that if we had
the lacuna (7:21) it would be retained there too. The
motivation that caused D to omit "my" before "Father" tends
to eliminate any suggestion that Jesus is inferior to the
Father in authority, position, etc. in D's text in Luke.
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the rise of undue misunderstandings, so that Jesus will
not appear in an inferior position to the Father.
The Miracles of Jesus
D also uses the miracles of Jesus as a medium to
exalt him. The first miracle recorded by Luke is an exorcism, and it was performed by Jesus on the Sabbath in
the synagogue at Capernaum. In Luke's tradition this miraculous healing on the Sabbath immediately follows Jesus'
rejection by his fellow Nazarenes. This pericope is introduced by Luke in the following words:
Luke 4:31
Codex B
Rat, xaTnXacv eLg xcupapvaoup. noAuv Tng yaXeLAaLag
hat,
curroug ev

5L6acrxwv
craf3(BacrLv

111)

TOLQ

"And he went down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee
and he was
teaching them on the
Sabbath."

Codex D
hat. HaT11X0CV ELQ xacpapvaoull noALv TflC yaALAaLag
Tnv napaacaoLooLov cv
opLoLg Cafe,ouAtov xoLL
vecpacact.4 xat, iiv 8LEctaxwv
auToug cv TOLC crapDaoLv
"And he went down to Capernaum, a city of Galilee
situated beside the sea in
the territory of Zebulun
and Naphtali, and he was
teaching them on the
Sabbath."

+ Tnv mapaaaAalacnov cv opLoLg CaDou2tmv Rat, vecpaaXcLu post
yaXLXamg, D
The variant of this verse is a harmonization with
Matthew 4:13, "And leaving Nazareth he went and dwelt in
Capernaum situated by the sea in the territory of Zebulun
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and Naphtali." Conzelmann's interest in this variant is
grounded in his position that Luke was unfamiliar with the
geographical setting of Jesus' ministry:
Most remarkable of all, however, is the fact that we
are not told anywhere in Luke that Capernaum is situated by the lake. Yet the fact that it is situated
here is part and parcel of many of the traditions.
Simon the fisherman has his home here (iv,38). It
cannot be an accidental omission, as it occurs all
the way through. Manuscript D is aware of the omission and supplements from Matthew.40
Again, speaking of D's variants which contain geographical alterations (mainly 4:31; 5:27), Conzelmann says:
It must be admitted that Codex D with its tendency
to make corrections makes us suspicious rather than
favorably inclined towards it. It is the geographical
references in particular that make us suspect its
special readings.41
It may not have been D's purpose to clear up Luke's
geographical misconceptions in 4:31 when he borrowed from
Matthew 4:13. If we reconstruct Luke's tradition we find
Jesus going to Galilee in the power of the Spirit (4:14)
immediately after his success over the temptations in the
wilderness. Filled with power he taught in Galilee, with
no specific city being mentioned; his fame spread through
the surrounding countryside, and he was being glorified
by all men (4:15). In v. 16, Luke has Jesus going to
Nazareth, his home town. Here he teaches, and he and his
message are rebuffed quite violently by the Nazarenes.
40Conzelmann, p. 39.

41Ibid., p. 40, n.3.
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Leaving the city that has rejected him, Jesus comes to
Capernaum and teaches.
Conzelmann would have us believe that the addition
in D was to clear up a geographical confusion by pointing
out that Capernaum was situated by the sea. It seems more
accurate to say that D wished to salvage Jesus' ministry
by contrasting the reception given him in Nazareth with his
reception in Capernaum. By harmonizing this verse in Luke
with Matthew 4:13 and by employing the term Zebulun and
Naphtali, D directs the minds of his readers to a prophecy
in Isaiah 9:1,2.42 Matthew quotes this prophecy and attaches Messianic significance to it:
And leaving Nazareth he went and dwelt in Capernaum situated by the sea, in the territory of Zebulun
and Naphtali, that what was spoken by Isaiah the
prophet might be fulfilled: 'The land of Zebulun and
the land of Naphtali, toward the sea, across the Jordan, Galilee of the Gentiles, the people who sat in
darkness have seen a great light, and for those who
sat in the region and shadow of death light has dawn
(Matthew 4:13-16).
Through this variant D underscores the fact that
the Nazarenes, in their rejection of Jesus, have also
42Outside the Pentateuch and the historical books
of the Old Testament Zebulun and Naphtali are only mentioned five times. Of these five only Psalms 68:27 and Isaiah
9:1 mention them together. Within the Pentateuch and the
historical books, only Judges 4:10; 5:18 place these two
names together when the remainder of Jacob's children are
not being referred to. Judges 4:10 refers to the assembling
of Naphtali and Zebulun to follow Barak and Deborah to war;
in Judges 5:18, Naphtali and Zebulun are mentioned in
Deborah's Song of victory. D's use of these two names is
an obvious reference to the prophecy of Isaiah.
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rejected a message from God that would have brought light
and joy. Also, he directs the minds of his readers to an
Old Testament prophecy that was considered by the early
church as a Messianic prophecy and applies it to Jesus'
ministry, even though he does not quote the words of this
prophecy in detail as does Matthew.
To insert the words of this lengthy quotation from
Isaiah's prophecy at this point in Luke appears to be too
much of an alteration of the normal text even for D. The
implication contained in the variant is sufficient for
insertion into the text. That this harmonization with
Matthew contains a geographic reference to the sea is of
secondary importance. The Messianic overtones that D applies to Jesus' ministry are the thought of major interest.
Returning to the account of Jesus' first miracle
in Luke's tradition, we find another variant in 4:34.
While teaching in the synagogue at Capernaum, Jesus was
interrupted by a man who was demon possessed. The demon
in control of the man recognized Jesus, even though the
people were unaware of his true identity, and it "cried
out with a great voice:"
Luke 4:34
Codex D

Codex B
ea TL T1ULV hat. OOL LU
vaCapflve flXOeg anoXecat,
nuag oLoa OE TLQ 6L 0
ayLog IOU UU

IL TITIELV

xat.

OOL L111.)

BABES Haas coft
anoXecat. oL5a GE TLC CL o
ayLog too UU
VaCOOTIVOLL
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"Ah! What have you to
do with us, Jesus of
Nazareth? Have you come to
destroy us? I know you
who you are, the Holy One
of God."

What have you to
do with us, Jesus of
Nazareth? Have you come here
to destroy us? I know you
who you are, the Holy One
of God."

om. Ea, D 33 56 58 61 it copsa ,bo sys Marcion
anoXEcnt, Wad WaC (46e anoAccraL, D 68
Luke indicated earlier (vv. 14,15) that Jesus, in
the power of the Spirit, had been working in Galilee, although no specific city was identified at that time. 4:23
indicates that Jesus had been in Capernaum prior to his
visit to Nazareth and had worked miracles in the city, but
the miracles are not enumerated. The addition of WE
("here") by D would seem to indicate the following: (1)
although Jesus had ministered in Capernaum earlier, no
exorcism had been performed prior to this in this city;
(2) sometime during Jesus' ministry in Galilee (cf. vv.
14,15), prior to this encounter in the synagogue, Jesus
had performed exorcisms and this demon was aware of it.
This addition supports the earlier statement of
Luke that the "fame" of Jesus had spread among the people
throughout Galilee, vv. 14,15. More than this, however,
D indicates that Jesus' "fame" was well known among
Satanic forces and that wherever the two met a conflict
ensued.
In describing this conflict, D makes two additions
that magnify the power of Jesus:
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Luke 4:35,36
Codex B
35. xal, eneTeLunoev auto
o LS Xeywv (peLuoknit, xaL
eEeAbe an autou Rat, peLtliav
auTov to 6aLuovLov eLg to
UEGOV
eEnAaev an
auTou unoev (3AaLl)av auTov
36. Rai, eyeveTo aaupog

Codex D
35. mat, eneTLunoev auTcp

ERL RaVTaC. . . .

Lng Acycov (peLphoanTI, }tat,
eEeXae an auTou Rat, pet4ao
autov to 6aLuovLov eLg ueoov
avaxpauyaoav to eEnA0ev an
auTou unoev DAaLiJag auTov
36. xat, eyeveTo aaOog liaYaS
ent. navTag. . . .

"35. And Jesus rebuked him
saying, 'Be still, and come
out of him!' And when the
demon had thrown him down in
the midst
he
came out of him, doing him
no harm.
"36. And there was
fear upon all. . . ."

"35. And Jesus rebuked him
saying, 'Be still, and come
out of him!' And when the
demon had thrown him down in
the midst crying out, he
came out of him, doing him
no harm.
"36. And there was great
fear upon all. . . ."

o

v. 35 + avaxpauyaoav to post ueoov, D
v. 36 + ueyag post aaul3og, D 253 b r copb° Tatian syP
The addition of Avaxoax5yaluav ("crying out") intensifies the drama of the confrontation, making the victory
over the demon more dramatic. The addition to Luke appears
to have been influenced by Mark, who also has the account,
for at the point where the demon was expelled, Mark's account reads, "And when he had cried ((pcovfloav) with a loud
voice, he came out of him" (Mark 1:26). If the alteration
in Luke's tradition was influenced by Mark, D was consistent at this point, for he altered Mark's "When he had
cried (cpwvilaav) with a loud voice" to "He cried out
(avaxpa&yaoav) with a loud voice." In D's alteration of

both Luke's and Mark's tradition, the intensification of
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the drama can be felt when avaxpetEw, ("cry out . . . of the
cry of demoniacs . . . of the cries of frightened men")43
replaces cpcov&I) ("produce a sound or tone

. . call some-

one").44
The addition of liyac ("great") to Luke's tradition
intensifies the reaction of the spectators to the miracle
performed by Jesus. This intensified reaction can also be
seen in the final variant of this pericope:
Luke 4:37
Codex B

Codex D

cEenopeueTo nxoc neoL
auiou eLc navTa Tonov Tfls
neoLxwpou

xaL cEnAaev fl axon nepi.
=Too eLg navra Tonov Inc
neoLxwpou

"And a report began going
out concerning him into every
place of the surrounding
countryside."

"And the report
went
out concerning him into every
place of the surrounding
countryside."

cEcnopcucTo nxoc] 6EnAacv

fl

axon, D a

EEfiAa6v t AxoT1 ("The report went out") is a harmonization with Mark's account (1:28). As we have seen so
often, D uses harmonization as a tool to develop his understanding of Luke's tradition and to strengthen his biases.
With the alterations already viewed in this pericope that
tend to magnify Jesus and his ministry, it is only following this trend to a logical conclusion to say that the
43Arndt and Gingrich, pp. 55-56.
44Ibid.; Thayer, p. 878.
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final alteration of the pericope endeavors to add weight
to the general view already being developed by D.
The addition of the definite article changes
Luke's general statement, "a word" or "a report" to "the
report" or "the account," thus making Luke's account of
what followed the miracle more precise, for the report
that was spread throughout the neighboring region would
now be an account of the healing of the demoniac.
A similar alteration by D produces a similar effect.
The pericope tells of a man full of leprosy coming to Jesus
and asking for healing. Jesus responds by stretching
forth his hand and touching the man. The healing is

im-

mediate. Jesus now instructs the man to say nothing

to

anyone and to go and show himself to the priest:
Luke 5:14
Codex B

Codex D

xaL autos napnyyeLA.ev avid
unaevL eLneLv a.A.Aa aneXawv
8eLEov Geautov T4) LepeL xaL
n000eveyxc new. TOU xaaapLouou Goy xaawc nooaeTaEev
licouunc
CLQ uawcuoLov
auToLc

xaL autos napnyyeLXev auto
unoevL eLneLv aneXae 66 xaL
6eLEov oeauTov T(i) Lepel, xaL
nooaeveyxe new. IOU xaaapLauou suou xaawc npoceTaEev
limuunc Lva ELQ uawcupLov nv
uueLv 10010

"And he charged him to
speak to no one, but go,
show yourself to the priest
and present an offering for
your cleansing as Moses commanded
for a testimony to
them."

"And he charged him to
speak to no one, but go and
show yourself to the priest
and present an offering for
your cleansing as Moses commanded in order that this
might be a testimony to
you [plural]."
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adaa ansA0wv] anabe be xaL, D a e
eLc uaorvoLov autoLc] Lva cLg imotooLov rev ulieLv TOUTO,

D it Marcion
All three synoptics record this miracle and all
three close the instruction given to the healed man with
the same words, Etc uaottioLov aftotc ("for a testimony to
them"). Therefore, we must look elsewhere for the origin
of this reading in D. There is little doubt in Williams's
mind but that Marcion was the originator of it, ". . . to
avoid the implication that Jesus enjoined a witness to the
Jews."45 Williams also tells us that Sanday and C. H.
Turner, on the other hand, took this reading to be original.46 If Marcion was the originator of this reading,
and if he wished to avoid any endorsement of the official
Jewish view by Jesus, why did he use butv ("you," plural)
instead of cot. ("you," singular)?
Plummer suggests four possible ways of understanding aircotc ("to them"):
(1)the priests may be convinced of My Divine power;
(2)the priests may see that I do not disregard the
Law; (3) the people may be convinced that the cure is
complete, and that the leper may be readmitted to
society; (4) the people may see that I do not disregard the law.47
He feels that there is a good possibility that both numbers two and four are the correct interpretations. Creed,
45Williams, p. 13. Cf. Creed, p. 77; Arndt, p. 159.
"Williams, p. 13.

47Plummer, p. 150.
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however, believes that aftors ("to them") means people in
general and not the priests. His argument is based upon
the statement of Jesus that the man was to show himself
r Ceper ("the officiating priest," singular) .48

E. J.

Tinsley translates as uapT6pLou aircots ("as a witness to
them") in the text of his work as ". . . that will certify
the cure." Then in his commentary he writes:
The Greek phrase translated that will certify the cure
(literally in the Greek 'as a witness to them') might
be intended to mean 'as a sign that a mighty power is
in your midst.'49
In this case it would not matter to whom the sign is
given; it is the evidence of Jesus' power that is of importance.
If D adopted this "Marcionite reading" to avoid
showing any indication on Jesus' part that he was willing
to comply with Jewish ritualistic regulations, which may
very well be the reason for this reading in D, then we
might say that D had Creed's viewpoint in mind.

carrots

("to them"; Creed) or 64%v ("to you"; D) refers to the
people in general. ToiliTo ("this thing") could then refer
to the cleansing as being the witness of Jesus' power
(agreement with Tinsley) and not to the offering as being
a witness that he was willing to comply with Jewish ritual.
48Creed, p. 77.
49E. J. Tinsley, The Gospel According to Luke
(Cambridge: University Press, 1965), p. 59.
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And if we take the miracle as the witness to Jesus' power,
and understand Outv ("to you") to refer to the people in
general, instead of the much smaller group of priests, then
we find this variant in harmony with D's over-all purpose
of magnifying Jesus and his ministry.
The second significant variant found in this pericope is an addition to v. 14, present in D alone. It reads
as follows:

6 be eE6Acov 1pEaTo hfloOooeLv hal 6LapflustCeLv
Tov Maov ware urpteTt, 6uvcioaaL a6T6v cpayspaig ets
n6ALv sCosAaetv daah gEw v ev epAuoLc T6noLg xa),
ouvApxovTo npec a6Tov xat fiX6ev ildaLv sCs xcupaovam5u.
But when he went out he began to proclaim and
spread abroad the word so that he was no longer able
to enter into the city openly, but he was without in
a desert place and they were coming together to him
and he came again to Capernaum.
This is an obvious harmonization with Mark 1:45; the two
read identically except for the last statement about
Jesus' return to Capernaum. Again D's literary purpose
is clear. By this harmonization, Jesus' popularity is
intensified and Jesus himself is magnified beyond Luke's
tradition in the normal text.
In Luke 9:11 we have a summary statement concerning a day's work among the people by Jesus, which serves
as a backdrop for the miraculous feeding of the five thousand. D makes an addition to this general statement that
tends to magnify Jesus as a healer and emphasizes his
compassion for the multitudes:
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Luke 9:11
Codex B

Codex D

6e oxAol. yvovTec nxoXouanaav auTy xc ano6eEauevoc auToug eAaAel.
auToLc nept. Tric Oaat,XeLag
TOU 55 xaL TOUC xpeLav
exovTac aepaneLag
LaTo

6e oxXot, yvovieg nxoAouancsav auTcp Rat. ano66Eallevog auToug eXcaet,
auToLc nepL Trig OacYLALag
TOU B-13 X0.L TOUC xpeLav
exovTac OepaneLag auTou
navTag LaTo

"And when the crowds
learned it they
followed him, and when
he had received them
he spoke to them concerning the kingdom
of God, and those
having need of
healing he healed."

"And when the crowds
learned it they
followed him, and when
he had received them
he spoke to them concerning the kingdom
of God, and those
having need of his
healing he healed
them all."

+ auTou navTac post OcpaneLag, D

The normal text of Luke would indicate that those
who were in need of healing were the general population
of those suffering physical ailments, regardless of whether
the physical problem could be cured by normal medical practices or not. The addition of "his" lays stress upon the
condition of the people who came to him on this occasion,
i.e. those who were present were physically afflicted by
diseases that could not be remedied by normal means; they
were in "need of his healing."
Thus D tends to look upon these people who needed
Jesus' healing in much the same light as the woman with
the issue of blood. When all other means failed she turned
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to Jesus for healing and found it (Luke 8:42-48). So D
glorifies Jesus as a divine healer, placing him above the
normal practitioners of the healing arts.
By adding "all," D now magnifies Jesus' compassion
for the physically afflicted. Not only was he capable of
healing the most difficult cases, but D emphasizes that
none was turned away without having his needs met.
Conclusion
Thus we have seen that through major alterations,
and at times slight changes, D has altered the text for
the magnification of Jesus. The variants in this chapter
show that he accomplishes his editorial design by the following methods:
1. By understanding that an anarthrous noun points
out quality and by changing a preposition, we discover how
D is enabled to magnify the personality and character of
the child Jesus.
2. By quoting Psalms 2:7 intact, D changes the
words of the heavenly voice. Because this is a royal Psalm
of coronation, D alters Luke's genealogy between Joseph
and David by inserting the royal line of kings found in
Matthew's genealogy, thus portraying Jesus as the Messianic
king.
3. By removing uou ("my") as a modifier of
"Father," D emphasizes the equality of Jesus with the
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Father; therefore, he alters Luke's normal text, as far
as possible, without causing the rise of undue misunderstanding, so that Jesus will not appear in an inferior
position to the Father.
4. By harmonizing Luke's tradition with that of
Matthew, D is able to use a prophecy in Isaiah, understood
by the early church as a Messianic prophecy, to introduce
Jesus' use of miracles.
5. By intensifying the action within the account
of a miracle and intensifying the reactions of the people
to the miracles, D achieves a magnification of Jesus.
6. By emphasizing that physically afflicted people
who needed his healing came to him and he healed them all,
D glorifies Jesus as a compassionate, divine healer.

CHAPTER IV
THE KINGDOM OF GOD AND THE SON OF MAN
The Kingdom of God
The question of Jesus' understanding of the Kingdom of God and its relationship to his preaching and ministry has been discussed and debated in great detail. In
this chapter it is not our purpose to review this literature, but rather to discover Luke's understanding of the
relationship between Jesus' ministry and the Kingdom of
God, and to see how the variant readings in D alter or support Luke's concept of the kingdom.
In comparing the statements about the kingdom as
they appear in the three synoptics, one can see possible
reason for the conclusion of Conzelmann, that Luke's
material on the kingdom tends to deal with its nature
rather than with its immediate appearance.1 This tendency
in St. Luke has led some, like Conzelmann, to take the
position that we can see in this synoptic gospel a changing attitude toward eschatology. The arrival of the kingdom is seen as being postponed until sometime in the future.2 This position is supported by pointing to the
1Conzelmann, p. 114.
123

2lbid., p. 117.
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notable omissions in Luke of the word lyyt.xev in statements
concerning the appearance of the kingdom ("the kingdom of
heaven is at hand").3
Before looking at these omissions it would be well
to review the significance of the grammatical construction
of lyyLRev ("is at hand," perfect, indicative of eyytCw).
This construction is what Dana and Mantey call the intensive perfect:
The Intensive Perfect. It is most in keeping with
the basal significance of the tense to place emphasis
upon the existing results, for it is distinctively the
tense of the "finished product." When special attention is thus directed to the results of the action,
stress upon the existing fact is intensified. This is
the emphatic method in Greek of presenting a fact or
condition. It is the way of saying that a thing is.
There is no exact equivalent of this idiom in English,
consequently there is no way to give it an exact
translation. Usually its closest approximation is the
English present, but it is important to bear in mind
that it is not a mere duplicate of the Greek present.
It presents an existing fact more forcibly than either
the Greek or English present could possibly do.4
3However, if lyyLuev is taken as an intensive perfect and if Luke's delay in using this word is understood
as an attempt to direct his readers' understanding of the
kingdom into a position similar to his own, then Conzelmann
failed to understand what Luke was attempting to do.
4Dana and Mantey, p. 202. Concerning the intensive
perfect, A. T. Robertson says, "In reality they are perfects where the punctiliar force is dropped and only the
durative remains. . . . Giles (Man., p. 481) thinks that
originally the perf. was either intensive or iterative like
goinxa, and that the notion of recently completed action
(extensive) is a development" (pp. 894-95). Blass and DeBrunner say, "The perfect with certain verbs has wholly the
sense of a present (as in classical)" (p. 176). Herbert
Preisker says, "In the older writings the distinctive
feature of both tyy6g and tyyCCeLv is that they express the
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When we see the sentence, lyyt,xev y6Lp t PamAeCa
T65v o6pavrov ("For the kingdom of heaven is at hand"--Matthew 3:2), we are to understand that Matthew is putting
into the strongest terms possible the belief that the kingdom is breaking in upon men--now! 5
Let us notice how the normal tradition in Luke
temporarily avoids the use of this term. Matthew's record
of John the Baptist's message, ueluvoetTe lyytAtev yew h
13aciLAcCa TrOV oOpavrov ("Repent for the kingdom of heaven is
at hand"--Matthew 3:2) is changed by Luke to xal .6A0ev
. . xnp6aocov DdrucLaua lietavoCag eCg axpeoLv allapTL6v
characteristic aspect of the early Christian situation, being used of the eschatological fulfillment, of the great
turning point in world history, of the coming of the kingdom of God directly into the present as the miracle of God
[emphasis supplied]. E.g. Mt. 3:2: -nyyLxev yhp h
PacYLAct:a ziov oipavil5v, cf. Mk. 1:15 and par.; Mt. 10:7;
Lk. 10:9,11; 21:8." Kittel, Vol. II, p. 331.
5 it is upon the understanding that flyyt.xev in Mark
1:15 is an intensive perfect that Dodd speaks of realized
eschatology: C. H. Dodd, Parables of the Kingdom (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961), pp. 29-30. Cf.
idem, "The Kingdom of God Has Come," Expository Times,
XLVIII(1936 / 37), 138-42. In defense of Dodd's translation
of flyyLxev as an intensive perfect, W. R. Hutton, "The
Kingdom of God Has Come," Expository Times, LXV(1952 / 53),
91, agrees that of the 42 appearances of flyyLxcv in the
synoptic gospels and Acts, 28 can reasonably be translated
by some form of "come to" or "arrive" instead of "draw
near." On this point cf. Robert F. Berkey,"'EyytEeLv,
QadveLv and Realized Eschatology," Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXII(1963), 177-87; J. Y. Campbell, "The Kingdom
of God Has Come," Expository Times, XLVII1(1936/37), 91-94;
C. T. Craig, "Realized Eschatology," Journal of Biblical
Literature, LVI(1937), 17-26; John F. Walvoord,"Realized
Eschatology," Bibliotheca Sacra, CXXVII(1970), 313-23;
Arndt, p. 282; Creed, p. 146.
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("And he came . , . proclaiming a baptism of repentance
for the forgiveness of sins"--Luke 3:3).
The statement of Jesus found in Matthew and Mark,
ileTavoetTe AyyLuev yap n DacTLAcCa TCOV o6pav6v ("Repent for

the kingdom of heaven is at hand"--Matthew 4:17) and
nerailpcoTa 6 xaLpbc xai, flyyLxcv

iccol,AcCa Tor) 0E00 ("The

time is fulfilled and the kingdom of God is at hand"--Mark
1:15), is eliminated by Luke, and Jesus is presented as
talking to the people about the kingdom, rather than its
imminence: xa duoSeEducvoc a0Toi)c

a0ToUs

TfiC

0.aoLA6Cac To0 aeo0 ("And when he had received them he spoke

to them about the kingdom of God"--Luke 9:11).
Matthew's account of the preparations for sending
the twelve disciples on their missionary tour, two by two,
nop6o6uevoL Se xflpikrucTE AlyovTec OTL ilyyLxcv
TEJ5V

fkouLAct:a

o6pavav ("And as you go, preach, saying, The kingdom

of heaven is at hand"--Matthew 10:7), is simply rendered
by Luke as xal an6aTcLAcv a6To4 xnaccreLv znv DaluLAcCav
To0 3.600 xa Cacram, ("And he sent them forth to proclaim
the kingdom of God and to heal"--Luke 9:2).
One is led to ask, Why did Luke not wish to speak
of the kingdom of heaven in terms used by Mark and Matthew?
The answer supplied by Conzelmann and others is that Luke
was one of the first to see that the kingdom was not to be
established immediately and that the church had to adjust
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its thinking to the long haul of future history. There is
little that can be said against this argument. However,
we may not have the complete picture if we let the issue
rest at this point. It may very well be that Luke also
avoided the lyyl.xev statements found in Matthew and Mark
because:
1. The statement, "For the kingdom of God is at
hand," may not have meant too much to "Theophilus" with
his Gentile background.
2. If these statements were included and Theophilus
sought to understand their import, he might have been in
danger of arriving at a wrong conclusion about the kingdom.
3. Luke wanted to lead Theophilus into an understanding of the kingdom that was similar to his own. This
would not be accomplished by making a statement, "The kingdom of heaven is at hand," totally separated from a context
that would help one to understand the nature of the kingdom.
Therefore, Luke was careful that statements concerning the
kingdom were placed in a context that would help Theophilus
to understand the nature of the kingdom.
This brings us to two occasions where Luke did use
lyyLxev in connection with the kingdom (Luke 10:9,11), occasions that are exclusive to Luke. However, these two occurrences do not stand as broad generalizations, as do the
earlier statements concerning the kingdom made by John the
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Baptist and Jesus in the accounts of Mark and Matthew. Rather
they are qualified by the context in which they are placed,
the context of miraculous healing. This may provide the
key to the understanding of Luke's conception of the relationship between the kingdom of God and Jesus' ministry, especially if we consider these two statements in the light
of others made by Luke concerning the kingdom and their context of deeds of healing.
Before looking at these two texts, we shall investigate the statements concerning the kingdom as they are set
into the context of miraculous healings by Luke. In Matthew we find two occasions where the preaching of the kingdom is mentioned together with healing:
And he went about all Galilee teaching in their
synagogues and proclaiming the good news of the kingdom and healing all manner of disease and illness
among the people (Matthew 4:23).
And Jesus went about all the cities and villages
teaching in their synagogues and proclaiming the good
news of the kingdom and healing all manner of disease
and illness (Matthew 9:35).
Both statements read almost identically and appear to be a
summary report on the nature of the work and preaching of
Jesus. Proclaiming the kingdom of God was one aspect of
his preaching, and healing was another aspect of his ministry.
It would not seem that in either of these statements the presence of the kingdom could be equated with the
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performance of miraculous healings. In fact, in parallel
passages in Mark and Luke, "kingdom" is omitted by Mark and
"healing" is omitted by Luke:
Mark 1:39 (Matt. 4:23)
xat, riX0ev xnpuomov ens Tag
ouvaywyag auTwv eLg oAnv
tnv yaXeLXaLav Rat. to 6aLliovLa
exDaXAwv.

"And he came into all of
Galilee, preaching in their
synagogues and casting out
demons."
Mark 6:6

(Matt. 9:35)

Luke 8:1

hat, neoLnyev Tag wollag
xwaw 6L6acrxwv

}tat, eyeveTo ev Ty xaftEng
haL autos 5La6euev haTa
noXLv xat, wounv Hnouoccov
hat, euayyeXLCollevog -Env
OactAeLav TOO aEOU
5(4)5exa ouv auTy

"And he went round about
the villages teaching."

"And it came to pass afterwards, that he systematically
passed through cities and
villages preaching and presenting the good news of the
kingdom of God and the twelve
were with him."

In Mark's gospel there is no trace of tying miracles to the
kingdom. In Matthew, however,'we see a single instance of
this (excluding the two summary reports just considered):
"And if I cast out demons by the Spirit of God, indeed, the
kingdom of God has come upon you"--Matthew 12:28). The
first class conditional sentence affirms the reality of the
presence of God's kingdom. In this case the presence of
the kingdom is verified by an exorcism.
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Luke ties the ability of Jesus to work miraculous
healings more closely to the kingdom than Matthew, so that
one can say that miracles testify to the presence of the
kingdom. In turn, the term "kingdom" can then be equated
to the activity of God's power and His reign on earth.6
Various scholars have concluded the same thing but
have expressed it in different ways. Rudolf Bultmann equates
"kingdom of God" with "reign of God," which is breaking in
upon men. Jesus' power to work miracles, and especially to
cast out demons, can be interpreted as the beginning of the
overthrow of Satan.7
C. H. Dodd, in developing his defense for realized
eschatology says:
But Jesus says, 'If I, by the finger of God, cast
out demons, then the Kingdom of God has come upon you.'
. . . It is not a matter of having God for your King in
the sense that you obey His commandments: it is a matter of being confronted with the power of God at work
in the world.8
And also:
6Geldenhuys, p. 330 and Arndt, pp. 282,300.
7Rudolf Bultmann, Primitive Christianity in Its Contemporary Setting, trans. by R. H. Fuller (Cleveland:
World Publishing Company, 1956), pp. 86-93.
8Dodd, p. 29. Cf. George Ladd, "The Kingdom of
God--Reign or Realm?" Journal of Biblical Literature,
LXXXII(1962), 237, who says: "The exorcism of demons is
indeed a sign of the kingdom, but it is not a sign of an
imminent approaching kingdom; rather it is a sign of a
present kingdom. In the coming of Jesus God has entered
into history in his kingly activity to accomplish his redemptive purpose."
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We have seen that in apocalypse the final victory over
'the kingdom of the enemy' is the coming of the Kingdom
of God; and that in the Synoptic Gospels the exorcisms
of Jesus are treated as signs of this victory and so of
the coming of the Kingdom.9
However, it must be emphasized again that it is in
Luke that the motif of miracle = presence of the kingdom
or reign of God is developed more fully. We first see a
loose construction of this equation (miracle = presence of
the kingdom) in chapter four.
Jesus arrived in Capernaum after his rejection in
Nazareth. On the Sabbath day he went to the synagogue
where he healed a man possessed of a demon. After the services concluded, he went to Simon's house where he healed
Simon Peter's mother-in-law. At sunset, when the Sabbath
was past, people flocked to Jesus, either to be healed
themselves or to bring someone with them that needed healing. The next morning the crowds from Capernaum again
sought out Jesus and asked him not to leave their area.
Luke records Jesus' reply as follows:

. . it is neces-

sary for me to present the good news concerning the kingdom
of God to other cities also, for this cause I was sent"
(Luke 4:43). Luke thus ties the preaching or the presenting
of the good news of the kingdom of God directly with the
miracles of healing (i.e. release from the powers of evil)
that were performed the day before.
9Dodd, pp. 57-58.
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The parallel to Matthew 12:28 develops the point
more clearly, "But if I cast out demons by the finger of
God, indeed, the kingdom of God has come upon you" (Luke
11:20).
At this point we can return to the two passages in
Luke that use lyyLxev when speaking of the kingdom. The
setting is the commissioning of the seventy. After they
were advised on how to relate to those who accepted their
presence, Jesus instructed them as to their work: xal OepameUeTe TOUQ eV °LW doaevet,c, xal Xeyete ainotc fjyyLxcv tcp'
buEtc h Dacti,XeCa Tot Scot ("Heal the sick in it and say to

them, the kingdom of God is come upon you"--Luke 10:9). He
then instructed the seventy as to how they should behave if
they were repulsed:

xat, TOV xovt,opTov TOV X0AkriaeVTa

ex Tfig moXecos 64Cov etc Tobc noaag duollacroolleaa butv 1-0.6
ToOto yLvaoxete ott. lyyt,xcv

Ociat,XeCa Tot Scot ("And the

dust of your city clinging to our feet we wipe off against
you; but understand this, the kingdom of God is come upon
you"--Luke 10:11).
The inhabitants of the city that received the ambassadors of Jesus were to be blessed by the healing power
that passed from Jesus' representatives to the populace.
Without a doubt, this healing power would bring relief and
joy. Amid their rejoicing the people were to be told that
the kingdom is come upon them. Those who spurned the
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ambassadors would not know the joy of the healing power,
but they too were to be told that the kingdom is come upon
them; but they were not to share in it because they had rejected it by rejecting those who were empowered to bring it
to them.
However, it does not seem that everyone who was
healed entered into the full joy of the kingdom, although,
as just seen, the kingdom was present to all men through
the power of God whether they shared in the workings of
that power or not. As will be seen below, some men did
share in the workings of the power of God, rejoiced in release from physical suffering, yet did not enter into the
fullest joy of the presence of the kingdom of God.
Luke presents the theme of the kingdom in the context that would leave no question as to the kingdom's
nature. Therefore, he omits the general statements about
the kingdom's arrival made by John the Baptist (Matthew
3:2) 'and Jesus (Matthew 4:17; Mark 1:15), statements which
leave the reader free to view the nature of the kingdom according to his own personal thinking.
This context gives evidence of God's power to rule
and authority over evil (= illness), so "kingdom" becomes
"power to reign."10 It is when Luke has established his
concept of the "kingdom of God" that he uses for the first
10Cf. Ladd, pp. 236-37.
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time the phraseology employed by Matthew and Mark when speaking of the kingdom, AyyLxev yap f 13acrtAel:a TaV oOpaviov ("For
the kingdom of heaven is come"--Luke 10:9,11).
If Ayyt.xev is to be taken as intensive perfect,
Conzelmann's position that the passage of Luke 10:9,11 refers to the future arrival of the kingdom cannot be accepted.11
Luke's understanding of the connection between
miracles of healing and the kingdom reaches its clearest
presentation in chapter 17. Beginning with verse 11 we
have the account of the ten lepers who requested healing
and were sent by Jesus to the priests. On their way they
discovered the leprosy fading and the glow of health returning to their body tissue. One of the ten forgot where
he was going and in his joy returned, praising God, to find
Jesus. When the benefactor was found by the cleansed man,
"He fell upon his face at his feet thanking him" (Luke
17:16). After further conversation, Jesus said to the prostrated man, "Arise, Go! Your faith has saved you" (Luke
17:19).
What is here meant by "saved"? If it is seen as
release from leprosy, this man's condition was no different
from the nine who did not return to express gratitude, for
they too were cleansed. However, if "saved" is understood
liConzelmann, pp. 114-15.
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to refer to a spiritual relationship between man and God,
then this man was seen by Jesus to be in a different condition than were the nine who did not express their gratitude.12
It appears that D understood these words of Jesus
as applying to a spiritual experience. To strengthen this
understanding of the passage, D makes the following omission:
Luke 17:16
Codex B

Codex D

Hat. eneacv ent, npoaconov
naps TOUQ no6ac auTou
euxapLowv auty xaL autos
nv oatiapeLinc

enecrev Ent. npockonov
npoc TOUC nooac autou

"And he fell upon his
face at his feet thanking him, and he was a
Samaritan."

"And he fell upon his
face at his feet,
and he was a
Samaritan."

nv be crauapt.Tnc

om. euxapLoTwv auto, D
It is possible that the omission is a homoeoteleuton. On the other hand, in view of D's free handling
of the text of Luke, the omission could be intentional. If
it is intentional, it fits into two editorial themes seen
in D: (1) the glorification of Jesus (as we have already
seen), for the omission of "thanking him" leaves the
12Cf. Arndt, p. 372; Geldenhuys, pp. 436-38; Hans
Dieter Betz, "The Cleansing of the Ten Lepers," Journal of
Biblical Literature, XC(1971), 314-28; Brown, pp. 38-39.
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Samaritan prostrated at Jesus' feet with no qualifying explanation. This can be taken as an act of homage, as well
as thanks; thus Jesus is glorified by the worship rendered
him by a foreigner. (2) The revelation of an anti-Judaic
bias (which is yet to be investigated); that this stranger
would return to give thanks to Jesus, or yet, to worship
him, shows the nine Jewish lepers as being unresponsive to
the ministry of Jesus.
However, these two points are not our immediate
interest. We are interested in the omission in the light
of Jesus' statement to the Samaritan, "Your faith has saved
you." In the light of this statement D's omission portrays
the Samaritan as rendering worship to Jesus, as an expression of submission to Jesus' authority and power that could
heal a disease of the nature of leprosy. Thus it is probable that D viewed the prostrated Samaritan as expressing
his belief in Jesus as a Saviour, not only from physical
maladies but from sin as well.
Jesus was then asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God was to come, whereupon Jesus replied:

.

gPX6TaL h 13acLAca -rob aeoblieTC‘ napatnplIcecoc o66e 4)o0cLv
C5oli ci6e f exet C5oZ) yixp h OacLActa Tor) aeob 6NrcOs vuWv
totLy ("The kingdom of God does not come with observation,

neither will they say behold here or there, for behold, the
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kingdom of God is within you"13--Luke 17:20,21).
Luke ties the healing of the ten lepers to Jesus'
answer to the question of the Pharisees because the cleansing illustrates perfectly what Jesus meant in his answer
to the Pharisees' question. Ten men were physically healed,
but only one found the kingdom. When the one healed man
13The following defend "among you": Arndt, pp. 37374; Plummer, p. 406; Paul M. Bretcher, "Luke 17:21," Concordia Theological Monthly, XV(1944), 730-36; idem, "Luke
17:20-21 in Recent Investigations," Concordia Theological
Monthly, XXII(1951), 895-908; Burton Scott Easton, "Luke
17:20-21," American Journal of Theology, XVI(1912), 275-83;
F. Warburton Lewis, "Luke xvii.21," Expository Times,
XXXVIII(1926/27), 187-88; Alexander RUstow, "tvtbc 046v
EGTLV, Zur Deutung von Lukas 17.20-21," Zeitschrift fur die
Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, XVII(1960), 197-224. Creed
defends "within you," as a spiritual kingdom, "By the time
that Luke's Gospel was written the term 'the kingdom of
God' had lost its earlier definition and could be used with
the new context and associations which the teaching, death,
and resurrection of Jesus had imparted to the term (cf. Ac.
i.3, xxviii.31). The Spirit--the first installment of the
inheritance--was already bestowed, and St. Paul could write
a. DpilmoLc xat,
to the Romans (xiv.17) oux yap gov,v,h
xapa gv nve64aIL ayty.
nexng, daAa 6L -KaLoot5vfl Rat. eCavfl
Whatever actual saying of Jesus may lie behind these words,
it may be that Luke believed that Jesus set the spiritual
presence of the kingdom in men's hearts in antithesis to the
expectation of its appearance 'here' or 'there.' But even
if this is so, the eschatological conception is by no means
superseded in the mind of the evangelist, or eliminated
from his gospel" (p. 219). The pericope of the ten lepers
would indicate that Otto Betz's statement may need qualification. Betz says, "The miracles of Jesus cannot be separated from obedience to his message and acceptance of his
messianic claim. Luke makes this unmistakably clear from
the very beginning": "The Kerygma of Luke," Interpretation,
XXII(1968), 137. From Luke's point of view it might be more
accurate to say that the miracles of Jesus may provide an
entrance into a deeper experience of sharing the joys of the
kingdom of God and salvation.
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returned to Jesus praising God, falling on his face at
Jesus' feet and thanking him, he was expressing the joy of
a discovery that far exceeded the joy of finding his physical body cleansed of a dread disease. Through this healing
he found a relationship with God that enabled Jesus to assure this man of something more than physical healing. 14
For Jesus could say to the man, "Go! Your faith
has saved you," and to the Pharisees, "The kingdom does not
come by observation, but it is within you." It is interesting to note that of all the parables recorded by Matthew
which are prefixed with "The kingdom is like . . . ," Luke
has only two, the Mustard Seed (13:18,19) and the Leaven
(13:20,21). Both parables deal with inner spiritual growth.
So it would seem that Luke conceives of miracles
14Cf. Arndt, p. 372. Cf. the following for further
discussion on the spiritual nature of God's kingdom: Edward A. McDowell, "The Kingdom of God and the Day of the
Son of Man," Review and Expositor, XXXIX(1942), 54-65;
-George E. Ladd, "The Kingdom of God--Reign or Realm?" Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXI(1962), 230-38; Robert F.
Berkey, "'rEyyCCeLv, (1)83veLv and Realized Eschatology,"
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXXXII(1963), 177-87; John
F. Walvood, "The Kingdom of Heaven," Bibliotheca Sacra,
CXXIV(1967), 195-205. Cf. the following who take the position that the kingdom is "within", and not "among": P. M.
S. Allen, "Luke xvii.21: Cooi) yap, h DaaaeCa ioO Scot
N)TOQ buiov eGILV, Expository Times, XLIX(1937/38), 476-77;
idem, Expository Times, L(1938/39), 233-35; Frank Ballard,
"Luke xvii.21," Expository Times, XXXVII1(1926/27), 331;
Edward A. McDowell, "The Kingdom of God and the Day of the
Son of Man," Review and Expositor, XXXIX(1942), 54-65.
Andrew Shedd believes that 6v-roc Oulbv 6aTiv ("is within
you") refers to a kingdom group within the you-group: "The
Interpretation of Luke xvii.21," Expository Times, L(1938/
39), 235-37. Cf. Geldenhuys, pp. 443-44.
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of physical healing as evidence of the presence of the
power of God to reign, not only in gaining victory over the
powers of evil which have control over human bodies, but
also evidence of the power of .God to establish his reign
over the lives of men who are willing to accept this reign.
Let us summarize what has been said to this point:
1. Luke avoids applying the term lyyLxev to the
kingdom as Matthew and Mark apply it in the ministry of
John the Baptist and Jesus until he can develop his thesis
concerning the kingdom.
2. Luke does seem to foresee a delay in the immediate establishment of God's kingdom on earth which terminates the power of the nations.
3. He sees instead the reign of God being established in men's lives through the ministry of Jesus.
4. The working of miraculous physical healings,
which terminates the end of the reign of evil over physical
bodies, is evidence of God's power to establish his reign
over men's spiritual lives. The alteration by D makes
this viewpoint more explicit.
Luke has not altogether forsaken an eschatological
end to secular history. In chapter 21, he still foresees
"the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great
glory" (Luke 21:27). Those who are able to read the signs
of the times will see in secular events omens of the
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approaching end: "So also you, when you see these things
happen, you know that the kingdom of God is near" (Luke
21:31). That Luke foresees an eschatological end in the
future which involves the judgment of those who have rejected the rule of God is borne out in such parables as
the Great Banquet (14:15-24), the Ten Pounds (19:11-27),
and the Vineyard and the Tenants (20:9-19).
So Luke sees an immediate kingdom or reign of God
that is established within the hearts of men, and he sees
also the future end of secular history when God will establish his undisputed rule, permanently, upon the earth.
Turning now to D, we will examine what his understanding was of Luke's theology of the kingdom. First, it
should be noted that D supports Luke's attempt to equate
miracles with the presence of the kingdom. We have already
referred to Jesus' statement concerning the kingdom in Luke
4:43 ("It is necessary for me to present the good news concerning the kingdom . . . to other cities also . . ."), but
to understand D's alteration here it may be necessary to
summarize again the background of this statement.
Jesus had performed two miracles on the Sabbath:
a man possessed with a demon was healed in the synagogue,
and Peter's mother-in-law was relieved of a burning fever.
After sunset, a multitude of people sought him out for healing, or the healing of someone else they had brought with
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them. The next morning the crowds again sought him and requested that he not leave their city, whereupon Jesus said
that he had to go to other cities also in order to complete
his mission:
Luke 4:43
Codex B

Codex D

o 6e eLnev npog auToug
hat,
TaLg
eTepaLg noAeaLv euayyeALGacraaL 6et, TIE
TnV
DaatAeLav too UU
OTL EnL -COUTO
anecrTaAnv

o 6e eLnev npog auToug
6eL
xat. eLg Tag
aAXag noXeLg euayyeALoacr6aL
auTriv
OacnAeLav TOO at)
ELC TOUT() yap
aneaTaAnv.

"And he said to them,
'it is necessary for me
to present the good
news concerning the
kingdom of God to other
cities also, for this
cause I was sent.'"

"And he said to them,
'it is necessary for me
to present the good
news concerning this
kingdom of God to other
cities also, for this
cause I was sent.'"

OTL

OTL

6eL ue post OTL, D e
TaLg eTepaLg noXecnv] ELC Tag adaag noAeLg, D
TflV] auTnv, D
OTL cm, TouTo] ELC -COUTO yap, D e

"The variant that we are interested in is afthv DacuAeCav
Tor) 66°0 ("this kingdom of God"). There are grammatical
constructions where it is permissible for aftilv ("her")
to function as Ta6Tny ("this"). Robertson identifies this
construction as a semi-demonstrative use of a6T6g. "A6T6g
is beginning to have a semi-demonstrative sense (common in
modern Greek) in the New Testament, as in Lu. 13:1, tv
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a0T45 r(15 xaLpip."15 Also:

In Luke autos 6 is sometimes almost a pure demonstrative as it comes to be in later Greek. The sense of
"very" or "self" is strengthened to "that very." Thus
aftt ttj (7)9L (Lu. 2:28),
T(71) HaLpip (13:1), tv
airct 11:1 flap?. (23:12).
The modern Greek freely employs
this demonstrative sense . . . Moulton (Prol., p. 91)
finds this demonstrative use of autos 6 in the papyri.16
If the variant reading, canlv, were to be taken as
a demonstrative pronoun, D then would be strengthening Luke's
apparent equation of miracles = presence of the kingdom,
for "this" would then connect "kingdom of God" directly to
the miraculous power for healing that Jesus possessed. The
request of the citizens of Capernaum that Jesus not leave
their city stems from the healings Jesus performed on the
previous Sabbath and the mass healings he performed that
evening after sunset.
If D understood Luke as saying that the kingdom of
God (i.e. God's reign) is present, evidenced by Jesus' power
to heal, then the next two variants might be explained in
"this context. The first is an omission in Luke's version
of the beatitudes, and the second is an addition in Luke's
version of the Lord's prayer:
Luke 6:21
Codex B
ilaxapLot, OL neLvwv-mg vuv
OIL xopiacrafloccac licompLot,
01, xXaLovieg vuv OTL yeXasucte

15Robertson, p. 290.

Codex D
ilaxapLot, OL neLvwv-rec vuv
oft, xoptaaancreaft

16 Ibid.,

p. 686.
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"Blessed are those who
hunger now, for they shall
be filled; blessed are
those who weep now, for
they shall laugh."

"Blessed are those who
hunger now, for they shall
be filled."

om. liaxapLot, ot, xXaLovT6g vuv oft. yeXaoete, D
Practically np comments by scholars can be found
on the missing beatitude in D. Homoeoteleuton seems unlikely. It appears that D omitted this beatitude deliberately. If this omission is considered in the context of
Luke's view of the kingdom of God, we might find a possible
explanation for its omission. Weeping has no place among
those who have experienced the presence of God's kingdom.
The statement, "Blessed are those who weep now, for they
shall laugh," is for those who live before the establishment of God's rule. Now, however, God's power to rule, his
kingdom, is present and evidenced by Jesus' authority over
the powers of evil. The time to comfort those who weep is
past and the time to laugh is here. Now we shall notice
the addition:
Luke 11:2
Codex B
eLnev 66 auToLc °Tax)
npooeuxfloae

Aeyete naTep
aymoawcw TO ovoua Gov
fl Oacr(AeLa
cX8etw

Codex D
oTav
o 66 eLn6v
npooeuxfloae un OaTToXoyeLTe
cog oi. XoLmot, 6oxouoLv yap
TLveg OTL EV Tfl noXuAoyeLa
auTcov eLoaxouoafloovTaL aXAa
npooeuxouevoLAeyeTe naTep
mita) o eV TOLC oupavoLg
ovoua 000 CCP
ayLacraniw
wag EAaETW Goo fl OaoLAeLa
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oou.

YEVTIaTITW TO OCXTHICt 000 WC
EV OUpaVy Ital. CUL rig.

"And he said to them,

"And he said, when you
pray, do not be repetitious
as the rest, for certain ones
think that by their many
words they shall be heard,
but when you pray, say, our
Father who is in heaven,
hallowed be your name, your
kingdom come upon us, your
will be done upon earth as
it is in heaven."

when you pray, say,
Father,
hallowed be your name, your
kingdom come."

+ o ante be, D
+

OaTTo2LoyeLTe wc OL AOLMOL 450XOU6LV yap ILVCC OIL CV to
noXuAoycLa auTwv eLcraxouoancovTaL a)aa npocreuxouevoL ante
XeyeTE, D
+ nuwv o EV IOLG oupavoLc post naTep, C17 D 8 pm copsa sycph
+ eqo nuac ante eAaeTw, D
+ yEVTIOnTW to OCATIVA oou WC ev ()wavy xat, enL ync post
(3acyLAcLa,)( Ca D 8 pm it vg s copho

Variants 2,3, and 5 are obvious harmonizations with
the text of Matthew; they are interesting but are of no
significance for the present study. Our main concern is
with the addition of Whilac ("upon us") before "let your
kingdom come." It is believed that this variant originated
from an interesting reading for which there is evidence
from Tertullian (Adv. Marc. iv.26), Gregory of Nyssa, and
604 (a cursive edited by Hoskier in 1890).17 The reading
is "EXO6Tco TO nvetiud 00U

dyLOV)

xcxt xa0apLocilu

17Plummer, p. 295. Cf. Metzger, pp. 154-55. R.
Leaney, "The Lucan Text of the Lord's Prayer," Novum Testamentum, 1(1956), 103-11, sees Gregory's text at Luke 11:2
as being authentic and thus is consistent with the view
that this form may be derived from Jesus himself.
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f1ac,18 ("Let your [Holy] Spirit come upon us and cleanse
us").
Plummer suggests that this variant could be read
with either "Thy kingdom come" or "Hallowed be Thy name."19
Creed informs us that Harnack proposed to substitute it for
the first two petitions, but Creed concludes there is no
positive evidence for such a position.20 However, he points
out that "the words" of this variant "or their equivalent
were a substitute for the first, not for the second petition" in Marcion, i.e. for "Hallowed be Thy name."21
Metzger indicates that no one can be certain that
"upon you" in D should be taken as evidence of an earlier
petition for the Holy Spirit: "To pray that God's name may
be hallowed upon us is entirely congruent with Old Testament references to causing the divine name to dwell there.
." Therefore, Metzger believes that the variant reading is a liturgical adaptation of the original form of the
Lord's Prayer. This adaptation was possibly used during
the rite of baptism or the laying on of hands.22
Any reason advanced for the presence of this variant
18Nestle-Aland, p. 181.

19plummer, p. 295.

20Creed, p. 156.
21Ibid. Cf. Ernst von Dobschutz, "The Lord's
Prayer," Harvard Theological Review, VII(1914), 293-321.
22Metzger, pp. 155-56.
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in D's text of Luke can only be suggestive. It would
appear that D was acquainted with the variant reading
that petitions the presence of the Holy Spirit; but D
does not appear to be sufficiently under the influence of
Tertullian and Gregory of Nyssa as to change the normal
text of Luke to include this petition. However, it seems
that D does see in the words, "upon us," something that
may be used in his editorial scheme.
Because of its position in the Greek text, this
addition can be read with what precedes it, "Hallowed be
Thy name," or with what follows, "Thy kingdom come."
There does not seem to be sufficient evidence in D's editorial scheme to warrant the variant reading to be taken
with what precedes it, thus producing what Metzger sees as
"a liturgical adaptation of the original form of the Lord's
Prayer." However, it is apparent that D has an editorial
interest in Luke's theology of the kingdom. To petition the
coming of God's kingdom upon the believer is in harmony with
D's understanding of God's kingdom in Luke's normal text.
Thus in essence, the prayer is no longer asking God
in a general way to send his kingdom, but rather asking God
to make the petitioner ready to receive it; this petition
in the context of Luke's view of the kingdom, i.e. that
Jesus' miracles indicate its presence, now becomes an expression of eager realization that the kingdom can be
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experienced now. This concept of the kingdom is supported
by the following variant in D.
Earlier we discussed the significance in the normal
tradition of the healing of the ten lepers and its bearing
on Jesus' answer to the question posed by the Pharisees,
"When is the kingdom of God coming?" D perhaps senses the
original significance of what Luke was saying about the
kingdom and alters Jesus' reply in the following manner:
Luke 17:20,21
Codex B
20.
enepwtflaeLc oe uno
Twv wapeLoaLwv 'MOTE
epxetat, n Dact,AeLa TOU
Su anexpLen autoLc Rat,
eLnev oux epxetai
OacYLAeLa TOU 55 ucta
napatflpfloewc
21. ouft epouoLv Laou

Codex D

L(500 yap fl
DacriAeLa 'LOU U13 evtoc
uuwv ECTLV.

20.
euepwtfleet,g ac uno
TWV wapt.cat,wv note
epxete D OaatAcLa TOU
UU anexpLart autoLc xat,
eLnev OUR epxetal, fl
Oaat,XeLa TOU 5U ucta
napatflpfloewc
21.
ou6e epoumv LElou
woe fl LoOU exeL urt
TELUTEUOTITE 1,60U yap 11
OacriXeLa TOU aU EVTOC
U4WV COIL)).

"20. And having been
asked by the Pharisees
when the kingdom of God.
would come, he answered
them and said, The kingdom of God comes not
with observation
21. Nor will they say,
behold here or
there;
for behold the kingdom of
God is within you."

"20. And having been
asked by the Pharisees
when the kingdom of God
would come, he answered
them and said, The kingdom of God comes not
with observation
21. Nor will they say,
behold here or behold
there; Believe it not,
for behold the kingdom of
God is within you."

WISE

fl

EXCL.

v. 21 +

Le.ou,r7 D lat syP Tatian
+ Un ITLOTEUOTITE post exeL,
+ L500 ante Exet,„ D

D
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There is little question but what un ruotaxmice
("believe it not") is a harmonization with Matthew 24:23
and Mark 13:21, where Jesus warns against false christs.
Although Luke lifts v. 21a out of the eschatological context of Matthew 24 and Mark 13 and places it into a noneschatological setting here, D's harmonization of Luke's
normal text does not necessarily imply that eschaton is to
be equated with the kingdom "within," for D does not alter
Luke's eschatological chapter (21) in a manner that would
do away with the future eschaton. As used by D in this
context the addition of 1111 nt.criet5ante leaves little question that the present kingdom is established internally;
it is a spiritual kingdom. One cannot point out its geographic location by saying "Lo here or there."
Coming immediately after the cleansing of the ten
lepers, this addition serves as a commentary on how D
understood the significance of the story in the normal
text; i.e. ten men were cleansed, but only one found the
true joy of what the cleansing power was a representative.
To him Jesus said,"Your faith has saved you."
Although D endeavors to present more explicitly
Luke's concept of an internal, spiritual kingdom, he does
not stress this aspect of the kingdom to the elimination
of the eschaton in the normal text.23 Thus we can say
23cf. Creed, pp. 218-19.
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that D recognized two kingdoms in the theology of St. Luke:
the spiritual kingdom we have already spoken of and the
second kingdom, which is to be established at the parousia
of the Lord. We see this understanding on the part of D
in two additional alterations.
The first alteration is found in connection with
Jesus' statement that there would be some who would not
taste death until they saw the coming of the kingdom. Because the alteration of D is tied closely to an observation made by Conzelmann about Luke's normal text as it
contrasts with the parallel passages in Matthew and Mark,
we shall look at the statement as it appears in the three
synoptics before we investigate D's alteration:
Matthew 16:28
aunv Aeyw uuLv OIL
cLoLv ILVEQ TWV oke
EGIWTWV OLTLVEC OU
un yeuckovTaL aaVa-

IOU ecag av LocooLv
-GOV ULOV IOU avOpwnou EPX011EVOV EV TO
pacYLAeLy. auTou

Mark 9:1
xat. eXeysv auToLg
aunv Xeyw uuLv
OIL 6LOLV ILVEC
codie Taw EGITIXOTWV
OLILVEC OU un

yeuocovTat, aavaTou
ecog av o5woLv Triv
DaotAeLav too UT5
0.71AUOULaV

Luke 9:27
?Lew be uuLv
aAnawc st.oLv
ILVEC TWV auTou
EGITIXOTWV OL

OU

un yeuowvial,
aavaTou swg av
LowoLv IflV DamAeLav "LOU 5U

CV

ouvauct,

"Truly I say to
you that there
are certain ones
who are standing
here who will not
taste death until
they see the
son of man coming
in his kingdom."

"And he said to
them, truly I
say to you, there
are certain ones
who are standing
here who will not
taste death until
they see the
kingdom of God
come in power."

"And I say to
you, truly there
are certain ones
who are standing
here who will not
taste death until
they see the
kingdom of God."
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Now we will see how D alters Luke's statement of
this event:
Luke 9:27
Codex B
Aeyw 6e uuLy
aAnOwg
ELOLV TLVEC TWV auTou
EOTTIXOTWV OL OU un
yEuawyTaL OayaTou ecog av
Lawny -my P.aaLAELay TOU

OU
"And I say to you,
truly there are certain
ones who are standing
here who will not taste
death until they see
the kingdom of God."

Codex D
Xeyw 6e UlICLV OIL aXnawg
eouLv TLVec TWV
oke
COTWTWV OL OU un
yEuawyTaL OayaTou 6WQ ay
eL6comy TOV ULOV IOU
ay0pconou eoxolleyov Ev
Tn 6oEn auTou

"And I say to you,
truly there are certain
ones who are standing
here who will not taste
death until they see
the son of man coming in
his glory."

OTL ante aAnacog, D P
Tny DaGLXELay TOU
TOV ULOV IOU ayapcomou eoxolleyov
EV TT] 50E11 auToy, D Origen Tatian

Jesus' statement that there were some present with
him who would not taste death until they had seen the kingdom has caused a great deal of discussion. Plummer sums
up the various interpretations; the kingdom here could be
understood as referring to one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The transfiguration
The resurrection and ascension
Pentecost
The spread of Christianity
The internal development of the gospel
The destruction of Jerusalem
The second advent24

We need not go into the reasoning connected with each
24Plummer, p. 249.
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position represented here. We are primarily concerned with
D's alteration and how it bears witness to his understanding of the kingdom.
Conzelmann points to the absence of any reference
to the "coming" of the kingdom in Luke's presentation of
this scene as evidence that the church was accepting a further delay in the parousia. Therefore, "the idea of the
coming of the Kingdom is replaced by a timeless conception
of it."25 D, evidently, was also sensitive to the omission of tAnAuautav ("come"--Mark 9:1) and tv ouvduct. ("in
power"--Mark 9:1) by Luke, terms which Conzelmann speaks
of ". . . as a realistic description of the Parousia."26
But D must have felt also that the omission of these terms
was inconsistent with Luke's theology of the kingdom.
It would appear that D borrows toy uLov To°
avaamou tpx64evov . . . aftob ("the Son of Man coming

. . his") from Matthew, and the idea of Mark's tv
("in power") is expressed by tv 66En ("in glory"). However, it is much more likely that D carries on the motif
of v. 26 substituting "the Son of Man coming in his glory"
for "the kingdom of God" in v. 27; thus the "idea of the
coming of the Kingdom" is brought back into time by D.27
25Conzelmann, p. 104.
27Cf. Mees, pp. 104-05.

26Ibid.
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We must now ask, if D understood the kingdom of God
to be a spiritual kingdom, and if he strengthens this idea
by adding "believe it not" in Luke 17:21, then how did he
conceive of "the Son of Man coming in his glory," and why
did he put it into the time period of those who were with
Jesus? There is only one possible answer: D sees Jesus
as the Son of Man; the "coming in his glory," which is referred to in this variant, is the glorification of Jesus
at his transfiguration, which immediately follows the
passage we are presently considering.
We must note at this point that D understands
references to the future establishment of the kingdom as
referring to the second advent. Therefore, he can substitute "the Son of Man coming in his glory" for Luke's
"the kingdom of God." The transfiguration, which occurred
about a week after Jesus' statement that some standing
there would see "the kingdom of God" (or "his coming in
glory"), would be considered by D as a miniature enactment
of the glorious event that was to occur at the climax of
world history.
That D could equate "the kingdom" and the second
advent as a yet future event is borne out again in our
next variant:
Luke 23:42
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Codex B

Codex D

000

xat. OTPOVELQ npoc toy XV
cLnev auTy livilaanTL uou
ev in nuepcit Tnc eXeucewc
000

"And
he said, Jesus, remember
me when you come into
your kingly power."

"And turning to the Lord,
he said to him, Remember
me in the day of your
coming."

hat. eXeyev 71)- uvrperruL uou
°Tay eXOnc eLc TT1V OactAeLav

Rat, sAcycv etc.] Hat, otpacpeLg etc., D

D presents the statement of the thief as another
indication that Luke is presenting two kingdoms in his
tradition. One is "within you," concerning which men cannot say "Lo here or lo there." The second is to be seen
in the words of the thief, "when you come in your kingly
power." D understands this statement to refer to the
parousia; therefore, without changing the essential meaning of the words that are before him, as far as he was
concerned, he expresses his understanding of this passage
by substituting "in the day of your coming" for "kingly
power." The "kingly power" in Luke's normal tradition is
evidenced by Jesus' power to heal which is already present. D's alteration makes it explicit that the thief was
referring not to Jesus' present power but to his future
appearance.
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The Son of Man
We have just noted above that D seems to consider
Jesus as the Son of Man.28 By his variant in 9:27, D puts
the promise that some would "see the Son of Man coming in
his glory" into the present lifespan of his listeners by
tying it to the transfiguration. We shall now consider
two more passages in which D was able to express his belief that Jesus was the Son of Man:
Luke 17:22
Codex B

Codex D

ELnev ae npog TOUg ua071Tag Otzuclovtat. nuEpat,
OTE cnLauunante
uLav TWV TRLEPWV
IOU ULOU IOU avapwnou
LaeLv hat. oux oiliecae

eLnev ouv npog -mug paanTag eXcuuovtat, nuepaL
IOU EnLauuncrat, uuag
41-aV 'WV 714CPWV TOUTWV
IOU ULOU IOU avapwnou
xat, oux oklieoaat,

"And he said to the disciples, the days shall
come when you will desire to see one of the
days of the Son of Man
and you will not see it."

"And he said to the disciples, the days shall
come when you will desire
one of these
days of the Son of Man
and you will not see it."

56] ouv, D 157
016 EnLaUlATIGIIT6] IOU 6nLauufluaL

uuag, D 13 39 69 157 230

346
TOUTWV post fluEpwv, D
om. Lb6Lv, D it

If the reader is not inclined to see Jesus as the
28The literature on the problem that is presented
by the use of the term "Son of Man" in the gospels abounds.
For an up-to-date listing of the most important works in
this area see the footnotes in Wm. 0. Walker, Jr., "The
Origin of the Son of Man Concept as Applied to Jesus,"
Journal of Biblical Literature, XCI(1972), 482-90.
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present Son of Man, the normal text of Luke allows him to
view the days of the Son of Man as being yet future, thus
eliminating Jesus as the Son of Man. However, this is not
possible with the text of D. By omitting

Coetv

("to see")

and adding To6Twv ("these") after hapwv ("days"), the "desire" of the disciples will be for something that they have
already experienced, i.e. the days that they have spent
associated with Jesus.29 Thus D presents clearly his understanding that when Jesus referred to the "Son of Man," he
was referring to himself.
The second Son of Man passage is in connection with
the sign of Jonah:
Luke 11:30
Codex B
Itaawg yap eyeveTo 0
Lwvag TOLQ vLveueLTaLg
anueLov OUTWQ caTaL
o uLog IOU avapwnou
Tp ycvecit Tatrup

Codex D
xaawg yap eyeveTo
Lwvag On4LOV TOLQ
vLveuTaLg ouTwg eaTaL
xaL o 01,0g IOU av8pwnou
ID ycve4 TauTp xaL
xaawg Lwvag ev Tp xoLALct
IOU XTITOUC eyeveTo TpLg
nucpag xaL TpcLg vuxrag
OUTWQ xaL 0 oLog IOU
avapcomou EV Tp yp

29cf. Arndt, p. 374. For a further discussion of
"the days of the Son of Man," with varying points of view,
cf. E. Sanby, "The Days of the Son of Man," Expository
Times, LXVII(1955/56), 124-25; Edward A. McDowell, 54-65;
Geldenhuys, p. 444; Robert Leaney, "The Days of the Son of
Man," Expository Times, LXVII(1955/56), 28-29; Plummer, p.
407; W. Powell, "The Days of the Son of Man," Expository
Times LX(1955/56), 219.
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"For just as Jonah was
a sign to the Ninevites
so the Son of Man also
shall be to this generation."

"For just as Jonah was
a sign to the Ninevites
so the Son of Man also
shall be to this generation and as Jonah was
in the belly of the whale
three days and three
nights so the Son of Man
also shall be in the earth."

+ xai. xaawg Lwvac ev TD xoLAL9L too uniouc eyeveto TpLc
quepac xaL weLc vux-rac ouiwc xaL o °Log TOO avOpconou
Tp y post TauTrp D a ff r (e i)
The normal text of Luke says that the Son of Man
will be a sign to "this generation." Luke does not specifically identify what it is about the Son of Man that
will be the sign, nor does he give any indication as to who
the Son of Man is. By harmonizing Luke's tradition with
Matthew 12:40, D supplies the two elements that are lacking in the normal tradition. First, he identifies the
sign of Jonah with the burial and resurrection of Jesus
(this will be discussed in detail later); secondly, he
identifies the Son of Man as Jesus, who was to be in the
earth three days and three nights.
Conclusion
We conclude with a summary of the various points
we have investigated in this chapter. First, the main
points concerning Luke's understanding of the kingdom:
1. Luke saw the presence of the kingdom as evidenced by Jesus' power to work miracles of healing (Luke
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4:43; 10:9,11; 11:20; 17:11-19).
2. Matthew only once equates kingdom with miracles
and that was an exorcism (Matthew 12:28); Mark sees no relationship at all.
3. Through miracles Luke sees "kingdom" as God's
power to reign.
4. Connecting the Pharisees' question, as to when
the kingdom was to come, to the statement of salvation
addressed to the grateful leper, Luke understands the
nature of God's "present" kingdom to be spiritual (Luke
17:20-21).
5. Luke does not forsake an eschatological end
of the world for the "present" spiritual kingdom (Luke
21; 14:15-24; 19:11-27; 20:9-19).
Now let us look at D's understanding of Luke's
position as seen through D's variants:
1. D strengthens Luke's position that Jesus' power
to heal is evidence of the presence of the kingdom, by adding cLOTTIv ("this") before P4LatAct:av -rob Scot ("kingdom of
God"--Luke 4:43), when the citizens of Capernaum asked him
to stay with them so they might benefit from Jesus' healings.
2. In answering the Pharisees' question as to when
the kingdom would come, D adds 12.1

ULOTEliTICE

("believe it

not") to the comment by Jesus, "they say behold here or
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behold there." In so doing D emphasizes the spiritual
nature of the kingdom.
3. D envisions the coming of the Son of Man in
glory; it is therefore possible to say that he recognized
in St. Luke the presence of two kingdoms, the spiritual
kingdom that rules in submissive hearts and the kingdom of
glory at the eschaton.
4. Concerning the Son of Man, D sees Jesus as being the present Son of Man and makes alterations in Luke
17:22; 11:30; 9:27 to make his understanding clear.

CHAPTER V
IN DEFENSE OF THE GENTILES
Luke's interest in the whole of mankind as well
as in insignificant individuals stands as a generally
acknowledged contrast to the relative exclusiveness of
Matthew and Mark.1 This universalism of Luke is supported
and expanded by D.
Earlier, in dealing with the ministry of John the
Baptist (chapter two), it was pointed out that three
groups came to receive his baptism, the crowds (3:10),
publicans (v. 12), and soldiers (v. 14). In the normal
text of Luke the three groups requested ethical advice,
"What shall we do?" By the addition of "in order that we
might be saved," D changes their question on ethical behavior into a far more important question concerning salvation.
Beginning with the inquiry, "What shall we do in
order that we might be saved," D reveals a desire to place
the soldiers in a more favorable light, especially in
1Cf. Reicke, pp. 63-74; Geldenhuys, pp. 43-45;
Arndt, pp. 30-31; Plummer, pp. xxxiii-xxxvi; Gilmour, p.
7.
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connection with the crucifixion.2 It is generally conceded
that it is difficult to determine whether the soldiers requesting baptism were Jewish or Roman. However, on the
basis of xa hue% ("we also") in v. 14, it is concluded
by some that these soldiers were Jewish support-units for
the tax-collectors.3 Their inquiry of John is based upon
a desire to know if the baptism of repentance extended to
the tax-collectors was extended to them also.
However, there seems to be a tendency in D to regard all the military in Luke as Roman; the foundation upon
which commentators regard the soldiers in v. 14 as Jewish
is removed by D:
Luke 3:14
Codex B

Codex D

ennpwwv 6e aurov Hai.
cIpateuouevoL Xeyovtec
TL noLnowuev xaL nueLc

ennpurcnaav 8e
xaL
utpateuolievoL Aeyov-rec
IL noLnowilev
ova ow8wilev

"And the soldiers also
asked him saying, what
must we also do?

"And the soldiers also
saying, what
asked
must we do in order that
we might be saved?

eunpwwv] ennpoycncrav, C D it

om. auTov, D c
2Cf. Conzelmann, pp. 85-93. Epp concludes that D
in Acts treats the Roman officials with reserve and on the
basis of their ignorance frees them from blame in their
treatment of the apostles, pp. 147-54.
3Cf. Plummer, p. 92; Creed, p. 53; Godet, p. 114;
Geldenhuys, p. 139; Farrar, p. 88.
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om. xat, nueLc, D 7
+ Lva awawilev post noLnowev, D
There is no way to arrive at a definite conclusion
as to the nationality of these troops in the present context of D's text. However, this is not to say that a conclusion cannot be reached by investigating other variants
in connection with soldiers. If it can be shown that D
regards all military as Roman, the requests of the soldiers
for baptism becomes significant, the refusal of John's
baptism by the religious leaders becomes more striking,
and D's universalism is extended a step beyond that of
Luke.
The following variant helps to clarify D's thinking with regard to the soldiers, but what D says here is
implicit and not explicit:
Luke 22:4
Codex B

Codex D

aneXawv ouveXaAncrev
tots apv.speuaLv xat.
otpcanyoLg. . . .

"COLS aPV,CpCUOLV. . . .

"And when he had departed
he spoke with the chief
priests and captains.

"And when he had departed
he spoke with the chief
priests. . . ."

•

•

aneAbow ouveXcanacv

•

om. }tat, atpatnyoLc, D 31 it sysc
That the otpainyot ("captains") in v. 4 are the
captains of the temple guards is deduced from 22:52, ernev
. •
5e Inco0c npoc 'DOUG napayevoll6vous Leautov dpxLepetc xat,
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crupainyoug To0 tepo0 xa'. upecsOut&pouc . . . ("And Jesus

said to the chief priests, captains of the temple and elders who were approaching him . . ."). Most commentators
conclude that the captains in v. 52 are those that are mentioned in v. 4, and thus would be Jewish.4
Creed suggests that the omission in v. 4 resulted
from harmonization with Matthew and Mark.5 This is entirely possible, for we have already seen that harmonization
is one of D's favorite editorial tools. Easton's suggestion
that the omission was made because the copyist did not know
who the "captains" were is not too convincing since they
are eventually identified in v. 52. 6 Plummer makes an
interesting observation concerning the allied witnesses of
this omission: although D it sync omit ha cripainyots
("and captains"),abceff2 ilqsysc substitute xat,
yoalluaTsOoLv ("and scribes"). D d alone have a complete

omission with no substituting group.7
Because oTocanyot: ("captains") is used with no
qualifying phrase in v. 4, D may have omitted it, thinking
it would be confused with the Roman military command. In
v. 52, where the word "captains" is qualified by the phrase
4Cf. Arndt, p. 430; van Oosterzee, p. 331; Gilmour,
p. 372; Geldenhuys, p. 548; Godet, p. 459; Creed, p. 260;
Plummer, p. 491; Farrar, p. 323; Montefiore, p. 584;
Easton, p. 316.
5Creed,

p. 260.

6 Easton, p. 316.

7Plummer, p. 491
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"of the temple," D allows the word to stand, for there is
no danger of confusing them with the Roman military. Thus
D removes any possibility of connecting the Romans with the
betrayal of Jesus, which is the subject of Luke 22.
But more than this, D implies that "soldiers" in
Luke are Roman military, unless they are explicitly identified otherwise. Therefore, the omission of "we also" in
3:14 would seem to indicate that D interpreted the soldiers
who came to John the Baptist to be Roman.8
There is very little said by commentators on the
next omission, yet it is significant:
Luke 24:7
Codex B

Codex D

. . . Xeywv TOV ULOV IOU
avapconou OIL OEL
napa6oOnvat, eLg xeLpag
avapconcov allapTcoAcov xat.
otaupwanvat. xa. Tp
TOLTp nuepa avacrunvat.

. . . OIL Oct. TOV ULOV IOU
avapconou
napa5oanval, eLc xcLpac
avapoymov
Rat,
aTaupwanvat. Rat. Tp
TOLIp 114EOCiL avacnnvat,

. . saying concerning
the Son of Man
that he must be
betrayed into the
hands of sinful men
and be crucified and
raised the third day. 'I

". . . that it was necessary for the Son of Man
to be
betrayed into the
men
hands of
and be crucified and
raised the third day."

8Conzelmann observes that in Luke's sources the
soldiers that are involved with the crucifixion are Roman,
whereas in Luke soldiers are still present, but their
nationality is not certain (p. 88). Montefiore observes
that the mocking of Jesus at his trial before Herod (23:616) is transferred by Luke from the Roman soldiers (Matthew 27:27-31; Mark 15:16-20) to a Jewish chief and his
guards (pp. 619, 622).
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om. Xeywv, D c
om. auapiclawv, D it
Conzelmann takes allaproAlav ("sinners, sinful") as
a term applied to the Jews in Luke's normal text. He bases
his position upon the use of vouog ("law") and dvollog ("lawless") in the speeches of Stephen and Peter in Acts. He
sees venlog ("law") as referring to the moral law in Stephen's
speech (Acts 7:53) and dvolloc ("lawless," or those devoid
of the principles of the moral law) as applicable to the
Jews at the crucifixion of Jesus in Peter's speech (Acts
2:23) and not applicable to the Romans, which is the Jewish
use of the term. In Luke 24:7, Conzelmann sees apapTaAav
("sinful") as an interpretation of dvotaa ("lawlessness"),
which Luke applied here to the Jews and not to the Romans.9
D apparently sees the case differently. If he saw
almoTwAibv ("sinful") as applying to the Jews, as Conzelmann

suggests, he might have allowed the word to stand, for this
is a strong anti-Judaic reading. The position of Conzelmann places the emphasis in verse 7 upon the betrayal, for
it was into the hands of the Jews that Jesus was delivered,
with the resulting crucifixion stemming from their pressure
tactics (23:18-23) in the face of Pilate's declaration of
innocence (23:13-15). Therefore, Conzelmann sees Luke
9Conzelmann, p. 92.
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holding the Jewish people responsible for Jesus' death.1°
On the other hand, D seems to read v. 7 with the
emphasis on aTaupwafivaL ("to be crucified"). The actual
mechanics of the crucifixion were carried out by the Roman
soldiers, although the presence of the military is not
noted by Luke until 23:36; after the crucifixion had already taken place.11 D regards the men in v. 7 as Roman
soldiers. Jesus was handed over to them to be crucified.
The omission of "sinful" thus indicates that D does not
hold the Roman soldiers directly responsible for the
crucifixion.
It would seem that the omission of the prayer for
forgiveness in Luke 23:34 is closely tied to the omission
in 24:7. In the normal text of Luke this prayer is as
follows, b be 'Inao0gEA.cyc-vncitep, &peg aftotg of) yimp

oCaaoLv It noLoOoLv ("And Jesus said, Father forgive them,
for they do not know what they are doing"--Luke 23:34).
10Ibid., pp. 90-93.
11The involvement of the Roman soldiers in the
crucifixion is very clear in the other two synoptics, cf.
Matthew 27:27-31 and Mark 15:16-20. The earlier observation noted in Conzelmann stands here: Luke removes all
identification of where the military comes from; thus in
Luke's normal text these soldiers are not identified. D,
however, sees all the military as Roman; therefore, these
soldiers are Roman. Upon this premise D alters their
mockery of Jesus; we will deal with this alteration in
the next chapter.
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D, however, omits the prayer.12
Opinion is divided over for whom the prayer was
offered. Some commentators believe it was for the Roman
soldiers who were simply carrying out the order of their
superiors.13 Others feel the prayer was spoken for the
Jews.14 A third group believes it was for both the soldiers and the Jews.15 Opinion is also divided as to
whether this reading was part of the original text.16 The
majority of those who feel that the prayer was offered on
behalf of the Jews believe that it was omitted by copyists
because they thought it incredible that God should forgive
them.17
12The following are witnesses for the reading:j< *
CI? pl lat syP Marcion Origen. The following witnesses
omit the reading: P75 B D* W 8 pc sys copsa.
13Arndt, pp. 468-69; Creed, p. 286; Blass, Philology, pp. 93-94.
14George Bradford Caird, The Gospel of St. Luke
(Baltimore: Penguin Book, 1963), p. 251; Tinsley, p. 201;
Plummer, pp. 531-32; Godet, p. 492; Geldenhuys, pp. 608-09;
J. R. Harris, "New Points of View," Expositor, VIII, 7(1914),
324-34.
15Farrar, p. 348; Gilmour, p. 408; van Oosterzee,
p. 372; Williams, Alterations, pp. 8-9.
16Those who feel the reading was original include:
Caird, p. 251; Godet, p. 482; Plummer, p. 545; Arndt, pp.
468-69. Those who feel the saying is genuine, but was inserted into the original text include: Gilmour, p. 408;
Metzger, p. 180; Creed, p. 286.
17Caird, p. 251; Tinsley, p. 201; Creed, p. 286;
Arndt, pp. 468-69.
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However, we are primarily concerned with D's
rationale for the omission of this prayer. Geldenhuys's
suggestion relating to the normal text of Luke provides a
reasonable rationale for D's omission, especially in the
light of D's omission of

aliapTwACOv

("sinful") in 24:7:

That Jesus did not pray for the Roman soldiers
but for the guilty Jewish people follows from the
fact that such a prayer for the soldiers was unnecessary, for they only carried out orders and had
no share in His condemnation.18
In the thinking of D, if these men who were performing the mechanics of the crucifixion were not considered "sinful" by Jesus, the prayer uttered by our Lord for
their forgiveness would be meaningless; thus it was omitted.
From the next series of variants we infer that D
is reluctant to permit Gentiles to appear with Jews in the
eschatological judgment. We have already dealt with the
following verse in developing D's understanding of the Son
of Man; now, however, we must return to it in order to
investigate the sign of Jonah:
Luke 11:30
Codex B
xaawc yap eyeveto o
Lwvac TOLC vLveueLTaLc
0114ELOV
OUTWQ eaTaL
xaL o uLoc IOU avapwmou
to yeveciL iautp

18Geldenhuys, p. 614.

Codex D
maawc yap EYEVETO
Lwvac 07141,0V "CMG
vLveuraLc OUTWQ ecrraL
xaL, o uLoc IOU aVOPUMOU
zn yeveciL Tautp xat. Raawc
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LOMMQ ev Tp xoLALic too
WITOUC EYEVETO TPLQ
nuepac xat. TpeLc vuxTac
OUTWQ Rat. 0 ULOQ too
avapwrcou ev tp yp

"For just as Jonah was
a sign to the Ninevites
so the Son of Man also
shall be to this generation."

"For just as Jonah was
a sign to the Ninevites
so the Son of Man also
shall be to this generation and as Jonah was
in the belly of the whale
three days and three
nights, so the Son of Man
also shall be in the earth."

+ xaL xaawc Lwvac ev Tp X00.14 IOU XTITOUC eyeveTo TpLc
nuepac xaL TpeLc vux-rac OUTWQ Rat, o ULOC IOU avOlownou
ev Tp yp post TauTp, D a ff r (e i)

The addition is a harmonization with Matthew 12:
40. D perhaps understood "the sign of Jonah" in Luke's
normal text to be Jonah's message of coming judgment on
Nineveh19 (a conclusion arrived at from the immediate
19Compare this position on "the sign of Jonah" with
Tinsley, pp. 131-32; Gilmour, p. 211; and Mees, "Sinn and
Bedeutung," pp. 76-78. R. B. Y. Scott, "Sign of Jonah,"
Interpretation, XIX(1965), 24, sees the sign of Jonah as being his attitude, ". . . rigid, self-centered, self-righteous, individualistic, arrogant and unforgiving, given to
anger which he miscalls moral indignation, with no room for
pity in his heart." Cavendish Moxon, 'tb arpetov
Expository Times, XXII(1910/11), 566-67, believes "the sign
of Jonah" should read "the sign of John"; some copyist mistaking 'Iwvdv ("Jonah") for 'Iwdvav ("John"), thus John the
Baptist becomes the sign in fulfilling the prophecy of the
coming Elijah. R. Thibaut,"Le Signe de Jonas," Nouvelle
Revue Theologique, LX(1933), 532-36, presents an interesting view of the sign of Jonah. The sign is the manifestation of God's miraculous power that ends Jesus stay of three
days and three nights in the earth, just as the same miraculous power ended Jonah's stay in the belly of the fish. However, that miraculous event in the experience of Jesus, which
was to be the precursor of the glorious deliverance of all of
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context of this whole passage). Thus this harmonization
with Matthew becomes another variant that can be added to
a list of variants in which D avoids a direct reference to
Gentile involvement in the future eschatological judgment.
If D understood the judgment message of Jonah to be
analogous to the warnings of Jesus concerning a coming eschatological judgment, his harmonization with Matthew would
be an attempt to change Luke's tradition by identifying the
sign as Jonah's experience in the belly of the whale instead of Jonah's judgment message. This alteration would
then fit the pattern of four other alterations which follow:
Luke 11:31
Codex B

Codex D

DasuLALocra VOTOU eyepOncretat, CV ID xpLaet, ueta
TWV avopwv TflC yeveac
Taurnc xat, xataxpLvet,
autouc. . . .

13act,ALacta voiou eyepan°Etat.
ueta
TWV avapow
yeveac
TaUTTIC xat, xataxpLvet,
autouc. . . .

"The queen of the south
shall rise up in the
judgment with the men
of this generation and
will condemn them. . . .

"The queen of the south
shall rise up
with the men
of this generation and
will condemn them. . .

om. EV to xpLueL, P45 D ff2

Luke 11:32, in the normal text, contains a similar
statement about the men of Nineveh: "The men of Nineveh
will arise at the judgment with this generation and condemn
God's people, became a source of condemnation to the Jews
because of their unbelief.
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it; for they repented at the preaching of Jonah, and behold,
something greater than Jonah is here." However, the entire
verse is omitted by D; it is possibly due to homoeoteleuton
for both v. 31 and v. 32 end with 686 ("here"). Because D
alters the thought of judgment in connection with the city
of Nineveh in v. 30 to Jonah's experience of being in the
belly of the fish, it is a piece of consistent editorial
work to omit this statement in v. 32, where Nineveh is
pictured as standing in judgment, especially when only one
verse separates the two statements.
The third and fourth omissions of judgment are as
follows:
Luke 10:12
Codex B

Codex D

Xeyw
uut.v OIL co8ouoLg
EV TD 7146Pit EXELVD
avexToTepov coTat.
B ID
noAct, cxeLvp

avexToTEpov caTat eV 111
PocaLAet.(2L TOU u B Ell
noXet. exeLvp

I say to you that
it shall be more
tolerable for Sodom
in that day
than for that city."

"But I say to you that
it shall be more
tolerable for Sodom
in the kingdom of God
than for that city."

EV

Acyo 66 uueLv OIL 0050UOLg

ITSp fluepcit cxeLvp]eV Tp PiacLA.evic IOU UU,Dabe
Luke 10:14
Codex B

IIXflV -copy xaL aeLowvt.
avexToTepov coTaL eV
Tp xpLost, fl UTILV

Codex D
TtXflV Tupy xat. °Lowy!.
avexToTepov caTat,
fl 141.ELV
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"Moreover, it shall be
more tolerable for Tyre
and Sidon in the judgment than for you."

"Moreover, it shall be
more tolerable for Tyre
and Sidon
than for you."

om. ev zn xpLaeL, P45 D pc e 1
The third of this series of variants may very well
provide the key for understanding the thinking behind these
alterations. Luke 10:12f. is an appendage to Jesus' instructions given to the seventy disciples who were sent out
two by two. As a part of the instructions, Jesus told them
to proclaim that the kingdom of God was at hand (v. 10). If
a city refused to receive their message, they were to shake
off the dust of that city as a testimony against its citizens (v. 11). At this point Jesus concludes his instructions and begins a denunciation of the cities that had rejected his ministry (vv. 13ff.).
D's alteration in v. 12 from the words "in that day"
to "in the kingdom of God" seems to depend on and reflect
the announcement at the end of v. 11 that the disciples were
to make to the cities that rejected their ministry: "Therefore, know this, that the kingdom of God is at hand." By
altering "in that day" of v. 12 immediately following the
concluding remark about the kingdom in v. 11, D changes the
thought from future judgment to God's kingdom, which every
Jew expected to enter. However, D's alteration now indicates
that it will be more tolerable for Gentiles in this kingdom
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than for the Jewish cities that reject the summons of the
Gospel.
Likewise, the omission of "in the judgment" in v.
14 would be based on the same reasoning, for v. 14 is still
in the context of Jesus' denunciation of the Jewish cities
that did not respond to his ministry. The words, "in the
judgment" in v. 14, were omitted by D because the words "in
the kingdom of God" were naturally still understood from v.
12.
The repeated omission of the judgment seems to indicate that there may have been a reservation on the part of
D to have the Jewish people and the Gentiles stand together
in judgment. For Jesus did say that if the mighty works
that had been done in Chorazin and Bethsaida had been done
in Tyre and Sidon, these Gentile cities would have repented
in sackcloth and ashes (v. 13). But the mighty works of
Jesus were not performed in these Gentile cities. They did
not have the opportunities to repent that were offered to
the Jewish cities. Therefore, D may not have been able to
envision these two groups standing side by side under divine
judgment when the opportunities were unequal.
The apparent refusal of D to accept the concept of
Jews and Gentiles standing together under divine judgment
appears to lie at the foundation of his alteration of the
sign of Jonah, for it seems that D understood the sign of
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Jonah in v. 30 to be the judgment message he delivered to
the Ninevites. The next two verses again deal with the
Jews and Gentiles standing in judgment together. D harmonizes Luke's tradition with that of Matthew, making Jonah's
experience in the belly of the whale the "sign," and thus
a type of Jesus' burial and resurrection. This results in
a diversion of the minds of his readers away from the element of judgment. He then eliminated the words, "in the
judgment," in v. 31 and omitted completely the next verse
which deals with the Ninevites standing in judgment with
the men of Jesus' generation.
By this series of variants, D removes the Gentiles
from being involved in a divine judgment that places them
side by side with the Jewish nation, which has had superior
spiritual advantages.
From the preceding variants we are able to conclude
the following:
1. D indicates implicitly that he views all references to soldiers as being to Roman soldiers.
2. D goes beyond the normal Lucan tradition in
freeing the Roman soldiers from the guilt of the crucifixion.
3. D is reluctant to allow Jews and Gentiles to
stand together under divine judgment. Therefore, he eliminates this thought, wherever possible, from Luke's normal
text.

CHAPTER VI

ANTI-JUDAIC SENTIMENTS OF D
To this point we have noted two instances where
D has revealed an anti-Judaic bias. These instances might
be summarized by way of introduction to the present chapter:
1. The refusal of John's baptism by the religious
leaders has already been noted. D views John's call to repentance as a call to the salvation to be offered by the
coming Messiah, and he puts this thought into the mouths
of the crowd, the publicans, and the soldiers by adding
"that we might be saved" (3:10,12,14) to their question,
"what shall we do?" In the light of D's rendering, the
leaders' rejection of John's ministry now becomes more
serious, for their rejection of John indicates a rejection
of the salvation that will be extended through the one
whom John is preparing the people to receive.
2. D displays an apparent reluctance to allow the
Gentiles to stand in the judgment with the Jews. By omissions he removes the Gentiles from the context of any forthcoming judgment while allowing the Jews to be rebuked for
their lack of response to Jesus' teachings and deeds, and
174
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to stand under the threat of impending judgment.
Further evidence of D's anti-Judaic bias abounds.
It will not be necessary to look at every alteration, for
an investigation of the major changes should be sufficient
to view D's thinking.
The Role of Jerusalem
The city of Jerusalem plays an important role in
the tradition of the Gospel of Luke. A glance at a concordance indicates that references to Jerusalem in Luke
outnumber those in Matthew more than two to one and those
in Mark nearly three to one. Conzelmann sees Jerusalem
as forming a connecting-link between the story of Jesus and
the life of the Church. As far as Luke's gospel is concerned, Jerusalem is a ". . . necessary place of enmity-necessary, that is, from the point of view of redemptive
history."1 However, "the fact that it is necessary from
the point of view of saving history for the Passion to take
place precisely in Jerusalem does not exonerate the Jews."2
D intensifies the motif of Jerusalem as "a place of enmity":
Luke 5:17
Codex B
hat, 6YEVETO CV 414 TWV
fluepcov xat, autos fly
61,15acxwv Rat, noav HaanUEVOL OL qoapcLuaLot, xaL

1Conzelmann, p. 133.

Codex D
xaL eyeveto CV 11La TWV
nuepcov avrou 61.5acrxoNnoc
ouveAbeLv
TOUQ cloapLoaLous xat,

2Ibid.
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vollo8L8aaxaAoL 01
naav eAnAu0oTec ex
=MC tins mbunc tins
yotAelAaLac xat, Lou8aLac
Rat. LepouaaAn4 Rat,
ouvatit.c xu nv et,c TO
Laa0at. auTov

vollo8L8aaxaXouc
naav 86 auveAnAueoTec ex
mans
xwunc tins
yaALXaLac xaL Lou8aLag

"And it came to pass
during one of those days
that he was teaching and
the Pharisees and teachers
of the law were sitting
who
had come out of all the '
villages of Galilee and
Judea and Jerusalem
and the power of the Lord
was present for him to
heal with."

"And it came to pass
during one of those days
while he was teaching that
the Pharisees and teachers
of the law came together,
and [the sick] were coming
together out of every village
of Galilee and Judea

01,

TOU

Laaaat, auTouc

in order that he might
heal them."

xa L auToc nv 8L6otaxwv xat, naav xaanuevoL 01 cpapeLaaLoL
Rai, 01 vouo5L8aaxaXot,] auTou 6L8aaxovTog auv0,66Lv TOUC
cpapLaaLouc xat, vouo8L6otaxaXoug,ADace1 13 660 983
01 naav 6XnXuaoTec] naav 66 auv6XnXu8oTec, D (e) sys
om. -mg 1 , D
om. xat, Lepouacanu, D
xa L 6uvauLg WU nv 6Lc TO Laa8a0 TOU Laa6a1, D
auTov] auTouc, C.R D 8 pl lat s yPh copbo Tatian
There are a number of things that must be noted in
this verse. According to the normal tradition it is the
Pharisees and the teachers of the law who have come out of
every village of Galilee and Judea and Jerusalem. As a result of D's alterations, the presence of these men is. noted
in passing, but it is the sick that have come to Jesus.
Metzger notes that the difficulty of the text caused some
copyist to omit of ("who") altogether
to replace it with

(1c*

33) "and others

(D itd 'e syr s ), so that it is the
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sick who have come from all parts to be healed."3
Metzger also notes that a failure to see that
atc5v ("he") is the subject, not the object of TO Cda8aL
("to heal") ". . . led copyists to replace it with a plural
••4
form, as arac (A C D al). . . ."
In D, it is necessary
to understand the at& of the normal text as subject of
the infinitive of purpose for clarity. D's negative appraisal of the religious leaders (see Chapter Six) led D
to see jaav ("they were") as referring to the afflicted in
Galilee and Judea who were coming to be healed.
It is necessary to stress two points that result
from D's alterations: (1) It is those other than the Pharisees and teachers of the law that have come to Jesus,
mainly for purposes of healing; and (2) they have come
from everywhere but Jerusalem. The absence of people from
this city when all of Galilee and Judea are represented by
those seeking help indicates an attitude of rejection on
the part of the inhabitants of Jerusalem; as Conzelmann has
pointed out earlier, Jerusalem is a "necessary place of
enmity." Furthermore, in the two instances where Luke
lists the areas responding to Jesus and where Jerusalem is
included (5:17; 6:17), D omits that city. The fact is, D
in no way sees the capital city responding to Jesus' ministry.
3Metzger, p. 138.

4Ibid.
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This is illustrated again by the next variant:
Luke 6:17,18
Codex B
17. Rat. xaTaflac uez
auTwv earn cm. Tonou
neaLvou xat, oxAoc
noAug liaanTwv auTou
Rat. nArOoc noAu TOU
Aaou ano naanc TrIc
Lou5aLac xat. LepoucaArtu
Hat. ins napaALou Tupou
xat. ocLowvoc
18. ot. flAaov axoucrat,
auTou xat. LaanvaL ano
VOOWV auTwv. . . .

"17. And when he had
gone down with them he
stood upon a level place
and a large crowd of his
disciples and a great
multitude of people
from all of Judea and
Jerusalem and the
region around Tyre
and Sidon
"18. Who came to hear
him and to be healed
from their diseases

Codex D
17. xat. HaTaDac usT
auTwv ecTn enet, Tonou
ne8eLvou xaL oxAoc
uaanTwv auTou
xat, nAnaoc noAu TOU
Aaou ano nacmc
LouoaLac
xat. aA.A.cov
noXewv
18.

EATIA.uoTwv axousuat.

CCUTOUltaLLaanvaL ano

TWV VOOWV auTwv. . . .
"17. And when he had
gone down with them he
stood upon a level place
and a
crowd of his
disciples and a great
multitude of people
from all of Judea and
other cities
"18. Having come to hear
him and to be healed
from their diseases

v. 17 om. noAuc,IT D it
LepoucaAnu Rat, -mg napaALou Tupou Rat. ocaiwvoc]
aAAwv noXewv, D (e c)
v. 18 ot. rtAaov] eArtAu0oTwv, D
The areas from which these people came are expanded
in the parallel passages of Matthew and Mark. Matthew includes Galilee, Decapolis, and the other side of the Jordan
(4:25), along with Jerusalem and Judea. Mark also includes
Galilee and the other side of the Jordan, but adds Idumaea
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and Tyre and Sidon along with Jerusalem and Judea (3:7,8).
Creed observes that "all of Judaea" in Luke probably means Galilee, Judea, Idumaea and the country across
the Jordan.5

In the normal text of Luke this is a possi-

bility. In D, however, it appears that the phrase "and
other cities" covers everything outside the province of
Judea. That D did not consider Judea as an all-inclusive
term is evidenced by the following variant:
Luke 23:5
Codex B

Codex D

ot, 66 enLoxuov X6yov-reg
TOV Aaov
61,6aaxwv haa oAng -Eng
Lou6aLag xat. apEau6vog
ano Trig yaXeLAaLag
6wg w66

01, 66 6vL6xuov X6yov-reg
avao6LeL TOV Aaov

"And they pressed the
issue saying, he stirs
up the people teaching
throughout all Judea,
even beginning from
Galilee till here."

"And they pressed the
issue saying, he stirs
up the people teaching
throughout the whole land,
beginning from
Galilee till here."

OIL avaaeLet,

om. OIL,

61.6aamov xaa oAng Trig
yng
apEallevog
ano "MC yaXLXaLag
ECOC (1)66

D lat. syc

Lou6aLag] yng, D
om. hat., P7517 D 8 pl vgcl

By substituting "land" for "Judea," D indicates
that Judea did not include Galilee as far as he was concerned. The thing that is significant for our interests,
however, is that D omits Jerusalem in the two previous
5Creed, p. 89.
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texts (5:17, 6:17), and thus portrays this city as unresponsive to Jesus' ministry. D's portrayal of this city
fits Jesus' lament, "Jerusalem, Jerusalem, . . . how often
have I wished to gather your children, as a hen gathers
its brood under its wings, and you were not willing" (Luke
13:34).
D's Use of novnpcig ("evil")
D's use of novnp6g ("evil") as an anti-Judaic device in Luke/Acts has already been noted by Epp.6 One
problem he raises in respect to Luke is that of harmonization with Matthew and Mark, a problem that is not faced in
the text of Acts. We will look at the variants presented
by Luke:
Luke 5:21,22
Codex B

Codex D

21. xaL npEavio 61.0aoyLCeo6at, Qt. ypalluaTeLg
hat. OL cpapeLcaLoL

21. Rat, npEavio 6LaAoyt,Cec6aL OL ypautlateLg
hat, OL (papLaaLot, EV
TaLg xap6LaLg autwv

Aeyov-reg TLQ EGILV OUTOQ
og AcaeL Oactocconlimg TLC
ouvaiaL auapiLag aveLvaL
et. un uovog o 6g
22. enLyvoog 6e o LQ
tour 6LaXoyLcuoug au-my
anoxpL6eLg eLnev npog
auToug IL 6Lcaoyt.CecOe
eV TaLg xap8LaLg utwav

XEYOVT6C TL

6Epp, pp. 42-45, 49.

OUTOQ

AaAet. P.accimuLag ILQ
oUVaIaL allapiLag cupeLvat,
et, lin ELQ Og
22. enLyvoug 6e o Lng
TOUC 6LcaoyLcuoug autwv
AeyeL
autoLg IL 6LaXoyLEecaat,
ev tags xap6Lag uuwv
novnpa
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"21.And the Scribes and
Pharisees began to reason
saying,
who is this who speaks
blasphemies? Who is able
to forgive sin except
God alone?
"22.And Jesus knowing
their reasoning, answered
and said
to them,
Why do you reason
in your hearts?"

"21.And the Scribes and
Pharisees began to reason
in their hearts saying,
why does this man speak
blasphemies? Who is able
to forgive sin except
one, God?
"22.And Jesus knowing
their reasoning,
said also to them,
Why do you reason evil
in your hearts?"

v. 21 + ev TaLg xapaLaLg auTwv post cpapouaLoL, D it
TLg CUTLV ouTog og] TL OUTOC, D
uovog] ELQ, C D
v. 22 anoxpLaeLg eLnev npog auToug] Aeyet. auToLg, D
+ novnpa post uuwv, D (c e 1 r 828c sypal)
All of the variants in v. 21 and the first variant
in v. 22 are harmonizations with Mark 2:6,7. The last
variant, which is the one we are interested in, is a harmonization with Matthew 9:4.
We will now look at D's use of novnpCa ("malice"),
which again is a harmonization:
Luke 20:23
Codex B

Codex D

xaTavonciag be auTwv Tnv
navoupyLav cLnev npog
auToug

enLyvoug be autwv Tnv
novnpLav eLnev npog
auToug TL ue neLpaCeTe

"And when he perceived
their craftiness, he
said to them

"And when he knew thoroughly
their malice,
he
said to them, why do you
tempt me?

RaTavoncrag] enLyvoug, D e copsa Tatian
navoupyLav] novnpLav, C* D pc it sysc
TL ue neLpaCeTe post auToug,T, D lat syc
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The first variant, enLyvo6c ("when he knew thoroughly"), possibly may have resulted from the influence of
Luke 5:22, where D inserted novnpoc ("evil") into Luke's
text. The word is used in both places to indicate that
Jesus knew exactly the working of his opponents' minds.?
The second variant in the present passage is a harmonization with Mark, against Matthew who has bnoxpLtat ("hypocrites") as the concluding word. If D were harmonizing
his text with Matthew it would seem logical that he would
have retained this word because of its anti-Judaic force.
Concerning the problem with harmonization of the
Gospels, Epp says:
Whether these additional occurrences of novnpOs in
D are sufficient to indicate a preoccupation with this
term by the D-text is not clear because of the evidence
of harmonization. On the other hand, it is quite possible that the term was found or remembered in the
parallels and used consciously according to a predilection for it.8
Let us now consider the evidence. Of the five
variants in 5:21,22, four are harmonizations with Mark.
The only harmonization with Matthew is novnpOg ("evil"),
which D prefers to Mark's Ta0Ta ("these things"--Mark
2:8). Of the three variants in 20:23, one is the possible
result of the influence of an earlier pericope (5:22)
7Cf. Arndt and Gingrich, "tnLyLvthaxw . . . 1. with
the preposition making its influence felt . . ." (pp. 29091).
8Epp, p. 45.
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where D inserted movnOc ("evil") into the normal text,
thus bringing the two passages into harmony concerning
Jesus' knowledge of his opponents' thinking.

HovnpCa

("malice") is a definite harmonization with Matthew, and
again a preference for Matthew's term over Mark's
onoxpCaLv ("hypocrisy"--Mark 12:15). The third harmoniza-

tion is again with Mark, "Why do you tempt me?", instead
of Matthew's account, "Why do you tempt me, hypocrites?"
Of the eight variants in these two passages five
are harmonizations with Mark, two are with Matthew, where
D chooses Matthew's terms novnpoc ("evil") and movnpCa
("malice") over Mark's terms, and one variant is possibly
taken from Luke's own earlier use of the term in 5:22.
To emphasize further that D seems to have a "preoccupation" with novnpdg ("evil"), Epp points out that
Peter's question to Ananias in Acts 5:4D is patterned
after Luke 5:22D, "It &r

ea0U tV -0 xapotqc aou noLficral,
%
%
TEOVTIPOV TO5TO; (B om. noLtiaaL and reads TO TEOCOnla for

movnpov). . n9

The final use of novnpog ("evil") is found in
23:41 where the penitent thief declares Jesus' innocence:
Luke 23:41
Codex B
Hat, nueLc uev ootawc

9lbid., p. 44.

Codex D
xa.t, nueLc uev botaLcoc
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aELa yap wv enpaEauev
anoAaliaavouev OUTOC
6e ou6ev aionov enpaEev

aELa yap wv enpaEauev
anoAauaavouev ouroc
6e ou6ev novnpov enpaEev

"And we justly. For we
are receiving that which
is worthy for what we
have done, but this man
has done nothing amiss."

"And we justly. For we
are receiving that which
is worthy for what we
have done, but this man
has done nothing evil."

aTonov] novnpov, D lat.

Van Oosterzee says that Luke's use of the term
ectonov ("amiss") is a mild expression denoting the inno-

cence of Jesus.10 The alteration made by D sets Jesus'
innocence in stronger contrast with the Jews, whom D repeatedly labels as evil.11 The anti-Judaic sentiment of
D is perhaps stronger here, in these series of variants,
than in any other place.
Other Anti-Judaic Statements
Although the anti-Judaic sentiment of D is not as
strong in the next variant, its presence is equally as
clear as in the preceding variants:
Luke 5:37-39
Codex B

Codex D

lOvan Oosterzee, p. 376.
llcf. E-pp,s study of Luke 23:41 in the light of
Acts 3:17, where D accuses the rulers of doing evil by
crucifying Jesus: "As far as the D-text is concerned, the
Jews had done an evil thing to Jesus, who himself, in fact
had done nothing evil" (p. 44).
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37. Rat, ou6eLg 13aXXeL
OLVOV VEOV CLC aououg
naXaLoug et, 8e unye
pnEet, o oLvog o veog
-mug actxoug
xaL auTog exxuancreTat,
xat, ot, auxot, anoXouvTat,
38. aAX °Lvov veov et,g
aoxoug xaLvoug DAnTeov

37. xaL ou8eLg OaXXet.
OLVOV VEOV CLC aoxouc
naXaLoug et, 8e unye
pnEet, o oLvog o veog
Toug aomoug TOUC naXaLoug
xaL auTog exxuancreTaL
xaL 01, aaxot, anoXouvTat,
38. aXXa ()Lvov veov et,g
aoxoug xaLvoug OaXXouaLv
}tat, aucpoTepot, Tnpouviat,

39. OU6ELQ IlLosv maXaLov
OeXeL VEOV Xeyet, yap
o naXaLog XOTIOTOC EOTLV
"37. And no one places
new wine into old wineskins lest the new
wine will burst the
skins and will be
poured out and the wineskins destroyed.
"38. But new wine must
be placed into new wineskins.

"37. And no one places
new wine into old wineskins lest the new
wine will burst the
old skins and will be
poured out and the wineskins destroyed.
"38. But new wine
is placed into new wineskins and both are preserved."

"39. No one drinking
old wine wishes new,
for he says, the old
is good."
v. 37 + -mug naXaLoug post aououg, D cop sa,bo
v. 38 OXTITeov] DaXXoucrt,v,X * D syP copsa,bo Marcion
+ xat, aucipeTepot, TnpouvTat, post f3AnTeov,Daer
v. 39 om. vs., D it Marcion Irenaeus Eusebius
The motif of the wine is found in both Matthew and
Mark, as well as in Luke, and all three gospels have practically the same wording. It is generally agreed that the
old wine is a symbol of Judaism and the new is a symbol of
Christianity. 12 However, neither Matthew nor Mark has
12Cf. Gilmour, p. 110; Arndt, p. 172; van Oosterzee,
pp. 89-90; Plummer, pp. 163-64; Creed, p. 83; Geldenhuys,
pp. 196-97. Cf. Alistair Kee, "The Old Coat and the New
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Luke's preference for the old wine (v. 39). Marcion's influence is recognized by some as a possible reason for the
omission of this verse, for he would not wish to say that
the old Jewish economy is better than the Christian Church.13
Whether D made the omission under the influence of
Marcion's text or not, the fact remains that D's omission
is in keeping with his overall anti-Judaic sentiment, for
this verse virtually admits the contentment of the Jewish
people with their form of worship and Christianity's lack
of appeal for them. It is for this very reason that some
commentators believe that v. 39 is ". . . an interpolated
apology for the relative failure of Christian missions
among Jews."14 However, if it is an interpolation it is
early, because of the number of early witnesses that have
this reading.
In chapter 11, Luke presents his parallel to Jesus'
scathing denunciation of the religious leaders that Matthew
presents in chapter 23. Several changes are made in this
discourse as presented by D. It is not necessary to
Wine," Novum Testamentum, XII(1970), 13-21, who believes
that the original intent of the parable was not to introduce tension between the old and the new, but rather to indicate that the old is still worth patching. The significance of the double parable deals with the danger of loss,
not with incompatibility.
13Cf. Arndt, p. 172; Creed, p. 83; Metzger, pp.
138-39.
14Gilmour, p. 110. Cf. Plummer, pp. 164-65 and
Farrar, p. 125.
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investigate them all; we will look briefly at only a few.
The context of Luke's account is a morning meal at the
home of a Pharisee. Upon entering, Jesus sat at the meal
without washing:
Luke 11:38,39
Codex B
38. o

66 cpapeLuaLog L6wv
eaauuclo6v
OIL

OU 11pWTOV

60antLcran npo TOU apLaTou
39.
6Lnev 66 o Rg npog
autov vuv 04ELQ OL
cpapeLoaLoL. . . .

"38. And the Pharisee,
when he saw it,
marveled because
he did not wash first
before taking of the
meal.
"39. And Jesus said to
him, Now you Pharisees,

v. 38
v. 39

Codex D
38. o

66 cpapLuaLog npEato
6LaxpeLvouevog ev eauw
XeyeLv 6La IL ou npuyrov
60antLoan npo TOU apLaTou
39.
eLnev 66 o }Lc npog
autov vuv uu6Lg OL
cpapLcaLot unoxpLTaL. .

"38. And the Pharisee,
taking issue within himself began to say, why
does he not wash first
before taking of the
meal?
"39. And Jesus said to
him, Now you Pharisees,
hypocrites. . . ."

L6cov 6acLullacev OIL] npEato 6LaxpeLvou6vog CV
A6y6Lv 6La IL, D 251 lat Tatian
+ unoxpLiaL post cpapeLcaLoL, D b

In v. 38, D uses a more expressive word,
("taking issue, dispute"), than

aauudCw

move

6Laxpt:vollaL

("to marvel") of

the normal text, thus intensifying the Pharisee's reaction to Jesus' behavior. On the other hand, D intensifies Jesus' castigation of the Pharisee by calling him
a hypocrite, which is a harmonization with Matthew 23.
By the following variant in v. 42, D wishes to
free Jesus, in his teaching and deeds, from Old Testament
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teachings that might be regarded as Jewish customs or restrictions; this motive for introducing variants will
again be seen in connection with the Sabbath:
Luke 11:42
Codex B

Codex D

aAAa ouaL UULV TOLC
cpao6LoaLoLc OIL ano6exaTOUTE TO 115UOGUOV hat.
TO nnyavov hat, nav
Aaxavov xal, napepx6o6c
inv xpLoLv xaL Tnv
ayannv
TauTa
66 666L noLnuaL xaxeLva
un napeLvat,

aAAa ouaL UUELV TOLC
cpapLaaLoLg OTL ano66xa"MUTE TO n5U00110V hat.
TO nnyavov Rat. nav
Aaxavov Hat, napepxeoaat,
-my xpLoLv Rat, Tnv
ayannv TOU T;

"But woe to you Pharisees,
because you tithe mint
and rue and every herb,
and you pass by judgment
and love,
but these things one must
do and the others must
not be neglected."

"But woe to you Pharisees,
because you tithe mint
and rue and every herb,
and you pass by judgment
and the love of God."

+ TOU 5U, [rell; B]
om. TauTa 66 65EL noLncaL xax6Lva un naoeLvaL, D Marcion
The addition of Tob 6605 ("of God") is witnessed
by an overwhelming majority of manuscripts, and appears to
be omitted by B alone; hence, it is not significant in our
study. The omission of the last clause in D, however, is
of significance. Montefiore believes D is justified in
the omission of this clause. The principle of these words
("These things one must do, and the others must not be
neglected") is opposed to Jesus' behavior as a guest at
the Pharisee's morning meal, i.e. his refusal to wash
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before eating is a minor matter and washing his hands would
have accommodated the conscience of the Pharisee in v. 40.15
Metzger feels these words were unacceptable to Marcion, who
omitted them from his text, and this influenced the omission
in D.16
However, it must be noted that D includes many
things that Marcion omitted. It is possible that D used
a text that was free from Marcion's influence as the basis
of his manuscript. This would not disallow the further
possibility, however, that D had in his possession or was
acquainted with Marcion's text, or, perhaps, a text that
reflected Marcionite readings, and chose from it readings
that appealed to his biases. Certainly the omission of
this clause is anti-Judaic in nature, for it eliminates
from Jesus' teaching instruction that would tend to support
what would be thought of as Jewish custom and tradition.
We will now look at one more variant from this
discourse:
Luke 11:44
Codex B
ouat. uut,v
60T6 coc
Ta uvnueLa Ta a8nAcIL xaL
01. avapomot, ot,
naiouvrec enavw oux
ot,8aaLv
OIL

15Montefiore, p. 482.

Codex D
°vat, uusLy yomillocceLc Rat.
cpapt,caLot, OIL EOTC
aanAcc xaL
uvnuct,a
avapconot. enavw neinoux
natouvtec
oL6actLy

16Metzger, p. 159.
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"Woe to you
because you
are as hidden graves;
the men who walk on them
do not know it."

"Woe to you Scribes and
Pharisees because you
are
hidden graves;
the men
walking on them
do not know it."

+ ypalluaTeLc Rat. cpapLoaLoL post vueLvi D
WS -ca uvnueLa Ta] uvnlieLa,Daceff 2 sysc

pl it)

In the text of B, Luke draws an analogy between
the Pharisee and a hidden grave, with which personal contact would bring defilement. D removes the analogy and
makes the Pharisee the hidden grave in actuality.
There is a close affinity between Luke's parable
of the pounds and Matthew's parable of the talents. Luke's
parable presents the man of noble birth absenting himself
from his servants in order to receive a kingdom. Citizens
of the kingdom he was about to receive send a delegation
protesting his proposed rulership. Upon his return, the
new king takes account of the service of his servants and
then punishes those citizens who did not wish his rule.
The parable, as it appears in Luke, differs from
Matthew in each of the above particulars except for the
settlement of accounts with the servants. In Matthew's
account the useless servant is punished in two ways: (1)
what he has is taken from him and given to another, and
(2) he is consigned to outer darkness. In Luke's account,
the unfaithful servant loses what he has, but receives no
further punishment. It is the citizens who did not want
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the king's rule who are consigned to destruction.
D is not content to leave matters there. It may
be possible that he saw in the faithful and the unfaithful
servants representation of the two dispensations. Those
who diligently increased what was entrusted to them by
their master are possibly representative of the Christian
Church. The man who hid what was entrusted to him by his
master is possibly seen as representing Jewish exclusiveness. Let us now notice the alterations made by D:
Luke 19:24,25,27
Codex B

Codex D

24. xat, ToLg napecTwot, eLney
apaTe an auTou TT1V uvav
Tv Tag 5Exa
hat, 6oTe
uvag EXOVIL
25. hat, ELnav auTv EXEL
5exa uvag
Toug
27. nAnv
ExOpoug uou TOUTOUQ
-mug 1.01 OeXTIGOLViag ue
flaoLAEuoaL en auToug
ayayeTe woe xaL haTaccpaEaTe auToug Eunpoo5cv
uou

24. eLnev 5e ToLg napecTwct,
apaTe an auTou
hat, anevevhaTe Ty Tag 5exa
uvag 6)(0V -rt.

"24. And he said to those
standing by, Take the
pound from him and give
it to the one who has the
ten pounds.
"25. And they said to him,
He has ten pounds.
"27. However, these enemies
of mine who did not wish
me to rule over them,

"24. And he said to those
standing by, Take
from him and carry
it to the one who has the
ten pounds.

25.
27.

11A11V EXELVOQ too

exapoug uou
TOUQ un 50,ovTag
OaoLAEuct,v En auToug
ayayaTE woe xaL haTaocpaEaTe
evnpocr5ev
uou hat, TOV axpeLov 5ou2Lov
exf3aXeTe 61,c TO GROTOC TO
eEcoTepov EXEL eoTat, o
xxaueuoc hat, o Dpuruog
TWV 050VTWV

"27. However, those enemies
of mine who do not wish
me to rule over them,
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bring them here and
slaughter them before me."

bring
here and
slaughter them before me.
And cast the useless servant into outer darkness,
there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth."

v. 24 om. TT1V uvav, D it
(5016] anevevxate, D

v. 25 om., D W 047 69 565 1230 1253 1675 it sysc
v. 27 TouTouc] exeLvoug,r2 D lat syc
+ xat, TOV aXIDELOV aouXov 61.0aA616 et,c TO axotog TO
EEWTEPOV EXEL ecriat, o Otau8uog xat, o Opuyuoc TWV
060VTWV post uou, D
If D sees the faithful servant with ten pounds as
representative of the church and the useless servant as
the Jewish economy, the alterations made by D would be
understandable. In D, when the useless servant is stripped
of what he possesses and it is given to the productive servant, the protest raised by those standing by is eliminated. Thus D possibly may see the transferral of the
things which are profitable (covenant promises, etc.) from
Judaism to Christianity, i.e. those things which Christianity retained of Judaism and incorporated into its
system.
The addition in v. 27 is a harmonization with Matthew 25:30. As we have noted, in Luke's normal text the
useless servant loses what was committed to him but is not
punished further. In D's alteration, the useless servant
is consigned to outer darkness, thus not only losing what
has been committed to him but receiving a punishment more
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severe than the rebellious citizens.17
The Sabbath Controversies
It is in connection with the Sabbath that D finds
one of the most fruitful subjects for the expression of
his anti-Judaic sentiments; therefore, we shall be more
concerned with details here than in the earlier sections
of this chapter.
Of the three synoptics, Luke has the most detailed
report of the activities of Jesus and his followers on the
Sabbath. For the convenience of this study we shall deal
with the block of Sabbath material in two sections: (1)
the Sabbath controversies, and (2) miscellaneous material
on the Sabbath.
The first block of Sabbath material has to do with
the portrayal in the gospels of the behavior of Jesus and
his disciples during the hours of the Sabbath, behavior
which is of such a nature that it brings them the scorn
and severe castigation of the religious leaders. The
basic issue of these controversies is this: Is it lawful
to relieve human suffering on the Sabbath, when to do so
17Cf. Montefiore who thinks that Luke 19:27 and
Matthew 25:30 stand outside of and have been added to the
parable, and that the additions have reference to the destruction of Jerusalem (p. 566); and Easton, who believes
that the scene lies in the context of the eschatological
future and does not refer to the destruction of Jerusalem
(p. 282).
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would carry a person beyond the limits of proper Sabbath
observance prescribed by the tradition of the elders?
Luke records four miracles performed on the Sabbath (4:31-37; 6:6-11; 13:10-17; 14:1-6). The first miracle that is recorded is without a confrontation between
Jesus and the religious leaders; Luke holds it in common
with Mark. The next three lead to a confrontation. Of
these three Matthew and Mark record only one, the healing
of the man with the withered hand.
All three synoptics give an account of the disciples eating grain while passing through the grain field on
the Sabbath, which leads to the first of four confrontations in Luke (6:1-5; 6:6-11; 13:10-17; 14:1-6). A list
of these incidents in their chronological order as the
synoptics present them follows:
Pericope

Luke

Mark

Matthew

Unclean Spirit
Grain Field
Withered Hand
Crippled Woman
Man with Dropsy

4:31-37
6:1-5
6:6-11
13:10-17
14:1-6

1:21-28
2:23-28
3:1-6

12:1-8
12:9-14

Both Luke and Matthew follow the Markan order in
presenting the material they have in common with Mark.
However, there are some differences as to when each evangelist works this material into the framework of his gospel.
The pericope of the unclean spirit (Luke 4:31-37;
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Mark 1:21-28) is placed in a different context by Luke
than by Mark. According toMark, Jesus appears in Galilee
preaching the gospel after John the Baptist's imprisonment. Passing along by the Sea of Galilee, Jesus calls
his first disciples, Peter, Andrew, James, and John. Arriving in Capernaum, Jesus and his newly-called disciples
enter the synagogue. Here, as Jesus begins to teach, he
is interrupted 66015g ("immediately") by a man possessed
by an unclean spirit. Jesus orders the spirit to come out
of the man. The command is obeyed after a display of demonic fury.
In Luke's tradition we note the following:
1. Jesus goes directly to Galilee after the temptations in the wilderness, while in Mark it appears that
Jesus, after the temptations, may have stayed in Judea
until John's imprisonment.
2. The first detailed account of Jesus' ministry
is his rejection in Nazareth, while in Mark it is the call
of his disciples. (Matthbw follows Mark's order.)
3. Jesus is alone; the call is not extended to his
disciples until sometime later (Luke 5:1-11).
4. After his rejection at Nazareth, Jesus goes to
Capernaum, where he encounters the man with the unclean
spirit in the synagogue on the Sabbath.
From the pericope itself and the context into which
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it is placed we can derive the following concerning the
traditions of Luke and Mark:
1. In Mark the amazement of the people in the
synagogue appears to be equally as great over the fact
that Jesus performed this deed on the Sabbath as over the
exorcism itself:
Mark 1:27

Luke 4:36

. . . IL COILV TOUTO
BLbaXfl HaLvn Rat
cEoumay xo tot
nveullam ToLc axa&lpioLc ent.Taccel,

. . . TLC o A0y0C OUTOC OIL
EV 6ECU6Lit. Rat. 45ova4EL cut.TaaueL TOLC axaaaproLc
nveullacrLy um, eEepxoviaL

. . what is this?
New teaching with
authority! He even
commands the unclean
spirits and they
obey him."

. . what word is this?
For with authority and
power he commands the
unclean spirits and they
come out."

In Mark, it is possible that 61,6axn xaLvn hai'eEoucqav
("new teaching with authority") has reference to the work
of healing performed on the Sabbath, which would be a "new
teaching" on what is lawful in Sabbath observance, and
this would in turn be contrary to the popular teaching of
rabbis at that time. What amazed the synagogue congregation was the fact that Jesus' behavior (healing on the
Sabbath in opposition to the popular teaching of his day)
was supported by the approval of God, evidenced by the
vanquishing of a demon. Thus, in this sense this exorcism
on the Sabbath may be considered as "new teaching with
power."
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That healing on the Sabbath was considered unlawful can be seen from the reaction of the ruler of the
synagogue to the healing of the woman who was crippled in
Luke 13:14:
And the ruler of the synagogue, answering with indignation because Jesus healed on the Sabbath, said
to the crowd, "There are six days in which one ought
to work; in them therefore come for healing and not
on the Sabbath day."
2. In both the tradition of Mark and Luke Jesus
performed the exorcism unchallenged. This may be accounted
for if this was the first miracle performed on the Sabbath.
The work of healing itself and the fact that the unclean
spirit was subject to the authority of one who brashly
brushed aside tradition evidently left the leaders of the
synagogue without words. However, this was not to be the
case again.
3. Luke in no way hints at the doctrinal or traditional overtones of this miracle, as Mark does.
4. In Mark's tradition, the newly-called disciples
were witnesses to this miracle, whereas in Luke's tradition Jesus was alone. This is, perhaps, the most significant point for our purposes. For in Mark's tradition, the
disciples now have Jesus' precedent, the "new teaching,"
for their future behavior on the Sabbath, whereas in Luke's
tradition they presumably do not.
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We might say that the above pericope of the unclean
spirit, i.e. the precedent set by Jesus, forms a foundation
for the first encounter in Mark's tradition between Jesus
and his disciples on the one hand and the religious authorities on the other. For the first Sabbath encounter over
what is lawful and what is not lawful on the Sabbath is
occasioned by the disciples' behavior in the grainfield.
In Luke's tradition this foundation is missing, but regardless of this fact, D makes some interesting harmonistic
changes, as we shall see below.
The pericope of the grain field is found in all
three synoptics; however, we will be concerned only with
a comparison between Mark and Luke as we trace the development of Luke's tradition. Matthew will enter the discussion only as he adds something of significance or holds
something in common with Luke against Mark.
After recording the fact that Jesus and the disciples were passing through a grain field on the Sabbath, we
read:
Mark 2:23,24
23. . . . xcu, oi, imantat,
auTou npEavto odionoLeLv
ILUOVIEC -mug otaxuac
24. xcu, ol,

Luke 6:1,2
1. . . . xaL ETLAX0V OL
AaOnTal, auTou xaL 110LOV
TOUC GICILXUaC LPWX0VT6C TaLc
X6Pcnv

QapeLaaLot,
eXeyov auTy L6E TL noL000Lv
IOLC capDaaLv o oux EEECTLV

2. TLveg Oe TWV cpapeLcaLcov
eLnov IL noLeLte o OWL
cEcutt,v TOLC caDDaci,v

"23. . . . and his disciples
began, along the way, to

"1. . . . and his disciples
picked and ate the kernels,
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pick the kernels.
"24. And the Pharisees
said to him, behold, why
do they do on the Sabbath
what is not lawful?"

threshing them in their
hands.
"2. And certain ones of the
Pharisees said, why do you
do what is not lawful on the
Sabbath?"

Two things are to be noted. First, Luke adds the
detailed information that the disciples threshed the
kernels of grain by rubbing them in their hands. This
harvesting and threshing constituted unlawful work according to the Pharisees.18
Second, we must notice that when lodging their
accusations of Sabbathbreaking the Pharisees addressed
themselves to Jesus in Mark's tradition, but in Luke's
tradition the Pharisees speak to the disciples directly.
Plummer suggests that Matthew and Mark follow a pattern
in recording the charges leveled by the religious leaders.
"In Mk. ii.24 and Mt. xii.2 the charge against the disciples is addressed to Christ, while in Mk. ii.16 and Mt.
ix.11 the charge against Christ is addressed to the disciples."18 This suggestion makes it appear that the religious leaders wished to discredit the one in the eyes of
the other. In the text presently under consideration,
there is a precise reason why the Pharisees addressed whom
18Plummer, p. 167; cf. A. Cohen, Everyman's Talmud
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1949), pp. 154-55.
19Ibid.
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they did in each of the two respective traditions. The
reason can be found in the context of the pericope of the
unclean spirit. In Mark, by condemning the disciples' unlawful behavior in the grain field, the Pharisees appear
to place the blame for their action on Jesus:

. . [they]

said to him, behold, why do they do on the Sabbath what is
not lawful?" Their argument was with Jesus' OLOaxn xaLvn
("new teaching"), and the example that he was setting in
disregarding the traditions of the elders by healing on
the Sabbath.
In Luke's tradition, the disciples were not present when the man with the unclean spirit was healed on the
Sabbath, nor had they been exposed as yet to the "new
teaching" in regard to the Sabbath. Therefore, the Pharisees confront the disciples directly: "Why do you do what
is not lawful?" In both Mark's and Luke's tradition it
was the disciples who plucked the grain and ate, not Jesus.
It would not be correct, therefore, to include Jesus in
the "you" of the Pharisees' question.2° Jesus' reply in
Luke's tradition (vv. 3-5), therefore, becomes a defense
of his disciples, while in Mark (vv. 25-28) Jesus' reply
is a defense of his own action, which led the disciples
to harvest and thresh on the Sabbath, and a defense of his
"new teaching."
20Cf. Easton, p. 76.
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Jesus' defense is based on the actions of David
and his men in eating the bread of the presence when they
were hungry, which was not lawful for anyone but the
priests only (Luke 6:3,4; Mark 2:25,26).
This pericope concludes with the following:
Mark 2:27,28
27.
xaL eXeyev auToLc TO
actifflatov 6La TON) avapcomov
eyevero, Rat. oo o avalownos
aLa TO aa0f3aTov
28.
wane xupLoc EGTLV o uLoc
IOU avOpwnou Rat. too
GaifflaTou.

"27. And he said to them,
the Sabbath exists for the
benefit of man, and not man
for the Sabbath;
"28. Wherefore, the Son of
Man is Lord also of the
Sabbath."

Luke 6:5
xaL eXeyev auToLc

xupLog COTLV TOL) craf30aTou
avapwnou.

0 ULOC TOO

"And he said to them,

Man is Lord
Sabbath."

the Son of
of the

Jesus' comments on the purpose of the Sabbath in
Mark's tradition, added to the Old Testament authority of
David's action, present strong defense for his "new" understanding of what is lawful and what is not lawful in
proper Sabbath observance. Luke, in defending only the
disciples' behavior in his tradition, evidently feels
that the precedent of David's actions and the authority
of this Old Testament illustration are sufficient to carry
the weight of the argument. Although Matthew also leaves
out Jesus' statement of the purpose of the Sabbath that
is found in Mark, he adds the illustration of the priests
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working on the Sabbath and being blameless, thus strengthening Jesus' position in his gospel.
It is not our intention to take up here the discussion as to who the Son of Man is in Luke's normal text
(we have already seen that D considers Jesus to be the Son
of Man). We can simply leave this matter by saying that
in both traditions Jesus indicates that he and his disciples have the sanction of the Son of Man in their Sabbath
behavior despite the traditions of the elders.21
D harmonizes the following question posed by the
Pharisees in Luke with Matthew and Mark:
Luke 6:2
Codex B
TLVec Se TWV cpapeLcaLwv
eLnov IL noLeLie o OWL

Codex D

cEco-ELv ToLg 6uf3Da6Lv;

66 TWV cpapLcraLow
eXeyov auty 61.56 IL
noLouoLv O L 1=07-Ital. 000
TOLC 6c030a6Lv o oux
cEectLy;

"And certain ones of the
Pharisees said,
why do you do
that which is not
lawful on the Sabbath?"

"And certain ones of the
Pharisees said to him,
behold, why do your disciples do that which is not
lawful on the Sabbath?"

TLVEC

eLmov] cAeyov auty, D Tatian
IL nOLELTE] TL noLoucrLy OL 4(1011IaL coo,

D

By making two harmonistic changes D alters Luke's
21Cf. Plummer, p. 168; Arland J. Hultgren, "The
Formation of the Sabbath Pericope in Mark 2:23-28," Journal of Biblical Literature, XCI(1972), 38-43; and Montefiore, pp. 62-64 for a discussion as to whom the Son of
Man is and his authority over the Sabbath.
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tradition, i.e. from anew ("said") to

eyov carcip ("said

to him," follows Mark) and from noLetTE ("do you do") to
noLotiaLv of ilablyraC aou ("do your disciples do," following

Matthew, only in the inverted interrogative form). By having the Pharisees address their complaint to Jesus, D now
makes Jesus the object of their scorn. The defense that
follows is no longer a defense of the disciples' actions
on the part of Jesus, but is now a defense of his teachings
and position in regard to the Sabbath.
D fails to complete his harmonization of this pericope in Luke by leaving out Mark's account of the purpose
of the Sabbath. By placing the statement about the Son of
Man (6:5) after v. 10, Jesus' defense ends with his appeal
to Old Testament authority and the precedent of David.
However, D now adds to the end of 6:4 a unique pericope of
a man found working on the Sabbath:

-0 airct

aEaaduEvoc TLva 4),(aCOuevov Tre) acla-c45 ErnEv

aiveownE

EC 4ev oC5ag "CL noLetg ilax6pLog 6r 6c 56 411 oC5ag 6111,RaTapaTog Rol napaOding Et Tot) vollo0 ("On the same day,

seeing a certain man working on the Sabbath, he said to
him, 'Man, if you know what you are doing you are blessed;
if you do not know, you are cursed and are a transgressor
of the law.'")
Because D is the only manuscript with this reading,
many conjectures have been offered as to its origin.
Williams suggests it may have been a "floating piece of
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oral tradition, "22 but Kaser believes D found it in written
form.23 Torrey sees it as,
. . . an "apocryphal" anecdote in which Jesus tells
a man seen working on the sabbath that he is doing a
very dangerous thing in his apparent transgression of
the law. The revision here for the benefit of Jewish
readers is very evident.24
In 1895, Blass revived the seventeenth century
hypothesis of Jean Leclerc that Luke had himself produced
two editions of Acts. Blass's theory was that Luke originally wrote his gospel in Palestine, and that when he
was in Rome with Paul the Christians there asked him for
a copy of his work. Luke wrote out his gospel again with
such alterations as he thought necessary. Blass theorized
similarly with regard to Acts; one copy was made for
Theophilus, to whom it was addressed, and another for the
Church at large. D represents the later edition of the
gospel and the earlier of Acts, while the Neutral text
represents the earlier edition of the gospel and the later
of Acts.
22Williams, p. 4. Cf. Joachim Jeremias, Unknown
Sayings of Jesus (2nd. ed.; London: SPCK, 1964), p. 63.
23Walter Kaser, "Exegetische ErAgungen zur Seligpreisung des Sabbatarbeiters Lk 6.5D," Zeitschrift fur
Theologie and Kirche, LXV(1968), 418.
24Torrey, pp. 131-32.
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Blass believed that the addition to Luke 6:4 would
have given "great offence even to Christian Jews," because
its spirit is Pauline. Therefore, Luke preferred to leave
the saying out of the gospel that was destined for Oriental
congregations, a large part of which consisted of Jews,
while there was no reason for leaving it out of the gospel
prepared for the Romans, which D supposedly represented.25
Blass's theory was received with favor by some scholars;
however, investigation revealed some serious difficulties
and the two editions of Luke/Acts theory is not accepted
today.26
Hatch feels that Westcott and Hort's suggestion
that "this utterance and the Pericope de Adultera may possibly have come from the same source" is entirely conjectural. He feels rather, that it must have come from some
extraneous source which is now lost.27 Godet also believes
that this pericope is an interpolation similar to the woman
taken in adultery,
. . . but with this difference, that the latter is
probably the record of real fact, while the former can
only be an invention or a perversion. Nobody could
25Blass, pp. 153-54.
26For a summary of Blass's theory and a statement
of the difficulties it presents, see: Frederic G. Kenyon,
The Text of the Greek Bible (London: Gerald Duckworth &
Co., 1958), pp. 232-33.
27Hatch, p. 18.
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have labored publicly in Israel on the Sabbath day
without being instantly punished.28
Montefiore condemns the addition as ungenuine on
the assumption that Jesus would scarcely "have gone so far
in open approval of a direct violation of one of the fundamental injunctions of the Law and of one of the Ten
Commandments."29
Kaser believes that D sensed Luke's preference for
the number three and found this spot in Luke's tradition
to be an ideal location for the insertion of this pericope. The IlaxdpLoc/enLxaidpaToc ("blessed/cursed") of
6:5D corresponds to the three occurrences of paxdoLoL/o6a6
("blessed/woe") of the immediate vicinity (6:20ff,24ff).
The insertion of this pericope after the experience in
the corn field and the healing of the withered hand (6:
6-11) makes a sequence of three Sabbath pericopes. The
pericope originated as a defense against the increasing
danger which arose within the church coming from its own
rank of liberals, Kaser believes. The curse of this
logion is against unbounded lawlessness.80
With the small amount of information we possess
on this addition in the D text of Luke, it would be utterly
28Godet, p. 185.
29Montefiore, p. 409.
80Kaser, pp. 417, 424-25.
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futile to try to identify its origin.31 The only thing
we can do with certainty, therefore, is address ourselves
to the significance of its presence.
As is already apparent in the pericope of the grain
field and as will be further emphasized in the succeeding
Sabbath encounters, Luke uses the Sabbath controversies
to develop his tradition concerning the Sabbath. The
issue in Luke is over what is lawful and what is not lawful in Sabbath observance. However, the full significance
of this addition cannot be seen until the rest of the
Sabbath controversies are examined. We will, therefore,
return to this addition shortly.
The second Sabbath controversy immediately follows
the pericope of the corn field, and Luke holds it in common
with Matthew and Mark. We will again be concerned only
with a comparison between Luke and Mark in order to isolate Luke's tradition, since the account in Matthew holds
nothing in common with Luke where it diverges from Mark
and hence makes no significant contribution:
Luke 6:6-8

Mark 3:1-3
1. xat, cLoriX0Ev naALv eLs

6.

Govaywriv hat. TIN) exec
avocomog 6EnpalluEvny EXWV
TflV xeLpa

eLg
ouvaywynv
Rat,
EnEgmaxcLv
TflV
nv avlownoc Excl, hat. fl
XELP auiou n seELa nv Ewa

EYEVETO be EV ETEW
oaKiaty ELGEAaELV auiov

31Metzger (p. 140) notes its presence in the text
of D but makes no attempt to identify its origin or to
comment on its meaning.
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2.

xat, mapeTnpouv auTov EL
aa0DaaLv 06pansuaeL
auTov Lva xaTnyopnawaLv
auTou
3. xaL Aey6t, Ty avaPoms? TC.0
ITN XE Lpa.v ExovTL Enpa.v
6yeLpe ELC TO 4EGOV

7. mapeTnpouvTo 56 auTov OL
ypaltuaTeLc xat, OL cpapeLaaLot„
EL EV T4) 0a00aTy OepansuaeL
Lva eupwaLv xaTnyopeLv auTou
8. CLUTOQ 56 nost, TOUQ 8LaA0yLO4OUC auTwv 6Lnev 5e Ty
av5pL Ty Enpav EXOVTL TTIV
xeLpa ey6Lp6 xaL aTnat. et.c
TO 4600V xat, avaaTac 6aTn

"1.And he entered again
into the synagogue. And
there was there a man which
had a withered hand.

"6.And it came to pass on
another Sabbath that he entered into the synagogue and
taught. And there was a man
there and his right hand was
withered.
"7.And the Scribes and
Pharisees watched whether
he would heal on the Sabbath,
that they might find an accusation against him.
"8.And he knew their
thoughts, and said to the
man which had the withered
hand, Arise and stand in
the midst. And rising up
he stood forth."

TOLC

"2.And they watched him,
whether he would heal him
on the Sabbath, so that
they might accuse him.
"3.And he said to the man
with the withered hand,
stand in the midst."

Let us notice the details added by Luke: (1) Jesus
entered the synagogue on another Sabbath and taught;(2)
those who were watching him closely were Scribes and Pharisees;(3) Jesus knew their intent.
The whole issue of the confrontation is again
Jesus' understanding of Sabbath observance as opposed to
the traditions of the elders:
Mark 3:4
xaL A6y6t, CLUTOLC EEEGILV
TOLQ oa0Da6Lv aya0onoLnaat,
xaxonoLnaat, qiuxnv moat, n
ot. 56 6aLwnwv
anoxT6Lvat,

Luke 6:9
eLnev 56 La npoc autouc
ercepoxrco uuac eL 6E6aTt. Ty
aargiaTy ayaaorcoLnaaL n xaxonoLnaaL ilmxnv awaat, n
anoX6aat,
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"And he said to them, Is it
lawful to do good on the
Sabbath or to do evil, to
save life or to destroy?
And they were silent."

"And Jesus said to them, I
will ask you if it is lawful
to do good on the Sabbath
or to do evil, to save life
or destroy?"

But now we note that in Luke's tradition both
Jesus' attitude toward the religious leaders and their
reaction to his behavior are softened:
Mark 3:5,6
5. xat, n6p0A.64)a46vog auToug
46T opyric ouvAunou46vog ent.
Tr) nwpwoet, Tng xapoLag
auTcov Xeyet, Ty avapcony
EXTCLVOV TTIV xeLpa xat.
EECTELVEV xat. allexaTecTaan
fl X6Lp auTou
6. xat, cE0.0ovTcg oL
(papLoaLoL evatic 46Ta TWV
npw6Lavwv ou0ouALov
eoLaouv xat autou oncog
auTov anoXeowoLv

"5. And when he had looked
around upon them with anger,
being grieved because of the
hardness of their hearts, he
said to the man, Stretch out
your hand, and he stretched
it out and his hand was restored.
"6.And the Pharisees went
out and took counsel immediately with the Herodians
against him, how they might
destroy him."

Luke 6:10,11
10. xai ncoLDA6iPaucvog
navTag auToug eLnev auvp
EXTELVOV TTIV xeLpa 000 o
56 enovticev kat, anoxaTeaTaan
B x6Lp auTo0
11. aoToL Sc 6nArioncav
avoLag xat. 51,6AaAouv epos
aXATIXotic TL av noLnaaLev -r
LU

"10.And when he had looked
around upon them all he said
to him, Stretch out your
hand. And he did so
and his hand was restored.
"11. And they were filled
with anger, and discussed
with one another what they
might do with Jesus."

In Luke's tradition: (1) Jesus did not get angry with the
leaders because of the hardness of their hearts,32 nor (2)
32D in Mark makes an interesting substitution here;
he replaces nov6061. ("hardness" or "callousness") with
v6xpco6et. ("deadness"), which would certainly contain an
anti-Judaic flavor.
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did the Pharisees take counsel with the Herodians (as in
Mark only) as to how they might destroy Jesus (in both Matthew and Mark).
Let us now note how D changes Luke's tradition by
a series of harmonizations:
Luke 6:6
Codex B

Codex D

eyeveTo 56 ev 6Tepy craODaTy 6t.creA5eLv auTov ELQ
TT1V cuvaywynv xat, 5L5cL0x6Lv
xat, nv avapconog cxel, xat, n
XELP auTou n acELanvEripa•

"And it came to pass on
another Sabbath that he
entered into the synagogue
and taught. And there was
a man there and his right
hand was withered."

xat. ELGEAbOVTOQ auTou na2tLv
ELQ
GUvayWyTIV 6G13DaTy
EV p rev avapwncoS 'ErWav exwv

inv X6Lpa.

"And he
entered again into the synagogue on the Sabbath where
there was a man having a
withered hand."

D completely rewrites this verse; and is the only witness
to this alteration; however, the noteworthy thing here is
that B has Jesus entering the synagogue in order to teach
and D omits this:
Luke 6:9-11
Codex B
9. 6Ln6v 56 LS npog auToug
enepurrco UpaQ EL EEEOTL Ty
aaPiflaTy aya5onoLncal, n xaxonoLnaat. qiuxnv Gwaat, n
anoAcoat,
10. xat, nept,(3X6q)auevog
navTag auToug eLnev auTy
EXTELVOV Tny xeLpa 000 o
45e enoLflotv Hat, anoxaTeaToLon n xeLp auTou

Codex D
9. 6Lnev 86 o vric npog auToug
eneparnaw Ullag EL CEEGTLV
caN3aT1) ayaaorcoLfloaL n xaxonoLncaL tPuxvn mom', n
anoA66at, 01, 56 eaLconcov
10. Rat, nciaLDActiJauevog
auToug navTag ev opyp Xeyet,
Ty avapwny EXTELVOV IflV XELpa
GOU XUL EEETELVEV XaL
UTLEXaTEGTaall n xeLp auTou cog

xat, n axxn
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11. auToL 6e eranaancrav
avoLac xat, 6LeXaAouv upog
aXATIXouc TL av noLnaaLev
Ty LU.
"9.And Jesus said to them,
I will ask you if it is lawful to do good on the Sabbath or to do evil, to
save life or destroy?
"10.And when he had
looked around upon them
all
he said to him,
Stretch out your hand,
and he did so,
and his hand was restored.

"11.And they were filled
with anger, and discussed
with one another what they
might do with Jesus."

[5.] Rai, eXeyev auToic OtL
HQ EYtLV o uLog TOO avapcomoo
xat. TOU craD0aTou
11. auToL be erancranaav
avoLac hat, 6LeXoyLEovTo upoc
a2anAouc nwc anoAeowaLv
auTov.

"9.And Jesus said to them,
I will ask you if it is lawful to do good on the Sabbath or to do evil, to
save life or destroy? And
they were silent.
"10.And when he had
looked around upon them
all in wrath he said to the
man, Stretch out your hand,
and he stretched it out,
and his hand was restored
as the other.
[5.] And he said to them,
the Son of Man is Lord also
of the Sabbath.
"11.And they were filled
with anger and discussed
with one another how they
might destroy him."

v . 9 + oL 6e ecLanTwv post anoXecraL, D al Tatian
v. 10 + ev opyp post auToug navTac, D e pm it Tatian
evnev auto] Xeyet. T(1) avapcony, D
o 6e enoLncrev] xat. EEETELVEV, X D pm
+ we xat, n aXATI post auTou, D al 1 131
v. 5 post v. 10, D Marcion
v . 11 TL av noLnaaLev T(e) LU] nwg anoXeockunv auTov, D

By adding of be eaLthAwv ("and they were silent")
and ev opyti ("in wrath"), D harmonizes Luke with Mark and
intensifies the confrontation between Jesus and the religious leaders. D now climaxes this intensified confrontation by a third harmonization, i.e. the leaders took counsel as to how they might destroy Jesus. By this series of
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harmonizations D increases the tension between Jesus and
the leaders where Luke had softened the confrontation in
his tradition.
By inserting v. 5 between vv. 10 and 11, which had
been displaced by the addition of the man working on the
Sabbath, it appears that D is seeking additional strength
for the Sabbath tradition of Luke, for now the approval
of the Son of Man follows a display of divine power in
healing instead of following the action of the disciples
in the grain field, where there is no display of divine
power.
The final two confrontations between Jesus and the
religious leaders over proper Sabbath observance are
peculiar to Luke (13:10-17; 14:1-6). They both involve
the question of healing on the Sabbath (the crippled
woman and the man with dropsy). In both pericopes Jesus
reminds the religious leaders that they do not consider it
a violation of the Sabbath to care for their livestock or
to aid an animal in distress; therefore, why should it be
a violation of the Sabbath to bring physical healing to a
human being, and to a child of Abraham at that? These two
pericopes add to the weight of evidence concerning Jesus'
understanding of proper Sabbath observance. D offers no
significant variants here.
We will now summarize what we have discovered from
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these Sabbath controversies about Luke's tradition and the
changes made by D.
1. Whereas in Mark's tradition we have the call of
the first disciples before the exorcism of the unclean
spirit on the Sabbath, in Luke's tradition this miracle
was performed before any disciples joined Jesus. It is
probable that Jesus' attitude toward what was lawful on
the Sabbath was a part of the "new teaching" that amazed
the people in Mark.
An interesting observation is made by Montefiore
about Jesus' understanding of proper Sabbathkeeping:
So far as we can gather, Jesus's attitude towards
the Sabbath was something like the attitude of Liberal
Judaism today. It must be observed rather in the
spirit than in the letter. The regulations for its
observance must not be allowed to destroy its intention. Directly the Sabbath becomes a burden, the object of the Sabbath is frustrated. The aim is the
important point: how precisely we carry out the aim
is less important. Nevertheless, one must not push
the antithesis between Jesus and Rabbinic teaching too
far.
His teaching is an excellent counterbalance to that
casuistic minuteness which is the danger of legalism.
It is emancipating; it enables one to breath freely.
In modern times, at any rate, and with modern ideas,
the Sabbath can hardly be observed except on the lines
suggested by Jesus.33
2. The first encounter between Jesus and the religious leaders over Sabbath observance is caused by the disciples. In Mark's tradition they are following Jesus' precedent, the "new teaching." But in Luke it is just a natural
33Montefiore, Vol. I, pp. 63-64.
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action on the part of hungry men.
In Mark's tradition the indignation of the Pharisees is leveled at Jesus because they see the disciples
breaking the Sabbath as a result of Jesus' teaching and
influence. Therefore, Jesus' reply is a defense of his
"new teaching," a part of which is the removal of the manmade restrictions around the Sabbath.
In Luke the indignation of the Pharisees is leveled
at the disciples for yielding to physical desires which
led them to set aside the traditions of the elders.
Jesus' reply is a defense of his disciples' actions. D,
however, imposes Mark's tradition on Luke by harmonization, thus changing Luke's tradition and making Jesus the
object of direct castigation for the disciples' actions.
3. The addition at the end of Luke 6:4 (the man
found working on the Sabbath) does not appear to be an
attempt by D to do away with the Sabbath, but rather an
attempt to strengthen the Sabbath motif being developed
by Luke.34 This motif of Jesus' special understanding of
34The position taken here is, as we have already
seen, in agreement with that taken by Montefiore (Vol. I,
p. 409), also, Leon E. Wright, Alterations of the Words of
Jesus (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952), pp.
137-38: "We should venture the suggestion, however, that
the purport of the saying is not in defense of Sabbathbreaking"; Easton (p. 75): ". . . it does not represent
Christ's attitude (against P,Ls), for Christ did not teach
the repeal of the Sabbath law"; Godet (p. 185): ". . .
Jesus, who never permitted Himself the slightest infraction
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the Sabbath is strengthened by each Sabbath encounter between Jesus and the religious leaders, i.e. it is lawful to
do deeds of kindness and love for fellow human beings and
to supply immediate personal, physical needs.35 In the
Sabbath addition of D, we are not informed as to the
nature of the work performed by the man seen by Jesus.
From Jesus' remarks we may be safe in concluding the following:
a) The deed being performed would have been forbidden by the traditions of the elders.
b) Appearing as it does in connection with the
disciples' experience of passing through the grain field
and Jesus' use of the Old Testament illustration of David
and the bread of the presence, the unknown deed should fit
into Jesus' understanding of proper Sabbath observance,
i.e. a deed of kindness and love or the supplying of some
immediate personal need.36 It is logical to assume that
of a true commandment of Moses (whatever interpreters may
say about it), certainly would not have authorized this
premature emancipation in anyone else"; and Jeremias (p.
63): "So far from advocating the abrogation of the Sabbath the intention of the logion is the exact opposite-to protect the Sabbath from frivolous neglect."
35Cf. Harvie Branscomb, "Jesus and the Pharisees,"
Union Seminary Magazine, XLIV(1932-33), 37.
36Cf. Jeremias (p. 64, cf. p. 63): "No, from all
we know of Jesus' attitude to the Sabbath, it must be the
nature of the work he is doing which causes Jesus to praise
him. Jesus reckons with the possibility that he is engaged in a labour of love"; and Kiser, p. 420.
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it does, since Jesus is made to give his approval.
c) The negative aspect of Jesus' remarks to the
man indicates that if the man has performed this deed,
whatever its nature, not being aware of the humanitarian
and spiritual nature of the Sabbath law in general, he
is in danger of being accused of becoming a breaker of the
whole law because he has failed to see the humanitarian
and spiritual nature of God's law as a whole.
It may very well be that D views Luke as too slow
in freeing the Sabbath from Jewish tradition. Luke omits
the "new teaching" motif and the statement regarding the
purpose of the Sabbath; therefore, D strengthens in chapter six what it takes Luke to chapter 14 to develop.
4. In the second Sabbath confrontation (the man
with the withered hand), Luke softens Mark's tradition.
D, however, with a series of harmonizations intensifies the
encounter. Then, with one final harmonization, D changes
Luke's tradition regarding the nature of the counsel being
taken by the religious leaders; this alters from what
should be done with him to how they might kill him. Thus
D advances in point of time the plottings of the religious
leaders to kill Jesus from 19:47 to 6:11 in Luke's tradition.
We are now ready to examine the second division in
the block of Sabbath material, i.e. the miscellaneous statements on the Sabbath. Here we need look at only two changes
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made by D.
First of all, let us observe what is said in connection with the Sabbath on Jesus' visit to his home town
of Nazareth. We shall again compare Luke against Mark:
Mark 6:1,2

Luke 4:16

1. xal. cEnAbev exel.8ev, xat.
coxeTaL eLc -cm/ naToL5a
auTou xat. anoAoueouoLv
au-Li) OL uctanTaL auTou
2. xat, yevolievou oafflatou
npEctio 81,6aoxeLv ev tp
cruvaywyp. . . .

hat. riXacv eLc vaCapa, ou fly
ithowIllevoc xaL eLonAbev
xata TO ELWOOC auTy EV Tp
nUEO9, TWV oafglatow ELQ -Env
ouvaywriv Hat, aveurn
avayvwvaL.

"1. And he departed from
there, and came into his
own country and his
disciples followed him.
"2. And when the Sabbath
was come, he began to
teach in the synagogue

"And he came to Nazareth,
where he had been brought
up, and entered the synagogue on the Sabbath according to his custom, and stood
up to read."

The significant thing here is that Luke informs
us that it was Jesus' custom to go to the synagogue on
the Sabbath day and when the opportunity was presented
to take part in the worship service he did so. Mark gives
us none of this information. One would almost conclude
from Mark that Jesus went to the synagogue to find a
crowd of people so that he could preach and teach.
The fact that Luke tells us it was Jesus' custom
to go to the synagogue on the Sabbath does not detract in
the least from Luke's attempt to separate the Sabbath from
Jewish tradition (as will be shown presently). The issue
in Luke's tradition is not whether a person should go to
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religious services on the Sabbath or not, but what constitutes work on the Sabbath.
We are now ready to compare D's rendering of:
Luke 4:16
Codex B
wad.

Acv eLg vaCapa ou nv
icapauuevog xat, cLanAacv
Rata to ELWa0c autcg) EV ID
flUE107 TOW oaD0aTwv eLg TflV
ouvaywynv xat, aveuin avayvcovat,

"And
he came to
Nazareth, where he had
been brought up, and entered the synagogue on the
Sabbath according to his
custom,
and stood up to read."

Codex D
eXacov 6e CLQ vaCapeo onou nv
Hata to ELWa0C
EV to
flUEpit. TWV craDikmov ELQ TflY
ouvaywynv Rat. avccrcn avayvcovaL

"And when he had come to
Nazareth, where,
according to the
custom, he was in the synagogue on the Sabbath, he
also stood up to read."

xat, flAaEV ELQ vaCapa 00 fly TEaPaUUEVOC] EAeWV Sc eLg
vaCape6 onou qv, D
om. Hat, cLonAacv, D
om. auto, D

By omitting abmiii ("his"), D implies that it was the
custom of the townspeople of Nazareth to attend synagogue
services on the Sabbath, and it was not necessarily Jesus'
custom,37 but he attended the services primarily or solely
for the opportunity to address the people.
37The omission of the phrase that connects Jesus
with Nazareth has been dealt with in Chapter Two. It was
concluded there that D has no reservations about Jesus having been brought up in Nazareth. If this text is a "Marcionite" reading, D used it, not for the omission of Jesus'
connection with Nazareth, but because of its position on
the Sabbath, cf. J. R. Harris, "New Point of View in Textual Criticism," Expositor, VIII, 7(1914), 318-20.
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The intention of D seems obvious. By omitting
aft(17) ("his") D is changing Luke's textual tradition be-

cause D does not want to say that Jesus was personally
bound by Jewish custom or tradition.38 If Jesus enters
a synagogue on the Sabbath for purposes of worship, which
is the custom of the Jews, he does so on his own volition.
It appears that D is lessening the significance of the
Sabbath in the life of Jesus against Luke's normal text in
order to have Jesus free from the traditions of the elders.
It also appears that D intends his readers to see
Jesus' followers as being free from Jewish tradition concerning the Sabbath. In connection with the placing of
Jesus' body in the tomb we have this statement that is
peculiar to Luke:
Luke 23:56
Codex B

Codex D

unourp6iPacrat. 56 nToLuatuav
apcollata hat, uuoa xat. TO
46v caDOaTov nauxacav
xaTa irtv 6wroArtv

unocupeiPaaat, 56 nToLliaaav
apatiata xat, wupa xat. TO
46y craN3a-cov flauxaGay

"And they returned and
prepared spices and ointments, and rested the
Sabbath day according to
the commandment."

"And they returned and
prepared spices and ointments, and rested the
Sabbath day."

om. xata -cm) 6wroXnv, D
38As we have already seen by D's alteration in
connection with tithe paying.
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By omitting the phrase "according to the commandment," D is again changing Luke's textual tradition. Luke
endeavors to maintain the Sabbath institution by saying that
it is Jesus' personal custom not only to attend worship
services on the Sabbath but also to participate in them
when the opportunity is presented, and by having the women
rest according to the commandment contained in the Decalogue. D, on the other hand, is not as concerned about
the Sabbath as a religious institution. His main objective is to hold forth Jesus and his followers as free from
Jewish traditional restrictions regardless of what alteration this position makes in the Sabbath of the Decalogue
as a religious institution.
Conclusion
From what we have seen in this chapter, we may
conclude that the anti-Judaic bias in D can be seen in
the following:
1. D strengthens the idea that Jerusalem is a
place of hostility and enmity by omitting any indication
that its people were responsive to Jesus' ministry.
2. D pictures the leaders as being "evil" in
their designs toward Jesus, while the penitent thief declares that Jesus has done no "evil."
3. Understanding the old wine as representing
Judaism, D eliminates the statement that a man who drinks
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the old wine will not desire new because the old is better.
4. D minimizes the idea that Jesus supported
Jewish tradition in his teaching, so he omits the instruction that tithe should be paid.
5. The analogy to hidden graves, with which personal contact would bring spiritual defilement, is removed
and D makes Jesus call the Pharisees the hidden graves in
actuality.
6. In the parable of the pounds, D presents the
unprofitable servant as representative of the Jewish people.
In his alterations he makes the unprofitable servant suffer more intensely than the rebellious people who did not
want the king's rule.
7. Throughout the Sabbath controversies D heightens
the encounters between Jesus and the Pharisees. When
opportunity is presented, D manifests his anti-Judaic
bias, as was seen by harmonizing Luke's softened account
of one controversy with the harsher accounts of Matthew
and Mark and making the religious leaders plot the death
of Jesus much earlier.
8. D does not intend to lessen the significance
of the Sabbath by the addition of the man found working on
the Sabbath, but rather attempts to strengthen Luke's
presentation of Jesus' understanding of proper Sabbathkeeping in opposition to the teachings of the religious leaders
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of Jesus' day.
9. D attempts to free Jesus and his followers
from Jewish custom and tradition in the matter of Sabbathkeeping.

CHAPTER VII
THE PASSION, RESURRECTION, AND ASCENSION IN D
Perhaps few of the variants in the D text of Luke
have received as much attention as the "Western noninterpolations"found in the last three chapters, beginning
with the institution of the Lord's Supper.' However, these
famous variants actually tell only a part of the story of
D's view of the passion and resurrection. It is the purpose of this chapter to piece together a picture of D's
editorial work in regard to the final events of Jesus'
earthly life, and to see if the variants in these last
chapters give evidence of theological overtones or biases
as do variants in previous chapters.
The Lord's Supper
Luke begins his account of the Lord's Supper with
'For a recent survey of the "Western non-interpolations," cf. Klyne Snodgrass, "'Western non-Interpolations',"
Journal of Biblical Literature, XCI(1972), 369-79. Snodgrass states briefly the position of Westcott and Hort,
then examines their position in the light of recent studies,
especially that of Jeremias and Aland. Following a quick
examination of the "Western non-interpolations" found in
all four Gospels, Snodgrass concludes, "The papyri have
forced a reconsideration of this question, and it now appears doubtful that any of the readings supported only by
D and its non-Greek allies are the genuine text" (p. 379).
Cf. Kenyon, The Western Text, p. 313.
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material that is peculiar to himself. This material will
be presented here as a single unit, to be followed by a
comparison between B and D of the verses that contain the
omission.
xaL
ernev TIPOc aftol5c, enLauliCa encaUunca TOOTO
,
TO nauxa (payav uea'buclv npb tot) uc naaetv * Xeyw
yilp bury OTL of) 111-1 (payw auto gWQ 8TOU TEATIPWati eV try
ciLoL2.eCcit tot) 51-5. xal. Ocpuevoc nortipLov cOxapLaiiioac
crnev e,AdOeTe ToOto xaL 5LuepCoa-ce ac eau-colic Xeyw yap bury, Ou un Taw &go -cob vriv dub rot)
yevAuctioc Tft dumeAou Ecoc 06 1) 12.aoLA.aa tot UT) Vibia.

"And he said to them, With desire I have desired
to eat this Passover with you before I suffer, for I
say to you, I will not eat of it again until it is
fulfilled in the kingdom of God. And he took the
cup, and gave thanks, and said, Take this and divide
it among yourselves, for I say to you, I will not
drink of the fruit of the vine, until the kingdom of
God shall come" (Luke 22:15-18).
Luke 22:19,20

Codex B

Codex D

19. xaL XaDwv aptov euxapLcincac exXaccv Rat,
c'ExAmcv autoLg Aeywv TOUTO
EGTLV TO acoua uou TO unep
uplov 60504EVOV tOUtO
noLcL -ce tflV eunv
avauvnaLv
20. hal, to MOTTIPLOV wcautwg
ucta TO 661,1-cvnaat, Azywv
-COUTO TO TIOTTIpLOV n HaLvn
.5.Laanhn ev
aLuait, uou
TO unep uuwv exxuvvoucvov

19. hat. Aapwv ap-cov euxa-

"19. And taking bread, when
he had given thanks, he
broke it and gave it to
them saying, This is my
body which is given for
you. This do in remembrance of me.

"19. And taking bread, when
he had given thanks, he
broke it and gave it to
them saying, This is my
body."

pLatncac cxXacrev hat,
eawlicv autoLg X6yWV TOUTO
EOTLV TO ocoua uou
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"20. And the cup likewise
after supper, saying, This
is the cup of the new
covenant in my blood, which
is poured out for you."
v. 19 om. TO unep uuwv 6L6ouevov TOUTO noLeLTe Tnv
ellnv avativnaLv, D a ff2 i 1 syh
v. 20 om. verse, D a ff2 i 1 syh
The debate2 among scholars centers in the authenticity of the shorter form3 as opposed to the authenticity of the longer form.4 Those who take the shorter form
2For a discussion of the arguments for the shorter
and longer text, cf. Metzger, pp. 174-76. Vincent Taylor,
with a few others, believes that the similarity between the
account of the Lord's Supper as found in Luke and I Cor.
results from a common dependence upon an earlier source.
Vincent Taylor (ed. by Owen E. Evans), The Passion Narrative of St. Luke: A Critical and Historical Investigation
(Cambridge: University Press, 1972), pp. 50-58.
3Williams identifies Nestle, J. Weiss, Loisy and
Westcott and Hort as supporters of the shorter form (p.
51). To this list can be added Herbert E. D. Blakiston,
"The Lucan Account of the Institution of the Lord's Supper," Journal of Theological Studies, IV(1902/03), 54855; Blass, p. 179; F. C. Burkitt, "On Luke xxii.17-20,"
Journal of Theological Studies,XXVIII(1926/27), 178-81;
Henry Chadwick, "The Shorter Text of Luke xxii.15-20,"
Harvard Theological Review, L(1957), 249-58; Creed, pp.
262-264; Easton, p. 321; Geldenhuys, pp. 557-59; Montefiore, p. 591; Plummer, p. 497; Karl Th. Schafer, "Zur
Textgeschichte von Lk 22:19b-20," Biblica, XXXII1(1952),
237-39; Arthur VO8bus, "A New Approach to the Problem of
the Shorter and Longer Text in Luke," New Testament Studies, XV(1968/69), 457-63.
4Williams identifies Kenyon and Legg, along with
himself, as supporters of the longer reading (p. 51). To
these three can be addd Piere Benoit, "Le Recit de le Cene
dans Lc. XXI1,15-20: Etude de critique textuelle et literaire," Revue Biblique, XLVII1(1939), 357-93; Clark, "Theological Relevance," p. 10; Alexander R. Eagar, "St. Luke's
Account of the Last Supper," Expositor, VII, 5(1908), 252-
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as the original believe that vv. 19b,20 are an interpolation from I Cor. 11:23-26. Several scholars note the unstructured form of the rite in the early church, as does
Creed:
Luke writes in an age when Christian rites and
institutions are still in a fluid state. No fixed
interpretation has yet become normative. That this
was so at the close of the first century is supported by other evidence: the Didache can give forms
of blessing for the cup and the bread (in the Lucan
order) and thanksgiving after the Eucharist without
an allusion to the Last Supper or to the death of
Christ; St. John can record the Last Supper without
any mention of the bread and wine and attach his
eucharistic teaching to the feeding of the multitude.
However, as the Pauline conception of the Eucharist
tended to become normative, the Lucan account of the
Last Supper must have been felt to be defective and
anomalous. It was in consequence already by the
middle of the second century, as it seems (Justin,
Apol. i.66) supplemented by an interpolation from
I Cor.5
Some scholars who prefer the longer text believe
that the Lord's Supper was incorporated into the paschal
meal. This is based upon Luke mentioning two cups. The
location of the incorporation varies from the second to
62; Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, pp. 142-55;
majority of scholars that worked on the United Bible
Society's text, Metzger, p. 176; George Gardner Monks,
"The Lucan Account of the Last Supper," Journal of Biblical Literature, XLIV(1925), 228-60; Harold McA. Robinson,
"The Text of Luke xxii.l7-25," Princeton Theological Review, VIII(1910), 613-56; H. SchUrmann, "Lk. 22:19b-20 als
Ursprungliche Textliberlieferung," Biblica, XXXII(1951),
364-92; Snodgrass, "'Western non-Interpolations',"pp. 372,
374; Burton H. Throckmorton Jr., "The Longer Reading of
Luke 22:19b-20," Anglican Theological Review, XXX(1948),
55-56.
5Creed, p. 262.
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the fourth cup of the paschal mea1.6 Benoit believes that
the two cups in Luke are one and the same. At the point
where the "first cup" is mentioned (v. 17) the disciples
did not drink of it; it was only divided among them. The
content of this cup was drunk at the point where Luke
speaks of the "second cup" (v. 20). Thus, in reality
there is only one cup in Luke's account.7
If one accepts the shorter text, the addition of
vv. 19b,20 can be explained simply as an interpolation
from I Cor. 11, for the purpose of bringing Luke into
agreement with the other accounts of the institution. If
one accepts the longer text, a possible explanation of the
omission of vv. 19b,20 is the confusion that results from
the two cups.8 However, Jeremias takes the position that,
the popular view that the Short Text arose becuase of
the exception taken to the two cups (Luke 22:17f,20)
and that the second cup was deleted because of the
supposed repetition is not satisfactory.9
Again, one might say that the omission was caused
by a desire of some copyist to remove indications of the
6Arndt, p. 438; Farrar, p. 325; Jeremias, pp. 8488; van Oosterzee, p. 336; Plummer, p. 495; William F.
Skene, "St. Luke's Account of the Institution of the
Lord's Supper," Expositor, 11,3(1882), 478-80.
7Benoit, pp. 291-92.
8This is the usual explanation of those who support the longer text; cf. the majority of scholars listed
in footnote 3.
8Jeremias, p. 157.
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bodily suffering of the Lord. Because D includes both the
scene of the angel strengthening Jesus in Gethsemane (22:
43) and the account of the bloody sweat (22:44), however,
without omitting any of the other scenes of bodily suffering, this point does not seem likely.
Jeremias believes that vv. 19b,20 were omitted because of the danger of misinterpretation (blood drinking).
In his view, a copyist around the middle of the second
century abbreviated the account when he was asked for a
copy of Luke's gospel by a pagan. Because there are numerous examples of sacred formulas being abbreviated among
pagans at this time to protect the sacred meaning from
uninitiates, Jeremias reasons that any Christian who read
the first words of the Eucharistic formula would be able
to supply the remainder.10
However, Benoit disagrees; he says that Christians
have never hesitated to describe their more sacred mysteries, and when they did so they were properly understood.11 Benoit suggests that the phrase "for you" that
is attached to the bread and the cup in vv. 19b,20 was not
part of the liturgical text that was then in use. Therefore, vv. 19b,20 were omitted because vv. 17-19a contained
a liturgical sound that was more familiar.12
10Jeremias, pp. 158-59.
p. 365.

11Benoit, p. 369.
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Because Luke begins this passage with Jesus expressing the anticipation with which he had awaited this
Passover meal, it appears that the longer text is the
original, with the Lord's Supper being inserted into the
paschal meal. The reading in D has the following results: (1) the cup precedes the bread,13 (2) there is no
symbolism attached to the wine, and only the bread has
symbolic value--"this is my body"; the remainder of the
verse is harmonized with Matthew 26:26 and Mark 14:22 by
the omission of "which is given for you," (3) the redemptive significance is lessened in the symbolism of the
bread and completely eliminated in the wine. This leads
Blass and Creed to the conclusion that this event is just
an ordinary meal and that it was not Luke's intention to
record the institution of what we call the Lord's Supper.14
In evaluating this variant in D on its own merit
and in the light of D's theological biases and trends as
13As noted above, the Didache presents the service
in this order; thus Creed (p. 262) feels there must have
been some churches in the first century that were following
the reversed order. Benoit believes that the account in the
Didache is not to be trusted nor relied upon: "As for supporting the short text of Luke by the Didache, is that not
to call a bonesetter to the bedside of an amputee?" (p.
366). Jeremias says, "No more can the Short Text finally
be explained by saying that it presupposes a Lord's Supper
in the order wine-bread (Luke 22:17-19a); such a Lord's
Supper has never happened" (p. 157).
14Blass, p. 180; Creed, p. 262.
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they have been seen up to this point, the solution suggested by Jeremias (blood drinking) for the omission of
22:19b,20 seems to be the most logical. We have already
noted the care with which D deals with Gentiles as they
appear in Luke's account. This would certainly impress
a Gentile reader. D probably found vv. 19b,20 omitted in
the manuscript he was copying. Rather than correct the
omission, he was content to let it stand for fear the
symbolism of the wine would cause misunderstanding among
his Gentile readers.
Trial and Crucifixion
D presents the trial and crucifixion of Jesus with
some interesting variations. For the first time in Luke,
the people of Jerusalem are presented as openly hostile to
Jesus. We have seen previously that they were passively
unresponsive to Jesus' ministry in D. However, D keeps
the people out of the preliminary trial before the Sanhedrin. The initial verdict of death is the responsibility
of the rulers, but the people play a far more active role
in showing contempt toward Jesus in D than in the normal
text. Perhaps the best way to investigate these variants
is to follow them through their chronological sequence.
We will begin with the arrest in Gethsemane:
Luke 22:47
Codex B

Codex D
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ET!.

autou AaAouvroc
L6ou oxAoc
xaL o
Xeyolievoc Lou6ac
eLc TWV 6w6exa nponpxe-co
autou

Ett. 6e autou AaAouv-coc
L6ou oxAoc noAuc xa L o
xaAouuevoc Lou6ac LaxapLoy6
eLc
nponyev
au-colic

While he was yet
speaking, behold a
crowd and the one called
Judas,
one of
the twelve, was going
before them."

"And while he was yet
speaking, behold a great
crowd and the one called
Judas Iscariot, one of
the twelve, was leading
the way before them."

+ noXuc post oxXoc, D 544 sysc Tatian
+ LaxapLco6 post Louoac, D 1
nponpxsTol nponyev, D 1 22 69

In the text of D the size of the crowd actively
participating in the arrest is increased beyond the normal
text by means of a harmonization with Matthew 26:47. Because the chief priests, captains of the temple, and elders
are included in "the crowd" of the normal text, it would
be logical to assume that the increase in number, expressed
in D as a "great crowd," would be mainly composed of the
people from Jerusalem.
Upon being arrested, Jesus was led to the home of
the high priest (v. 54). Here he was interrogated. Although there were those who observed this interrogation,
they serve only as a backdrop for Peter's denial; the 6xXoc
noA6c ("great crowd") that participated in the arrest is

not present. D indicates this in the next variant:
Luke 23:1
Codex B

Codex D
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xa L avaatav
anav TO
nAn.8oc au-my nyayov autov
Ent. TOV netAaTov

xaL avacrravieC
nyayov autov autov
Ent.
neLAaTov

"And when the whole
multitude of them
arose, they led him
to Pilate."

"And when they
had
arisen, they led him
to Pilate."

avaatav] avaatavieg, D 8 131 239 299 syscP copsa
om. anav TO nAnaoc autwv, D
The active support and interest of the populace of
Jerusalem in the arrest and the trial of Jesus before
Pilate is presented by D as greater than what we find in
the normal text. Thus we have a "great crowd" (v. 47) involved in the arrest instead of a "crowd" in the normal
text; Pilate calls together "all the people" for his verdict (v. 13) instead of the "people" in the normal text
(see below). Therefore, the omission of "the whole multi-

tude of them" in the variant above now becomes significant,
for it seems that D wishes to indicate that only the religious leaders interrogated Jesus, and when this interrogation was completed it was the rulers who led him to Pilate.
The omission of "the whole multitude of them"
would seem to indicate that the "great crowd" of 22:47 had
dispersed after the arrest, perhaps because they could not
witness the proceedings in the home of the high priest.
However, once Pilate had examined Jesus and had arrived at
a tentative verdict, D then brings the populace back into
the drama:
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Luke 23:13
Codex B

Codex D

TIELAaToc 56 OUVHaAeactuevoc TOUQ apxLepeLc
xat, Touc apxovtac xat.
IOU Aaov

o be neLAaToc
GovxaAcoac
-MUG apxLepeLc
Rom -MUG CLOXOVTac xat,
navia TON) Xaov

"And when Pilate himself had called together
the chief priests and
the rulers and
the people."

"And when Pilate
had called together
the chief priests and
the rulers and all
the people."

ouvitaXeoallevoc] ouvxaAeaac, D
+ navta ante TOV Aaov, D c syc

As D makes the inhabitants of Jerusalem active
participants in the arrest of Jesus, so he makes them
active participants in the uncompromising demand for
Jesus' crucifixion (22:18-25).

D further incriminates the

people of Jerusalem at the site of the crucifixion. In
the account of Matthew and Mark, Jesus is ridiculed by
both the people and the rulers, the people saying in essence, "You who can destroy the temple and in three days
raise it up again, save yourself and come down from the
cross" (Matthew 27:40; Mark 15:29,30) and the priests saying, "He saved others, he cannot save himself; if he is
king of Israel, let him come down from the cross and we
will believe him" (Matthew 27:42; Mark 15:31,32).
Luke pictures the people as silently watching the
one who was crucified while the rulers alone scoffed at
him. However, D takes the words spoken by the rulers and
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puts them into the mouths of the crowd:
Luke 23:35
Codex B
xaL ELOTT1XEL o Accoc
aewpwv EEETioxvipLEov
56 xaL oL apxovIec
Aeyovtec aAAoug
EOWGEV awaaTw EUUTOV
EL ULOC EOTLV 0 XC

Too B-5

o EXXEXTOC

"And the people stood
by watching, but the
rulers scoffed, saying,
Others he saved; let
him save himself if he
is the Christ, the elect
Son of God."

Codex D
xaL ELOTTWEL o Xaoc
opwv
ellux-mpLCov
56 autov xaL
6A6yav autcp aUouc
eawoac OECtUTOV OWOOV
EL ULOC EL IOU al7 EL
xpg EL o EXACXTOC

"And the people stood
by watching, and
they scoffed at him and said,
Others you saved; save
yourself if you are the
Son of God, if you are the
Christ, if you are the
Elect one."

ewpwv] opwv, D
6E- EuuxtripLCov 56 xaL

OL apxov-rec XEyovT6c] elluxtripLCov 56
autov xaL eAeyav auw, D
aAXoug
aXAouc eolocev awcyaiw eauTov et. uLoc EOTLV 0 XS TOU
Eowcac ceauTov owoov EL ULOC EL IOUZ17) EL xpc EL, D

Although the scoffing of the priests in the normal
text is directed at Jesus, it is not a bold challenge
hurled into his face. Through D's alterations, the people
continue their active role in Jesus' humiliation, and
their scoffing is a direct challenge of bold defiance.
D underscores this bold defiance of the people
with further alterations:

(1) by altering the remarks of

the soldiers and the unrepentant thief, and (2) by altering the conversation between the pentitent thief and Jesus
(cf. the change in the thief's appraisal of Jesus, from
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"he has done nothing amiss" to "he has done no evil," in
the previous chapter).15
Luke 23:36,37,39
Codex B
36. evEnaLEav OE auTy
xaL OL aipatLcoraL npoaEpxousvoL oEog npoaQEPOVTEC auto
37. xaL A6YOVTEC EL OU
6L o OaaLAeug TWV
LouaaLcov awaov aeautov

39. ELg 6E

TWV xpeuaaaEVTWV xaxoupywv
OXampnuEL autov ouxL
au EL o XS awaov acautov
xaL nuag

"36. And the soldiers also
mocked him, coming and
offering vinegar to him,
"37. And saying, if you
are the king of the Jews
save yourself.
"39. And one of the
criminals who was hanging blasphemed him, Are
you not the Christ? Save
yourself and us."

Codex D
36. eveneCov 6E awry
xaL OL atpatLurcaL npoaEpxouevoL 0E0Q TE npoaEcpepov
37.
AEYOVT6c xaLpe
o DauLAEug TWV
Lou6aLcov 1160L1E6V16c
auto xaL OLHOLVaLVOV
aTecloavov
39. ELg 6E TWV
xaxoupywv
OXampnueL aurov

"36. And the soldiers also
mocked him, coming and
offering vinegar,
"37.
Saying, Hail
king of the Jews,
placing on him a thorny
crown.
"39. And one of
those who was hanging blasphemed him."

v. 36 om. auto, D
v. 37 om. xaL, D lat
15G. D. Kilpatrick, "A Theme of the Lucan Passion
Story and Luke xxiii.47," Journal of Theological Studies,
XLIII(1942), 34-36, adds an interesting thought that would
further support D's emphasis on the defiance of the people.
He takes the word 5CxaLog, spoken by the centurion regarding Jesus, to be "innocent" and not "righteous." Thus the
centurion supports Herod, Pilate, the soldiers, and the
thief in their appraisal of Jesus against the people.
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et, au eL o OaaLAeus TWV LouoaLwv awaov 0mo-coy]
Xat.Pe 0 aaaiXeuc TWV Lou6aLwv, D c
+ nept.Teaevtec awry hat, axavaLvov aiewavav post
Lou5aLwv, D c
v. 39 om. xpellaaftvwv, D 26 e
om. ouv, au et, o XS awaov aeaurov hat, wag, D e
The mockery of the people (v. 35) had stemmed from
Jesus' claim to be the Messiah. Their challenge, "Save
yourself," indicated their disbelief and rejection of
Jesus' claim to be able to save. They were responsible
for his crucifixion and this crucifixion in turn testified
to the accuracy of their appraisal of him. They challenged
him to disprove their appraisal and their reasons for
rejecting him.
The soldiers' mockery stemmed from a different
point of view. They mocked him because he claimed to be
a king, not because he claimed to be the Messiah, the
Son of God. By changing their words, D indicates that he
does not see the soldiers' treatment of Jesus as the same
in nature as that of the people. The soldiers were not
rejecting Jesus' claim to be the Saviour. They only
mocked his claim to be a ruler in Caesar's stead.
The apparent reason for D's omission of the blasphemy of the thief is to make the rejection by the people
complete. In the normal text, the blasphemy of the thief
centers in Jesus' claims of being the Saviour--"Are you
the Christ? Save yourself and us" (v. 39); therefore, the
words of the blasphemy are omitted by D, and he simply
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states that the thief blasphemed. Of all those who blasphem and mock Jesus in D's text, the people alone touch
the very heart of Jesus' proclaimed mission as Saviour;
they alone are pictured as rejecting this mission.
As a general rule, one would look at the attitudes
of the rulers in order to appraise the attitudes of a city
or nation. D uses the people of Jerusalem to portray the
attitude of rejection in the passion story. In the previous chapter we noticed that D emphasizes Luke's idea
that Jerusalem is the place of enmity by portraying this
city as unresponsive to Jesus' ministry. The part played
by the people of this city in the passion story of D verifies the observation made concerning Jerusalem in the previous chapter.
During the trial before Pilate, one of the charges
pressed against Jesus by the rulers was that of insurrection: "We found this man perverting our nation, and forbidding us to give tribute to Caesar, and saying that he
himself is Christ a king" (23:2); "But they were urgent,
saying, 'He stirs up (avauetw) the people'" (23:5). In
the normal text of Luke this same charge is brought against
Barabbas, but it is dropped by D:
Luke 23:25
Codex B
aneAuccv 86 TOV 6La ciaoLv
Rat, cpovov DeDAnlievov 6t

Codex D
aneAvacv 66 TOV evexa
WVOU 00XnUEVOV eLc
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cptaamnv ov 71TOUVTO TOV
be Lv mapeacoxev TT
acAnuaTL auTcov

00.114aTL auTwv

"He released the man
who had been cast into
prison because of insurrection and murder,
whom they asked for;
but Jesus he delivered
up to their will."

"He released the man
who had been cast into
prison because of
murder,
whom they asked for;
but Jesus he delivered
up to their will."

WACCHT1V OV nTOUVTO TOV

66 LflV mapeesumev Tit)

Spa] evExa, D
om. oTacyLv xaL, D
D allows the charge of insurrection logged against Jesus

to stand (23:5), but separates him from the company of
Barabbas by dropping the same charge against the criminal.
Barabbas is now guilty of murder and Jesus, despite the
charge of insurrection, is not. Thus D makes a distinction between the charges brought against the two men and
indicates that Jesus' execution is not justified.
The Empty Tomb
The alterations in D that deal with the empty tomb
seem to revolve around the attitude of the apostles toward
the report brought to them by the women. Why did not the
apostles believe? Because the women in D's text could not
give the apostles any positive assurance that the resurrection had taken place. All they could offer was circumstantial evidence and an admonition to remember a prediction made by Jesus while he was yet in Galilee.
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The first variant in D that relates to the empty
tomb is circumstantial evidence of the resurrection:
Luke 23:53; 24:1,2
Codex B
53. xat, xa56Acov ev6TuALE6v
auto
cLv6ovi.
lc= 65nx6v auTov ev uvnilaTL.
AccE6uTo)
ou oux nv
ou56Lg ounco x61,46vog

1. Tp 56 uLct TOW ca0DaTwv
op5pou Da56wg
enL
TO uvnua nAeav (p6pouaaL a
nToLuaaav apanlaTa

Codex D
53. xat, xaecAwv EVETUALECV
TO culla 'LOU 1.710 ev OLVOOVL
xaL 65nx6v auTov ev uvnlieLy
A6AaTounilevT ou oux nv
ounw ouftic xeL46voc Rat.
8svtoc auTou EnEallheV TS!
)
uvnuew XeLOov ov uoyLc
eLhoot, exuALov
1.
uLit 6e TWV ca03aTwv
opOpou Oaftwc npxovTo eneL
TO uvnua
(paLpouGaL a
nToLuaaav xal„ TLveg cuv
auTaLc 6XoyL[ovTo 66 ev
eauTaLg TLS apa anoxuXLcr6L

TOV
2.
eupov 6c toy
AL5ov anox6xuALcu6vov ano
IOU 4VTIIIELOU

2. 6X5oucraL 56 6upov toy
ALOov anox6xuALcuevov ano
too 4VTIUELOU

"53. And he took it down
and
wrapped it in a linen
shroud, and laid him in a
rock-hewn tomb, where no
one had ever yet been laid.

"53. And he took
down
the body of Jesus and
wrapped it in a linen
shroud, and laid him in a
rock-hewn tomb, where no
one had ever yet been laid
and when he was interred a
stone was placed upon the
tomb which twenty men could
hardly roll.
"1. And on the first day
of the week, at early
dawn, they came to the
tomb, taking
what
they had prepared, and
certain others came with
them. And they began
to reason among themselves,
Who will roll the stone
away?
"2. And they found the
stone rolled away from
the tomb."

"1. And on the first day
of the week, at early
dawn, they came to the
tomb, taking the spices
they had prepared.

"2. And they found the
stone rolled away from
the tomb."
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v. 53 auto]

to culla too III, D
+ ev ante oLvoovL, D 440
unvuaTt. XaEeTw] uvnueLy AeAcILTollnuevy, D
+ xat, 86VTOC auTou eneanxcv TT uvnueLy AeLaov ov
uoyt.c eLxocn EXUKLOV post xcludievoc, D c copsa

v. 1 om. TD, D
nxaccv] npxovio, D
om. aowilaTa, D it s ync copsa
+ hat, TLVEC auv auTaLc eXoyt.Covio 8e ev eauToic TLC
apa anoxLaLGELTov ALOov post ntoLuccoav, D 0124 c copsa

v. 2 eupov Oe] eXaouocu, 66 cupov, D 0124 c copsa Tatian
There are those who immediately see a correlation
between this stone described by D and the one that appears
in Homer's Odyssey (ix.241).16 Whether or not D borrowed
the general dimensions of the stone from Homer is not our
concern here. What we are interested in is the fact that
the women, conscious of the size of the stone and knowing
that a sufficient number of men from their party had not
gone to the tomb to move the stone, must have been impressed that something unusual had taken place.17
By an omission in the next few verses, D continues to build the case of circumstantial evidence:
Luke 24:5,6,7
16Cf. Creed, p. 292; Plummer, p. 542; Blass, pp.
185-87.
17T. H. Wier, "The Stone Rolled Away," Expository
Times, XXIV(1912/13), 284, suggests that Paul may have misunderstood the oral tradition of the women arriving at the
tomb, and instead of finding the stone rolled away, they
found Peter hastening away (for stone and Peter are identical in Aramaic), thus Paul concluded that Peter was the
first to see the resurrected Lord.
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Codex B

Codex D

5. ev(pOwv (5e yevouevwv
auTwv hat, HAELVOUGWV Ta
npoawna eLg Tfv ynv
ct,nav npog auras IL
En -EEL -LE TON/ CcovTa ueTa
IWV vexpwv
6. oux 60ILV w5e aA,Xa
nyepan uvnaanTe wg
eXaAnaev UTILV 6TL WV
EV I1 yaXeLAaLciL
7. Aeywv TOV ULOV IOU
avapwnou OIL 5eL
napa8oanvaL eLg xeLpag
avapwnwv auapTuawv xaL
aTaupwanvaL xat, ID
TPLID nuep9L avaaTnvat,

ev(poaoL be yevouevaL
exAeLvav Ta
npoawna 6Lc TT1V YfV OL 66
eLnav npog auras TL
CrII6LT6 TOV CwvTa ueTa
TWV VEXPWV
6.
uvnaanTe 5e °act
eXaArlacv uueLv CIL WV
EV in yaALAat,o,L
7.
OIL 5
6L TON)
ULOV IOU avapwnou
napa5oanvaL eLg xeLpag
avapwnwv
Rat,
aTaupwanvaL hat, Tri
Tpt.Tp nucpciL avaaTnvat,

"5. And as they were
afraid and bowed their
faces to the ground
they said to them,
Why do you seek the
living among the dead?
"6. He is not here, but
has risen. Remember
how he told you,
yet being in Galilee,
"7. Saying, It is necessary for the Son of
Man to be betrayed into
the hands of sinful men
and to be crucified and
raised the third day."

"5. And being
afraid they bowed their
faces to the ground and
the men said to them,
Why do you seek the
living among the dead?
"6.
Remember
as much as he told you,
yet being in Galilee,
"7.
That it is necessary for the Son of
Man to be betrayed into
the hands of
men
and to be crucified and
raised the third day."

5.

v. 5 ev(poi3wv 5e yevolievwv auTwv Rat, xXeLvouawv] 6W0R0L
bE yevollevat, exAeLvav,DacrsyscP Tatian
+ ot, be ante eLnav,Dacr sy
v. 6 om. oux 60TLV W5€, aA,Aa nyepan, D it
wg] oaa, D c syscP Marcion Tatian
v. 7 om. Aeywv, D c
om. auapTwAwv, D it
By his omission in v. 6, 18 D removes any direct
18Arndt feels that ". . . in the MS that was at the
basis of D . . . the copyist must have striven for the utmost brevity" (p. 483). Metzger (pp. 183-84) says that the
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mention of the resurrection. Thus when the women return
to report to the apostles what they have experienced, they
could present the following:
1. The enormous stone had been moved from the
mouth of the tomb (v. 2).
2. The tomb was empty (v. 4).
3. They talked with two men in dazzling apparel
at the tomb (v. 4).
4. These men said, "Why do you seek the living
among the dead?" and "Remember what he said while yet in
Galilee."
The only thing of a relatively positive nature
that the women could report that would support a resurrection was the words of the two men, "Why do you seek the
living among the dead?" and the appeal to remember the
prediction Jesus made while in Galilee. As a result the
apostles did not believe (v. 11).
Two more variants in the text of D might be traced
to the apostles' unbelief. First is the omission of v. 12:
6 ec newog avdoTac g6paucv ens!,
DAIneL

60ovCa

TO 4VIIIIEUOV

napax&Inc

. % OauudEwv
xa dtnfiXeEv npoc auTov

TO

y6yovoc ("And Peter arose and ran to the tomb; stooping and
looking in, he saw the linen cloths alone; and he went home
majority of the men working on the United Bible Society's
text preferred to keep the reading.
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wondering at what had happened"--Luke 24:12).19 By the
omission of this verse, D maintains a consistency with
v. 11 that is lost when the verse is included, i.e. none
of the "apostles" (v. 10) believed the report of the women,
so no one bothered to go to the tomb to verify it.
But the problem is not solved this easily. For we
have v. 24 to deal with, which contains a statement made
by the two disciples while walking to Emmaus with the
"stranger":
Luke 24:24
Codex B
annAaov ILVEQ

Codex D

4vnlicLov xaL cupov
outwc xaawc aL yuvaLxec eLnov auTov Se
oux eLoov

xaL Cranka0V TLVEC EX
TWV GUN) nueLv Ent. TO
ilvnucLov xat. cupov
OUTS WC
eLmov aL
yovaLxec auTov be
oux eLOollev

"And certain ones from
among us went to the
tomb and found it
exactly as the women
had said, but they
did not see him."

"And certain ones from
among us went to the
tomb and found it
as the women
had said, but we
did not see him."

TWV GOV npAv Ent, TO

190pinion is divided over whether this verse should
be included in the text. Those who favor its inclusion are
Arndt, p. 435; Farrar, p. 358; Jeremias, p. 150; R. Leaney,
"Resurrection Narratives in Luke (xxiv.12-53)," New Testament Studies, 11(1955/56), 110-14; Metzger, p. 184; van
Oosterzee, p. 385; Tinsley, p. 204; Snodgrass, p. 373.
Those who feel it should not be included see it as an interpolation from John 20:3-10, cf. K. Peter G. Curtis,
"Luke xxiv.l2 and John xx.3-10," Journal of Theological
Studies, XXII(1971), 512-15; Geldenhuys, p. 626; Gilmour,
p. 420; Plummer, p. 550.
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+ ex ante WV, D
xaawc] cog, D
eL6ov] eLtiouev, D e
The problem in the normal text has long been recognized; v. 12 says that Peter alone went to the tomb while
v. 24 indicates more than one person went. This is an additional reason for the position that v. 12 was not part of
the original text. We have already indicated that by this
omission D sustains the unbelief among the apostles spoken
of in v. 11.
However, because in D John precedes Luke in accordance with the Western order of the gospels, D was aware of
John's account of both Peter and John going to the tomb
(John 20:3-10). Therefore, the omission of Luke 24:12
serves a second purpose, it removes the inconsistency between Luke and John regarding Peter going to the tomb alone.
The normal text of Luke 24:24 would agree with
John 20:3-10 (but disagrees with v. 12); therefore, because D eliminates Peter's trip to the tomb, he makes the
visit apply to others, i.e. to at least one of the Emmaus
disciples and at least one other person. At the same time
D remains consistent with the context of Luke's normal
text, for the women reported their experience to the "apostles" (v. 10), who did not believe and did not try to verify
the report. Those who went to the tomb in D's account were
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apparently outside of the circle of the twelve "apostles."
Yet, as we will see presently, those who saw the empty
tomb did not believe either.
Another omission that might very well stem from
the disciples' unbelief is found earlier in v. 3:
Luke 24:3
Codex B
eLoeXeoucTaL 66 oux eupov
TO owlia TOU HU LU
"And when they entered
they found not the body
of the Lord Jesus."

Codex D
eLoeXaouout. Se oux cupov
TO croua

"And when they entered
they found not the body."

om. TOO HU LU, D it

Farrar points out that this is the only place where
this term, "the Lord Jesus," can be found in the gospels.2°
However, it is found fifteen times in Acts21 and appears
frequently in the epistles. Surveying the passages in
Acts, one infers that the phrase "the Lord Jesus" is a
20Farrar, p. 358 (except for a single use in the
long ending of Mark 16:19). Those favoring it as being
original: Arndt, p. 483; Creed, p. 293; Farrar, p. 358;
the majority working on the United Bible Society's text,
Metzger, p. 183; Ignace de la Potterie, "Le titre KYPIOE
applique a Jesus dans l'evangile de Luc," Melanges bibliques en hommage an R. P. Beda Rigaux, A. Descamps and
A. de Halleux (eds.) (Gembloux: Duculot, 1970), pp. 12124; Snodgrass, p. 375. Those who feel it is an interpolation: Geldenhuys, p. 625; Plummer, p. 547; van Oosterzee,
p. 385.
21Acts 1:21; 7:59; 8:16; 9:29; 11:17,20; 15:11,26;
16:31; 19:13,17; 20:21,35; 21:13; 28:31.
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honorific title given to the resurrected Christ. The
omission in Luke 24:3 may simply stem from the fact that
at that point the resurrection of Jesus was not an object
of faith as far as his followers were concerned. He was
not yet "the Lord Jesus," as he thus becomes in the later
preaching of the apostles in Acts.
Post-Resurrections Appearances
Luke records only two post-resurrection appearances, both of them in Judea and both on the resurrection
Sunday, and both have variants in D. The first appearance
is to the two disciples as they make their way to Emmaus.
On reaching their destination they persuade the "stranger,"
who had been traveling with them, to remain in their company for the evening:
Luke 24:30,31
Codex B
30. hat. eyeveto ev Ty
xaTaxALanvaL auTov uet
auTcov Aa0cov TON apiov
euAoynocv Hat, xXacrac
en66L6ou
auToLc
31.

Codex D

auluv 66 6LnvoLx8ncrav
01 ocpacauot, hat, eneyvwaav
auTov xat. autos acpavToc
6YEVETO an auTwv

30. xat. eyeveTo ev Ty
xaTaxALOnvaL auTov
AaDcov
apTov
nuXoynoev xal
mpoacoLoou auToLc
31. Aa3ovTcov Se auTwv
toy apTov an auTov
nvoynoav 01 ocpaaAuol,
autow xaL eneywoav
auTov xat. autos wavioc
EYEVETO an auTwv

"30. And it came to pass
that while he was sitting
at supper with them,
taking the bread he blessed

"30. And it came to pass
that while he was sitting
at supper,
taking bread he blessed
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and broke it and gave it
to them.
"31.
And their eyes were opened
and they knew him and he
disappeared from them."

and gave it
to them.
"31. And when they had received the bread from him
their eyes were opened
and they knew him and he
disappeared from them."

v. 30 om. ucT auTwv, D e sysc
om. TONI/ D 131 1093 copsa Tatian
om. xXaciac, D
cnc5Lbou] npoccoLoou, D

v. 31 auTwv 5c 5LnvoLxanaav ot, ocpaaAuoL hat. encywaav
auTov] AaBovicov 5c auTwv toy apTov an auTou nvuynoav
oVaaAuot, auTwv xaL encywaav auTov, D c e

There is nothing in the variants themselves that
detracts from the record of an appearance by Jesus.
Rather, the variants revolve around the disciples' identification of the "stranger." The normal text would lead
us to infer that the disciples successfully identified
the "stranger" by his mannerisms in the blessing, breaking, and distributing of the bread. In the text of D the
general thought is the same, but some of the details are
different.
It would seem that by two omissions in v. 30 D was
trying to prevent the misunderstanding that this meal with
the two Emmaus disciples was the celebration of the Lord's
Supper with two followers who were not present when the
rite was instituted.22 The presence of the definite
22Cf. Brown (pp. 75-77), who sees this pericope of
the Emmaus disciples as a successful attempt by Jesus to
reclaim two disciples that have abandoned their faith in
him and left Jerusalem, the place that was symbolic of
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article Toy before dLp16v ("bread"--v. 30) in the normal
text gives to this bread the ring of special quality. The
sequence of blessing, breaking, and giving recalls the
only other scene where these details are given so specifically--the Lord's Supper.
By the omission of the article and the second step
of the sequence, "breaking," the danger of misunderstanding
is reduced. At the same time D retains Luke's original
thought, that Jesus is identified by his mannerism in
hosting a meal, even though in this case he is a guest.23
The reaction of the two disciples to the sudden
realization of the identity of their traveling companion
and to his sudden disappearance is also changed by D:
Luke 24:32,33,34
Codex B
32. xat, eLnav npog aUrPLoug
ouxt, n xapoLa nuwv xaLolLevn
cog EXcact, THILV eV Tp
nv
°Ey cog 51,nvoyev nuLv Tag
YPWaC
33. xat, avaatavTeg
aurp -up wpb, uneaTpetl)av
eLg LepoucaX714 xat, eupov
flapOLOUEVOUQ TOUQ evaexa
xat, -mug ouv autoLg 34.
AEYOVIaQ OIL ov-rwg
flyeOn o xg xaL wan
aLucovi,

Codex D
32.
OL 6e eLmov npog EaUTOUQ
OUXL n xap5La flV WWV xexaX044evn wg eXa2Let, WELV EV ID

ooy wg

nvoyev rtueLv Tag
YPoL(PaS
33. Rat, avacTavieg Aunowevot,
auTp ip cow. uneaTpetinv
CLC LepouGaAnli Rat, eupov
napoLcruevoug Toug La
xaL Toug auv auToLg
34. Aeyovieg OIL OVTWQ
nYEPOn o xg Rat, Wan
CLU.WVL

Messianic hope and glory between the resurrection and ascension.
23Cf. Creed, p. 262.
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"32.And they said to
each other, Was not our
heart burning as he
talked to us on the
road, as he opened to
us the scriptures?
"33. And arising
the same hour they
returned to Jerusalem
and found the eleven
gathered together and
those who were with them,
"34.
saying,
The Lord has risen indeed,
and has appeared to
Simon."

"32.And they said to
themselves, Was not our
heart veiled as he
talked to us on the
road, as he opened to
us the scriptures?
"33.And arising sorrowing
the same hour they
returned to Jerusalem
and found the eleven
gathered together and
those who were with them,
"34. [And the two] said,
The Lord has risen indeed,
and has appeared to
Simon."

v. 32 hat. 6Lnav npog caAnAoug] 01, 66 et.nov npog cavroug, D
HaLoucvn] xexaXwilsvn, D
v. 33 + Aunoullevot, post avacriavreg, D c e copsa
v. 34 XEyowcag] AcyovT6g, D Origen
The implications of the variants in these verses
are significant. The alteration in v. 34 is the key to
understanding their import. In the normal text, "the
eleven and those who were with them" inform the returning
Emmaus disciples that the report of the women can be accepted, for now Simon can verify it, having seen the risen
Lord himself.

D changes the participle from Alyowcag

("saying," accusitive plural agreeing with iota EN5exa Ral
TOUC Guy aftotg, "the eleven and those with them") to

A6yovT6g ("saying," nominative plural agreeing with the two
returning disciples who are the subject of the compound
verbs in this verse). Thus it is the two returning disciples who announce to the assembled group in Jerusalem the
surety of the Lord's resurrection on the basis of their
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experience on the way to Emmaus.
But this change implies that the Lord had appeared
to Simon before the two had left for Emmaus. They, as well
as the group in Jerusalem, would have been aware of Simon's
experience; but in the case of the women's report, apparently no one believed. Therefore, on their return the
two are made to blurt out, "The Lord has indeed risen; you
can believe Simon and the women, for we too have seen
him." By implication, D has materially increased the unbelief of Jesus' followers immediately after the resurrection.
With this in mind the alterations in vv. 32,33 can
be understood. After Jesus makes himself known and disappears, the two muse over the veil that has darkened
their understanding. The implication of v. 32 is that
instead of their hearts burning while Jesus expounded the
Scriptures to them along the way, they failed completely
to see the correlation between the events of the previous
three days and the passages the "stranger" was endeavoring
to explain. The veil stemmed from their refusal to believe the report of the women (v. 11) and of Peter (v.
34). When he failed to penetrate the veil by the exposition of Scripture, the "stranger" revealed his true identity.
Upon this revelation the two return to Jerusalem
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sorrowing (v. 33D), not because of the appearance of the
risen Lord, but in spite of it; for now they castigate
themselves for their lack of faith in failing to see the
fulfillment of Old Testament Scripture in the events of
the previous three days, and in failing to accept the reports of the women and Peter.
The group in Jerusalem has the same veil of unbelief over their hearts that the two Emmaus disciples
experienced. But once the two recount their experience
D tries to minimize the persistent unbelief, for this
is the second reported appearance collaborating the
women's report of the empty tomb.
While the two disciples were in the very process
of recounting their experience, Jesus appeared to the
whole assembled group:
Luke 24:36,37
Codex B

Codex D

36. Tauta 66 autwv
Acaouvtwv autos eutn
CV 46cy autwv xaL
A6y6L auToLg 6Lprivn
u4Lv.

36. Talyca 66 CLUTWV
Acaouv-rwv autos ecTcLOn

37.

37. autos, 56 rurone6vT6g
xaL EVQ01301, yevollevoL
66oxouv claaviacua aeoveLy

010006VIEC 56

xoLL elikpoDot, yevollevoL
65oxouv nveolia ftwpeLv

"36.And while they were
saying these things, he
stood in the midst of
them and said, Peace
to you.
"37.And they were
frightened and being

EV Ilecy autwv

"36.And while they were
saying these things, he
stood in the midst of
them.
"37.And they were
terrified and being
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terrified they
thought they saw a
spirit."

frightened they
thought they saw a
ghost."

v. 36 om. Rom Aeyet, auToLs et,pnvn out,v, D it
v. 37 Opon5evies] autot, be Tronaevrec, D
nveolla] cpavtaalia, D Marcion
The fear that is recorded in v. 37 of the normal
text is somewhat hard to understand in the face of the
evidence that has been given to this point.24 However,
if we follow D's account, the fear of the assembled group
(except for the two Emmaus disciples and Peter) raises no
problem, for their hearts are still veiled by unbelief and
they truly suppose that they are seeing a spirit or ghost.
D's omission of "and he said, 'Peace to you'" in
v. 36 is now calculated to minimize this unbelief.25 For
the disciples to react the way they do in v. 37, after
the reports of the women, Peter, and the Emmaus disciples,
and while having Jesus speak to them at his appearance to
quiet their fears, only magnifies the condition of unbelief.
Therefore, D minimizes this unbelief by omitting the words
spoken by Jesus, words that would otherwise have failed in
24Cf. Benj. W. Bacon, "The Ascension in Luke and
Acts," Expositor, VII,7(1909), 255, who observes that this
appearance must have been a "first" appearance: "It cannot
possibly have been framed to stand after ver. 33-34, in
which the two from Emmaus find 'the eleven gathered together and them that were with them, saying, 'The Lord is
risen indeed, and hath appeared to Simon.'"
25Snodgrass, p. 375.
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their intended purpose of quieting the disciples' fears
and establishing their faith.
Throughout this and the previous section we have
discovered in D a well-developed motif of unbelief up to
the point where the two Emmaus disciples tell the Jerusalem
group their experience. From this point on D endeavors to
minimize the lingering doubt concerning the resurrection.
The Ascension
The last four verses of Luke contain the account
of the ascension, which is parallel to the longer account
found in Acts 1:6-11. We will observe briefly two omissions
in the gospel account:
Luke 24:51,52
Codex B

Codex D

51. Hat. eyeveTo ev Ty
euAoyeLv auTov auTouc
diLecTri an auTwv hat.
avecpepeTo ELQ TOV
owavov
52. Rat, auto', npoahuvnaavTeg auTov
unecTpekiJav ELQ
LepolicraAnu. . .

51. Hat. eyeveTo ev Ty
euXoyeLv auTov auTouG
aneaTn an auTwv

"51.And it came to
pass, while he was
blessing them, he was
parted from them and
borne up into heaven.
"52.And when they had
worshipped him they
returned to Jerusalem

"51.And it came to
pass, while he was
blessing them, he was
parted from them.

52.

Hal, auto',

uneoTpeOav eLg
LepouoaAn4. . .

"52.And
they
returned to Jerusalem
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v. 51 6Lecrin] ansain, D
om. xa1. avecpepeto ELc TOV oupavov, x* D it sys
v. 52 om. npouxuvnaavieg autov, D it sys
The omission of Luke's ascension account in D has
caused a great deal of discussion. The omission in v. 52
("when they had worshipped him") seems to be directly tied
to the omission in v. 51. The whole problem centers in
the apparent discrepency between Luke and Acts over the
time element of the ascension. In Luke it appears that
Jesus ascended on the day of the resurrection, while Acts
indicates that there was a forty day period between the
resurrection and the ascension (Acts 1:3).
Numerous theories have been suggested for the origin of this apparent discrepency in Luke's normal text:
1. After writing the account in the gospel and
presenting the ascension and resurrection as happening on
the same day, Luke later discovered another tradition (or
evolved it himself) that places the ascension forty days
later. The later discovery was worked into Acts 1.26
2. Luke was aware of the forty days separating
the resurrection and the ascension but did not mention it
in the gospel because it would have disrupted the smoothness of the narrative; therefore, he preferred silence "to
26Cf. Morton S. Enslin, "The Ascension Story,"
Journal of Biblical Literature, XLVII(1928), 60-73. Plummer admits that this is a possibility (p. 564).
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a pedantic completeness."27
3. We have in Luke and Acts a twofold interpretation of the same event, one not excluding the other. The
gospel presenting a "doxological interpretation" and Acts
the "historical and 'pneumatic'" interpretation.28
4. The ascension occurred at the beginning of the
forty days of appearances to the disciples. Luke ". .
interjects in Acts 1:3 a general summary of the appearances
to the disciples as having covered a period of 'forty
days,'" and "in no way brings out the fortieth day as
signalized by any particular occurrence."29
Even though the reading of the longer text presents the difficulty of the apparent contradiction between
Luke and Acts, interpreters are presently more inclined to
take its reading as original, the shorter text being an
27Zane C. Hodges, "The Women and the Empty Tomb,"
Bibliotheca Sacra, CXXII1(1966), 301-309. Cf. Bacon, pp.
254-61; Plummer (p. 564) who says, "And while he does not
state either here or in ver. 44 that there was any interval at all, still less does he say that there was none";
Arndt, pp. 501-02; Theodore D. Woolsey, "The End of Luke's
Gospel and the Beginning of the Acts! Two Studies," Bibliotheca Sacra, LIX(1882), 593-619.
28p. A. van Stempvoort, "The Interpretation of the
Ascension in Luke and Acts," New Testament Studies, V(1958/
59), 30-90.
29Bacon, p. 260. Cf. Gottfried Kinkel, "Historical
and Critical Inquiry Respecting the Ascension of Christ,"
Bibliotheca Sacra, 1(1844), 152-78.
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attempt to remove the contradiction.30 If the shorter
text is taken as original, this would mean that Acts is
the only book that deals with the ascension (unless the
longest ending of Mark is accepted as original). However,
the internal evidence of Luke 22:50-53 seems to call for
the longer text.31
D's omission of npooxuviloaviec aircov ("worshiping
him") in v. 52 may be explained easily by saying that it
is an attempt to harmonize the account in Luke with the
more detailed ascension account in Acts, where there is no
mention of the disciples worshiping Jesus at his ascension.
The omission in v. 51, xal AveapeTo ag TOV o6pavov ("and
he was taken up into heaven"), is not as easily explained.
To say that D omitted the specific statement that
Jesus ascended into heaven in an attempt to harmonize Luke
with the other synoptic accounts, which have no mention of
the ascension, is to ignore the presence of 6L6ain dn'a6Tibv
30Blass, pp. 138-40; Jeremias, p. 151; Snodgrass,
p. 375; Streeter, p. 143; van Stempvoort, p. 36; Williams,
pp. 51-53; majority of scholars working on the United Bible
Society's text; Metzger, pp. 189-90. Those who favor the
short reading are: Arndt, p. 501; Creed, p. 301; Geldenhuys,
p. 647. Plummer (p. 565) suggests that the variants in vv.
51,52 were not present in the original document, "but it
is conceivable that Lk. himself (or Theophilus) may have
added them in a second edition of the Gospel, in order to
make it quite clear what OLeavi an'a151.6v meant."
31Cf. Metzger, pp. 189-90 and Blass, pp. 138-40
for a presentation of the arguments in favor of the longer
text.
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("he was separated from them") in the immediate context.
A normal separation between Jesus and his disciples that
had no intimation of glory, or a separation that was
shrouded in mystery, or that left the disciples bewildered
as to what happened to their risen Lord, would not have
caused the great joy of v. 52, nor would it have been the
reason for their "blessing God" in the temple (v. 53).
It was not D's intent to omit the ascension from
Luke. The "He was separated from them" of v. 51 together
with the expressions of joy in vv. 52,53 are sufficient
for the ascension account in Luke (especially in view of
the detailed account of the ascension in Acts). It would
appear that D made his omission in v. 51 in the interests
of the Christian believers in his own time and in succeeding generations.
The long-awaited parousia of the Lord had not
materialized. To guard the Christian community against
an attitude of utter abandonment by its Lord, D omitted
the phrase that had the disheartening ring of finality,
"he was separated from them and was taken up into heaven."
It was D's purpose to prevent the rise of a misunderstanding that the Lord had been separated from his church, and
this separation was final. It was to prevent the rise of
a sense of abandonment that the words "from them" could
have produced when followed by "into heaven."
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That D had the interest of the community at heart
would appear to be verified by an omission in the ascension account of Acts that is almost identical to his variant in Luke: o6Toc 6'Inao0g 6 avaAmpaelc dup'64Cov eCc Tbv
o6pav6v ("This Jesus who has been taken up from you into
heaven"--Acts 1:11) where ECC TOV o6oavov ("into heaven")
is omitted by D 242 gig. D again omits the phrase that
specifies the extent of the separation immediately after
the statement of the separation (an'a6Trov ["from them"]
in Luke 24:51 and dur6uCov ["from you"] in Acts 1:11) thus
endeavoring to minimize any danger that this separation
might be construed by the church to have a ring of finality.
Conclusion
The following observations can be made as a result of the study of the variants in this chapter:
1. The omission of 22:19b,20 (the symbolism of
the wine) would seem to result from D's sensitivity to
Gentile reaction. D has shown repeatedly that he was
editing Luke with an anti-Judaic bias and a Gentile interest. The omission would certainly minimize an occasion
for misunderstanding among Gentile readers.
2. D strengthens the previous observation that
Jerusalem is the place of enmity. He does this by showing a more hostile attitude on the part of the people of
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Jerusalem toward Jesus during his passion, and by minimizing any indication of hostility toward Jesus as Saviour on
the part of the soldiers and the unrepentant thief.
3. Around the empty tomb D develops a motif of
unbelief on the part of the disciples. The women report
circumstantial evidence of the resurrection and it is not
believed by the apostles. Peter's encounter with the
resurrected Lord is made to occur before Jesus appears to
the Emmaus disciples, and his report is not believed. The
Emmaus disciples castigate themselves for their unbelief
after Jesus' appearance to them and are the ones who report the certainty of the resurrection to the Jerusalem
group. From this point on D begins to minimize the unbelief of the disciples.
4. D omits the direct statement in Luke (and
Acts) that Jesus was separated from his followers by going
into heaven in an attempt to minimize any misunderstanding
that the degree of this separation made it final.

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
The variant readings investigated in this study
suggest that the text of D represents the work of more
than a mere copyist. It is too simplistic to say with
Kenyon:
Such are some of the more remarkable variants
presented by this type of text in this single book
of the Acts of the Apostles. In the Gospel of St.
Luke they are for the most part less striking, often
consisting merely of the omission or insertion of
pronouns, the substitution of pronouns for proper
names, or vice versa, or the interchange of Rat and
og.1
Remembering that D is the chief Greek witness of the
Western text, it would be inadequate also to say with
Hatch:
The reasons which led to the making of the "Western"
additions mentioned above are not difficult to discern. First, the reviser or revisers desired to preserve whatever fragments of evangelic tradition could
be found in sources other than those Gospels which
were generally recognized in all parts of the Church,
in order that no saying of Jesus or credible story
connected with his life should perish. All such
material was precious, and it was believed that a
place should be found for it in the revised text of
the New Testament. Secondly, the maker or makers of
the "Western" text liked a full and smooth text, and
they sought to obtain it by means of various editorial
1Kenyon, Handbook to the Textual Criticism, pp.
346-47.
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devices. In some cases, however, the desire for
smoothness led to omissions.2
Although the observations of Kenyon and Hatch are
correct, they fall short of explaining adequately the true
nature of D's complex text in Luke. Omissions, additions,
and substitutions of various nouns, verbs, and pronouns may
be easily noted, but their impact upon the text remains
unappreciated until the entire book is examined and it is
determined whether an editorial design emerges. Until
the methods used in this study were applied to D's text in
Luke, its unique readings, as a whole, remained isolated
elements that stimulated curiousity, but were not seen as
supporting units that would help explain the existence of
one another.
The text of D in Luke presents the picture of a
copyist working from a manuscript containing the Western
text, yet having access to other sources (Tatian and
Marcion in particular, and at times showing a knowledge of
the Alexandrian text). One would conclude two things about
the copyist of D in Luke: (1) he was more than a copier;
he was an editor; and (2) the editor of D in Luke worked
with the aim of altering or strengthening Luke's tradition
in compliance with his theological biases.
From the present study, one may also conclude that
2Hatch, The 'Western' Text of the Gospels, p. 22.
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theological biases account for the major portion of D's
unique readings in Luke. A frequent tool used by D to
develop these biases is harmonization with the other
gospels. On other occasions D uses apparent "Tatianisms"
and "Marcionite readings" to further nis editorial design.
Two major themes emerge from D's variants: (1)
the exaltation of Jesus, and (2) an anti-Judaic bias.
Three secondary themes are woven around these two major
themes: (1) the two dominant characters in the first three
chapters (the mother of Jesus and John the Baptist) are
elevated beyond their significance in Luke's normal text;
(2) Peter is made to stand out as "first" among the apostles,
wnile the remaining apostles are protected from behavior
that is not compatible with their position; and (3) Gentiles are favorably treated.
Finally it must be said that Epp's study of the
text of D in Acts and the present study show a relatively
consistent pattern of thought running through the variants
of D in Luke/Acts.3
Because of the consistent editorial pattern seen
in D in Luke/Acts, the remaining gospels in D are now
3Epp (pp. 165-71) found in Acts that the Jewish
leaders are presented as more hostile toward Jesus, an
anti-Judaic bias is present, there is an attempt to minimize the importance of Jewish institutions, the role of
the apostles is magnified, and that there is a favorable
attitude toward the Romans.
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brought into question. One assumes that a manuscript
which shows such marked evidence of editorial work by a
copyist in two of its books would also show similar evidence in the remaining books. Should such an investigation
show that Luke/Acts received editorial attention exclusive
of or different from the remaining books in the manuscript,
we would then face a new problem in the history of D's
troublesome text.
Further questions arise concerning what the result
would be if a major witness of another texttype was examined in a similar way. Would the variants of 1, 13, or
®, which put these manuscripts in a separate group, show
evidence of a particular bias or biases? Could the unusual changes from one texttype to another within the gospels of W have resulted from theological biases? One
might also ask, To what degree do variant readings within
manuscripts from various centuries reflect the developing
theology of the growing church? These questions, of
course, remain to be answered.
Although the main approach to textual criticism
will continue to be that of counting variants and aligning
manuscripts according to the resulting figures, it is hoped
that the present study will contribute to a fuller understanding of the nature of D as, perhaps, the most unusual
manuscript that stands among the large number of New Testament witnesses.
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